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Rhachianecte-s glaukous.

Supplemental Plate for Part V.
Fig. 1. Lateral-view.
Fig. 2. Ventral.
(From photographs of a model constructed under the direction of Roy C. Andrews.)
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FOREWORD.

The present paper is the second of the series of monographs now in preparation upon the
Pacific Cetacea. Besides the skeleton of Balcnoptera borealis, a well preserved fcetus was
brought from Japan, and believing that valuable material of this sort should be studied by the
person qualified to make the greatest use of it, the specimen was put into the hands of Dr.
Herman von W. Schulte, of the Department of Anatomy, Columbia University, who is the author
of the section on the soft anatomy. The advantages of such a cooperative study of any form
are obvious and, so far as possible, future volumes of this series will be treated in a similar
manner.

To one not familiar with the difficulties of a comparative study of large cetaceans, where
for external anatomy one must depend entirely upon descriptions, measurements and photographs, the present paper may appear to contain much unnecessary, and s'omewhat cumbersome,
detail. However, from personal experience I have learned that whein the field investigator is
confronted with the problem of individual variation in the Cetacea it is of surprising assistance.
to have before him the complete data from which earlier students drew their conclusions.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

It is always a pleasure to acknowledge the generous assistance of the President and Dir'ectors
of the Toyo Hogei Kabushiki Kaisha (Oriental Whaling Co., Ltd.) of Osaka, Japan. Although
personally unknown to them on my first visit to Japan, I was received with the greatest coulrtesy
and given all possible assistance in my work. The managers of the various statilons which I
visited were instructed to allow me to -take any specimens of interest, and skeletons of almo'st
all the species of whales captured at the shore stations were secured. Thus the Museum has
acquired what is probably the most complete collection of large cetaceans in the world.
Practically nothing was known of the whales of Japanese waters, and the specimens presented
by the Toyo Hogei Kabushiki Kaisha are the only complete skeleto'ns from this country in
England, Europe or America. If all the whaling companies which are so industriously carrying on the work of commercially exterminating the large whales in other parts of the world
could be induced to take the liberal attitude of the Japanese in furthering scientific study,, it
would in part compensate for the ruthless slaughter of the interesting and important mammals
which are contributing so greatly to their financial gain.
My friends,, Messrs., R. Ogiwara, T. Shibuya and M. Matsuzaki were never failing in kindly
advice and assistance and to them I owe a debt of gratitude. Messrs. Uchida and Ikeda, Managers of the Aikawa and Oshima stations, furthered in every possible way the work I had undertaken and did much for my personal comfort as well.
Captain H. G. Melsom very kin'dly read that portion of the manuscript relating to the
"Life History " and offered many valuable suggestions.
.While at the various stations I was always received with hospitality on board the whaling
ships and spent imuch time, both ashore and afloat, with Captains Y. E. Andersen', F. Olsen,
Reidar Jacobsen, N. Skontorf, O. Bogen, H. Ellefsen, S. Samualsen, J. Jorgensen and M. Hansen; to these gentlemen my best thanks are due.
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For the never failing kindness of Dr. J. A. Allen, -who although engrossed in his own
researches is never too busy to afford younger students- of zoology the benefitofhspfun
knowledge, and who has supervised the printing of this monograph, I wish to express my
sincere appreciation.
My mother, Mrs. C. E. Andr'ews, prprd the tables of ratio' and assisted in other ways,
and has always been ready, with sound advice and encouragement in my scientific work.
Professor Charles B. Wilson, a specialist in- the study of Copepods, very kindly ide'ntified
the Penella which were taken from the Japan whales and offerecl helpful suggestions relativ'e to
the migration of B. borealis.
The photographs are the work of Mr. Julius Kirschner, the Museum photographer, and the
two drawings are by Mr. J. Henry Blake, of West Somerville, Mass.

INTRODUCTION.

Upon arriv'ing in Japan in February, 1910, for the purpose of studying cetaceans, I 'was
surprised to learn from the Toyo Hogei Kaisha that a whale known as the Iwashi Kujira (Sardine
Whale) formed the basis of their summer fishery. From the descriptions, the Iwashi Kujira
could onily be icientified as a species identical with, or allied to, Balcenoptera borealis of the
North Atlantic, which, so far as was then known, had no representative in the Pacific Ocean.
It was with the greatest interest that I examined the first specimen of th'is species at Oshima,
Kuishui, and discovered that the Iwashi Kuxjira was none other than the Pacific counterpart of
B. borealis Lesson. Our almost entire ignorance of the Pacific whales is well demonstrated by
the fact that for 15 years or more, this species, as well as the California Gray Whale (Rhachianectes
glaucus), has been taken by hundreds during the summer and winter along the coasts of
Japan and Korea without a silngle mention of their occurrence finding its way into Occidentxal
literature, either scientific or popular.
During the spring and summer of 1910, while I remained in Japan, about 75 specimens of
the Iwashi Kujira came under my observation and it was thus possible to make a fairly extensive
study of the life history, external anatomy and individual variation of the sp'ecies, as well as to
send to the American Museum a complete skeleton with its baleen and a well preserved fcetus.
Except for a few blades of baleen from Newfoundland in the Institute of Arts and Sciences,
Brooklyn, N. Y., and one mandibular ramus, two ribs) and a little baleen of a specimen whic'h
was washed ashore at Chatham Light, Mass., in 1910, there is no other material representing B.
borealis in Aerica. Moreover, only two photographs of Atlantic specimens of B. borealis
have been published, although the osteology of the species is fairly well known, and consequently this was an almost untouched field.
My work in Japan furnished an excellent basis for a comparative study of the Atlantic and
Pacific forms with a view to determining their" relationship, as well as that of Balcenopter'a
schlegeli (Flower) which had been described from Java in 1864.
The theory of the cosmopolitan distribution of the large cetaceans, especially of the genus
Balcenoptera, has been advanced by several well known cetologists during the last half century
but has never, I believe, been based -upon an examination and comparative study of spec-imens
from -various oceans. Such opinions' are interesting as showing the increasing tendency to"-realize
that in cetaceans -geographical separation does not necessarily indicate a' differ'ence- of, species,
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but they have no real value as proof of the facts at issue. The late Dr. F. W. True was the fiTst
cetologist to consider the relationship of the species of baleen whales of the eastern and western
North Atlantic ocean, with his work based upo'n actual examination and comparison of specimens.
He concluded, after much careful study, that the species found on both sides of the Atlantic
were identical.
In the study -of systematic cetology it must be remembered that geographical separation
has not the importance which is justly ascribed to it by students of la'nd mammals. Even if
individuals of a species found in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans never mingle the conditions under
which both live are usually so similar that apparently guch a species can continue to reproduce
its characters without material change for an indefinite period.
There is evidence, however, of a more or less continual passage of the Balaenopteras from
one ocean to the other by way of the waters of Cape Horn. There are practically no barriers
to the wanderings of the whales of this genus, which seem to be indifferent to the temperature
of the water, and the movements of which appear to be controlled mainly by the food supply.
Undoubtedly herds are formed which remain for some time in certain localities, but these
are probably reinforced by individuals which have wandered long distances, perhaps from the
waters of the Antarctic to the North Pacific or Atlantic (see 'Migrations').
As Dr. True has justly remarked, the greatest difficulty with which systematic cetology
has to deal is the problern of individual variation. At times this variation is so enormnous that
it seems impossible that, the extremes can belong to a single species. But when specimens
exhibiting such extremes of size, color or proportions are taken from the same locality, and
in some instances from the same herd, it is 'impossible to believe that the differences are other
than purely individual. Some writers, notably none who have specialized upon cetaceans,
have attempted to recognize subspecies among whales, but for very obvious reasons this is

impractical.
NOMENCLATURE.

Baleenoptera borealis Lesson.
SEI WHALE.
Balmna ro8trata RUDOLPHI, Abh. Akad. d. Wissen. zu Berlin, 1820-1821 (1822), pp. 27-40, pll. i-v.
"Rorqual du Nord" CUVIER, Recherches sur les Ossemens Fossiles, Nouvelle Edition, T. V., 1823, pp. 373 and
383-387, pl. xxvi, fig. 6.
Balaffnoptera borealis LESSON, Hist. Nat. des Mam. et des Oiseaux, Ce'tace's, 1828, pp. 342, 361, pl. xii.
Balanptera arctica SCHLEGEL, Fauna Japonica, 1842, Mamm. Marine, p. 26.
Balaffnoptera laticeps GRAY, Zoology of the Erebus and Terror, I, 1844, p. 20.
Balmnoptera Iwa8i, GRAY, Zoology of the Erebus and Terror, I, 1844, p. 20.
Phy8alum (1) Iwcoi GRAY, Cat. Mam. Brit. Mus., Part 1, Cetacea, London, 1850, p. 42.
Sibbaldus laticepw GRAY, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1864, p. 223, figs. 16-17.
Sibbaldim 8chlegelii FLOWER, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 186.4, pp. 384-420, figs. 10-17.
Rudlphiws laticeps GRAY, Cat. Seals and Whales in Brit. Mus., 2nd ed. , London, 1866, pp. 170-175.
Balmnoptera boreaH8 CUVIER, Actes Soc. Linn. de Bordeaux; 1881, Vol. 35, pp. 81-84.
0

The vernmacular te_rm Sei Whanle (Ko4h.rn]) adonnpted in this memnir, is, the, -na.me hv wbich
Balcenoptera borealis is known to the Norwegians and was applied to it because this species
formerly arrived upon the coast of Finmark with the "Seje," or Coal-fish (Pollachius virens).
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The English designation for this whale is " Rudolphi's Rorqual," indicating the original describer
who brought it to the at'tention of the scientific world in 1822.
Shore-whaling was developed by the Norwegians, and men of this nationality are scattered
over the world wherever the industry is prosecuted. With them have been carried their
country's
vernacular names for the whales which they hunt, and it is by these names that the animals are
known at the stations in almost every part of the world. But few persons would recognize the
species under consideration by the name " Rudolphi's Rorqual " whereas Sei Whale identifies
it at once and it appears, therefore, by far the best plan to adopt universally the term which is
already current among whalemen.
The name Balcenoptera borealis Lesson, which has for years been commonly accepted for the
Sei Whale, is without doubt the earliest Latin designation which can be applied to it. Rudolphi,l
in 1822, was the first to apply a Latin term to this, species. He described it as Balcena rostrata,
which is preoccupied by
2who made use of it for a Hyperoodon. Cuvier3in 1823,
"
under the title Rorqual du Nord," described and figured the skull of Rudolphi's specimen but
did not use a Latin name. In 1828 Lesson 4 copied Cuvier's description, converting his vernacular
designation " Rorqual du Nord " into Latin as Balcnoptera borealis. Lesson's name,'whether
regarded as original or merely as a translation of Cuvier's application, has undoubted priority
and must be retained.
In his paper on the ' Cetaces du Sud-Ouest de la France,' I Paul Fischer cites the name, as
Balcenoptera borealis Cuvier, following the usual custom of French authors in the numerous,cases
in which a species was described by Cuvier under a vernacular term without bestowing upon,it
a formal Latin designation. Dr. J. E. Gray,' in 1844, -applied the name Balcenoptera
laticeps
to the Sei Whale, placing in his synonymy the Balcena rostrata of Rudolphi and the " Rorqual
du Nord" of Cuvier but not mentioning Lesson's name. Some years later Dr. Gray described
the genus Sibbaldus,7 afterward modified to Sibbaldius, with S. laticeps Gray as the type
species.
In 1866 8 he erected his genus Rudolphius for.the reception of laticeps and it appears as
laticeps in his 'Supplement to Catalogue of Seals and Whales' and in his ' Synopsis
of the Species of Whales and Dolphins.'
In 1842 Schlegel Inamed a whale Balcnoptera arctica from the descriptions and figure in a
Japanese work upon the Cetacea, and although his species can not be absolutely determined,
have little doubt that it refers to Balcenoptera borealis. Gray in 1844 in the 'Zoology of the
Erebus and Terror,' page 20, under the title "The Japan Finner. Ba]aenoptera Iwasi," renames
Schlegel's species while quoting, almost in its entirety, the latter's description. In 1850, in the
'Catalogue of the Cetacea in the British
Museum, page 42, the name appears as " Physalus ?
Iwasi. The Japan Finner."
In 1864 Prof. Flower 10named a whale from Java Sibbaldius
schlegelii, the skeleton of"which

aname

Muiller

Ruzdolphius

Abhandl. K. Akad. Wissensch. Berlin,

Danica Prodomus, 1776, p. 7.1820-21 (1822), pp. 27-40, pll. 1-.5.
Zoologi~e
Recherches sur les Ossemens Fossiles, Nouvelle Edition, T. V., 1823, p. 373, pl.
Histoire Naturelle des Mammif6res et Oiseaux. M6ac&, 1828. pl. 12.
SOC. Linn. de Bordeaux, Actes, 1881, vo*k.35, pp. 81-84.
I

2
3
4
6
6
7

xxvi, fig. 6.

of the Erebus and Terror.
Zoology
1844, p. 20.
Proc.Zool. Soc. -London, 184 pp.A T22,I,9993.9

Japonica, 1842, Les Mammiffires Marins, p. 26.
Proa. Zool.
Soc. London, 1864, pp. 400}408, figs. 10-17.
Fauna

-->
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by the Leyden Museum, although he was not able to satisfactorily decide upon any

characters in which it differed from B. boreali's.
Dr.. J. E. Gray in 1865 described a whale from Formosa as Balcenoptera swinhoei,l upon tf.e
basis of a few vertebrae and ribs sent him by Mr. Swinhoe. He says: "The bones are nearly
the-silze of similar bones of the European Finner (Physalus antiquorum), which often reaches to
the length of 60 or 70 feet, and they most probably belong to an animal nearly of that size"
(1. C., P. 725).
In the 'Catalogue of Seals and Whales,' pages 382-386, Gray diagnosed the subgenus
Swinhoia, and republished the figures and description which appeared in the Proceedings of the
Zoological Society the year before.
In 1868, in his 'Synopsis of Whales and Dolphins,' page 3, he gave Swinhoia generic rank,
including -in the synonymy of its single species, Swzinhoia chinensis and Palcenoptera swinhoei.
Dr. Trouessart in his 'Catalogus Mammalium' 2 has doubtfully referred to the B. swinohoei
of G'ray as a subspecies of B. schlegeli (Flower). He also places under B. swinhoei the name
sinensis Gray, which is obviously a misspelling of chinensis.
Dr. Gray's statement that the bones are nearly as large as those of the European Finner
(B. physalus),. and the figures which he presents, are satisfactory evidence that this whale
from Formosa is not related to B. schlegeli (=B. borealis), subspecifically or otherwise.
GEN

RAL

HISTORY.

Because of its comparatively small size and superficial resemblance to the Blue and Finback
Whales, Balcenoptera borealis for many years was supposed to be the young of one or the other
of the above species. The first individual to be critically studied by a scientist was one stranded
on the coast of Holstein on Feb. 21,y 1819, the 'skeleton of which was preserved in the Berlin Anatomical Museum. Rudolphi described and figured the skeleton in a paper entitled " Einige
anatomische Bermerkungen uiber Balcna rostrata," and thus for the first time brought this
cetacean before the scientific world.
A few years later Cuvier -discussed this whale under the name of "Rorqual du Nord," and
after comparing it with the " Rorqual de la Mediterrane'e "(=B. physalus) stated his belief that
it represented a distinct species. As his name indicates, he was under the impression that this
whale was confined to the northern seas.
Not long after Cuvier's work was published, Lesson copied his description in the 'Histoire
Naturelle des Mammif6res et Oiseaux, converting into Latin as Balcenoptera borealis the name
"Rorqual du Nord."
The skeleton of Rudolphi's specimen was again figured by Pander and D. Alton, and in
1829 Brandt and Ratzeburg published a drawing by Mathiesen made from the stranded.

specimen.
In 1844, Dr. J. E. Gray applied the name Balcefnoptera laticeps to Rudolphi's whale, and in
1-849 Eschricht noted a skeleton in the Leyden Museum which had^-been taken in the Zuider Zee,
near Monnikendam, Holland, on August 29, 181 1. This skeleton and a -second in the Brussels
Museu1m, obtained in 1861 by Eschricht from the North Cape, was discussed by Prof. Flower
Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d Ser., Vol. XVI, Sept. 1865, p. 148; Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1865, pp. 725-728, figs. 1-6.
2Page 1080; Quinquennale Supplementum, 1904, p. 783.
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in 1864 and some years later was described and

figured by Van Beneden and Gervais in their
des Ce'tace's.'
In 1866, Lilljeborg described a skeleton of this species in the Bergen, Norway, Museum, and
in 1876 Paul Fischer reported upon a specimen cast up on the coast of France, giin valuable
series of extern-al measurements. A brief description of the exterior of B. borealis-was given, at
second hand, by Prof. Turner in 1882 from a specimen captured in the Firth of Forth and the
skeleton of which was preserved in the Edinburgh Anatomical Museum.
The following year Prof. Flower described the skeleton from a specimen taken in the River
Crouch, England, which he examined at the Zoological Gardens, and in 1884 G. A. Guldberg
published his observations on this species made at the Finmark station. Previous to Guldberg's
paper it had not been definitely determined what species was represented by the animal known
to the Norwe'gian whalemen of Finmark as the " Sej hval, " or Sei Whale. His researches proved
beyond a doubt that this animal was none other than Balcefnoptera borealis Lesson.
The history of this whale on the Finmark coast is interesting. According to Collett it
was first seen there in 1860, and in 1861 the Brussels and Bergen Museums received the skeletons
mentioned above. It was not until August of 1881 that Svend Foy"n, who had hitherto not
attempted to capture this species bec(ause of its small size, took the first Sei Whale off Varangerfjord, A year later a regular fishery began and eight examples were caught off SorvEer, west
Finmark. Up to 1885 B. borealis was considered to be a rather rare cetacean, but in the
spring of that year these whales appeared by thousands along the entire Finmark coast and
remained until September; "again in 1898 there was a great invasion of Sei Whales at Finmark,
and this species is now known to be among the most abundant of the large cetaceans.
Previous to 1884, when Guldberg's paper appeared, the color and external characters of
this whale were almost unknown, for, although its osteology had been frequently described, only
meagre details, which came nearly always at second hand, as to its external appearance had been
published during the sixty-five years that the species had been before the scientific world.
Guldberg's.paper was followed two years later by an excellent discussion by Prof. Robert
Collett of the external characters of six fresh specimens,examined by him at the Vardo, Norway,
whaling station. Prof. Collett's contribution was the first satisfactory account of the exterior
of this whale which had up to that time been published.
In 1888, Prof. Van Beneden summarized the existing knowledge relating to Balcenoptera
borealis but added little new material, and Dr. F. W. True in 1903, gave the first authentic record
of the occurrence of the Sei
in the western North Atlantic, four specimens having been
captured at the whaling stations in Placentia Bay, Newfoundland.,
In 1906, J. G. Millais, Esq., presented a popular account of Balcnoptera borealis in which
new information relative to its distribution and habits is given, and in 1907 Mr. R. C. Haldane
reproduced two photographs of the Sei Whale which, so far as I am aware, are the only ones
which have yet been published.
The latest paper of importance relating to this whale is in a volume devoted to the cetaceans
of the Antarctic by Dr. J. Liouville, in which is given the most extensive and valuable account
of B. borealis from southern waters which has yet been published. The paper is a valuable
contribution to the history of the species and furnishes much -new information.regarding the,life

'Osteographie

WVhale

Synonymns of Balcenoptera borealis.- In the 'Fauna Japonica,'

1842, Schlegel named

a
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whale -Balcenoptera arctica, from the drawings and descriptions contained in a Japanese work
upon the Cetacea. Nhile this whale is not positively identifiable, the Japanese n-ame "Iwasi,
Kujira, as well as certain references in the description, indicate Balcenoptera borealis and I have
little hesitation in referring it to this species. B. arctica was renamed Balcenoptera Iwasi b.y
Dr. Gray in 1844 and later changed to Physalus ? Iwasi.
Prof. Flower, in 1864, described a skeleton which had been received from Java by the Leyden
Museum as Sibbaldius schlegeli, although he stated that he could not fix upon any characters
in which it decidedly differed from Balcenoptera, borealis of the North Atlantic. He was, however,
not able to convince himself that two whales, inhabiting -oce'ans on opposite sides of the world,
could belong to one and the same species.
In 1891, Paul Gervais published a memoir on the skeletons of two Balaenopteras secured on
an expedition to Cape Horn, referring one of them to Balcenoptera schlegeli (Flower), which he
says is synonymous with B. borealis Lesson.
When the author arrived at the whaling stations in Japan during the early part of 1910,
it was soon evident that the whale called by the Japanese " Iwashi Kuj ira " was identical with
B. arctica Schlegel or B. schlegeli (Flower), and it will be seen from the present memoir that both
these names are synonyms of B. borealis Lesson, and that the cosmopolitan distribution of this
species is fairly well established.

SYNOPSIS OF THE, LITERATURE.
When beginning the study of Balcenoptera borealis my first step was to familiarize myself
with the literature of the species and to this end a brief synopsis of each paper was prepared.
As work progressed these synopses were so cointinually referred to, and prov'ed of such great
assistance, that I determined to publish them as aids to future students o'f the species. I have
not attempted to make the bibliography complete, only such papers being listed as proved, of
value in the present work.
1818.- Lac6pe'de l described from drawings four Japanese baleen whales none of which
are positively identifiable. His Balcenoptera punctulata and Balcenoptera nigra probably-indicate
Humpbacks, and his Balcenoptera coerulescens is presumably either a Blue Whale or a Finback.
In his description of Balcenoptera maculata he says: " la dorsale A une distance presque e'gale
des pectorales, et de la nageoire de la queue; la couleur generale noirAtre; quelques taches,
tres-blanches, presque rondes, in6gales, et place'es irregulierement sur les co't6s de I'animal"
(1. c., p. 474).
His remarks a's to the position of the dorsal fin and the white patches upon the sides suggest
Balcefnoptera borealis bu~t too indefinitely to cause this name to be seriously considered.
1822.- Professor D. K. A. Rudolphi 2 described for the first time a skeleton of Balaenoptera
borealis from an individual cast up on the Holstein coast Feb. 21, 1819, the bones of which-were
preserved in the Berlin Anatomical Museum. He erroneously identified this specimen with B.
rostrata of Fabricius and Hunter, a species well known at that time, and gave a series of external measurements and a description of the osteology of the animal. In five large plates he
IMdm. du Mus. d'Histoire Naturelle, 1818, T. IV, pp. 467-474.2Abh. K. Akad. d. Wissen. zu Berlin, 1820-1821 (1822). pp. 27-40, pll. i-v.
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figured the entire skeleton, dorsal, ventral and lateral views of the skull, the hyoid bone, third
caudal vertebra, pelvic rudiment, first rib, and three views of the larynx,
1823.- Cuvier I in his geat work on the 'Ossemens Fossiles' discussed the Sei Whale
under the title " Rorqual de la Mer du Nord," giving a description of the skull and skeleton a'nd
comparing it with his " Iorqual de la Mditerran6ee( B. physalubs). He also gave afigure of
the skull of Rudolphi's specimen in the Berlin Museum.
1827.- In an extensive work entitled 'Vergleilchende Osteologie' Dr. Chr. Pander ad
Dr. Ed. D'Alton 2 published some beautiful drawings of Rudolphi's Holstein specimen under
the name Balcena rostra'ta. The figures comprise the entire skeleton, superior, inferior, anterior,
posterior and lateral v'iews of the skull, the cervical vertebrae and first rib, scapula and pectoral
limb, pelvic and hyoid bones. The text is a comparative discussion of the skeletons of various
cetaceans.
1828.- Lesson I discussed the Sei Whale under the title " Le Rorqual du Nord, Balcenoptera
borealis Lesson," thus translating into Latin Cuvier's vernacular name. He -q-uotes Cuvier's
description of the type but includes with it an account by M. Souty, Surgeon of the Marilnes,
of a whale cast up on the island of Aleron, March 10, 1827. Lesson erroneously identifies this
specimen as Balcefnoptera borealis and gives a detail description of it.
1829.- Brandt and Ratzeburg 4 published in the ' Medizinische Zoologie ' a drawing from
the flesh made by Von Mathiesen in 1819 from the animal which was captured on the coast of
Holstein. The skeleton of this specimen was preserved in the Berlin Anatomical Museum and
is the one described by Rudolphi under the namhe Balcena rostrata; it is the type of Balcenoptera
borealis Lesson. (I have not been able to examine a copy of the ' Medicinische Zoologie ' containing the figure of this whale.)
1842.- Under the name Balcefnoptera arctica, Schlegel 5 gives a'n account of a whale known
to the Japanese as the "Iwasi-Kuzira." He says that there is in a Japanese work upon the
Cetacea the figure and description of a young individual stranded in 1760 on the coast of the
Province of Kii. This whale was 25 feet long, black, with belly whitish and the sides white.
It is distinguished from the other Balmnopteras by the pectoral fins beilng shorter as well as
having a smaller, narrower and more pointed head. His plate (pl. xxx) do-es not refer to
this species but to his Balcenoptera antarctica, which is probably a Humpback.
While it cannot be absolutely proved just what whale was meant by Schlegel's B. arctica,
his description as well as the Japanese name strongly indicate B. borealis, and I have little hesitation in referring it to this species.
1844.- Dr. J. E. Gray I attempted a synoptic revision of the Cetacea and in this work
applies the name Balcefnoptera laticeps to the Sei Whale, giving a brief diagnosis of it. He places
in its synonymy the Balcena rostrata of Rudolphi and " Rorqual du Nord" of Cuvier, but does
not mention Lesson's name.
Under the title "The Japan Finner. Balaenoptera lwasi," he quotes Schlegel's name
B. arctica and almost in its entirety the latter's description published in the "Fauna Japonica."
Recherches sur les Ossemens Fossles, Nouvelle t:dition, T. V., 1823, pp. 373 and 383-387, pl. x'xvi, fig. 6.
2X. Lieferung. Die Skelete der Cetacean, Bonn, 1827, pll. ii and Wi.
3 Histoire Naturelle des,Mammif6res et des Oiseaux, C6tac6s, 1828, p. 342-361, pl. 12.
4 Med. Zool. Berlin, 1829, p. 119, pl. xv, fig. 3 and pl. xvi, figa. I and 2.
5 Fa'una Japonica, 1842, Les Mammifares Msains,
p. 26.
,, oology of the Erebus and Terror, I, 1844, p. 20.
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1849.- D. F. Eschricht 1 in a paper entitled 'Undersogelsen over Hvaldyrene' presents
in tabular, form data in regard to whales which had been stranded on the European coast since
1669. His list includes the date, locality, collector, place of publication, figures, sex, length,
length of pectoral fin, color "of body, pectoral fin and baleen, number of vertebrae and ribs, form
of the sternum, where the specimen is preserved, and the species. In this paper Eschricht
erects his genus Pterobalcefna for the "short handed" Fin Whales.
1850.- In his 'Catalogue of Cetacea,' Dr. Gray2 republishes the account of Balcenoptera
iwasi given in the 'Zoology of the Erebus and Terror' under the following title: " Physalus?
Iwasi.. The Japan Finner."
1864.- Dr. J. E. Gray I described the genus Sibbaldus, which was later modified to Sibbaldius, with Balcenoptera laticeps as the type species. Dr. Gray says of this genus: "the great
character is that the front rib is split into two separate parts near the condyle, or double-headed,
as Dubar calls it." Under Sibbaldus laticeps he gives the following: " Hab. North Sea; Holstein,
1819 (Rudolphi); skeleton in Mus. Berlin, 31 feet long. Zuyderzee, 1816, skeleton in Mus.

Leyden."
1864.- In his paper upon the whalebone whales, J. E. Gray 4 notices Sibbaldus laticeps and
S. schlegeli as follows:
it

1. Sibbaldws laticep8, Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc., 1864.
Balcenoptera laticeps, Gray; Lilljeborg, 1. c., p. 63. Ribs 13.13. Dorsal fin compressed.

Hab. Northern Seas. Skeleton., Mus. Berlin.
2. Sibbaldws schlegelii.
Balmnoptera from Java, Schlegel, Mus. Leyden.
B. Schlegelii, Flower, MS.
' Megaptera from Java,' Van Beneden, Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1864, p. 20)8.
Hab. Java. Skeleton, Mus. Leyden (young); skull, Mus. Leyden."

1864.- In November, 1864, Prof. W. H. Flower5I published a paper entitled 'Notes on the
Skeletons of Whales in the Princ'ipal Museulms of Holland and Belgium, with Descriptions of
Two Species -apparently new to Science.' In this communication he discussed the skeleton
of a whale which the Leyden Museum had received during 1864 from the northwest coast of
the island of Java and named it Sibbaldius schlegeli. Except for the absence of a f~ew bones
of minor importance, Prof. Flower stated that the skeleton wa., complete and that. of an " adolescent" individual. After comparing this specimen with that of Balcefnoptera borealis Lesson
from the Zuider Zee, in the Leyden Museum, and the figures and descriptions of the type in
the Berlin Museum, he was not able to fix upon any 'characters in which they decidedly differed
except that the orbital plate of the frontal of the Java cranium was somewhat narrower at the
outer end than in the skulls from Europe. Nevertheless he could not bring himself to believe
that the specimens were specifically identical because of their wide geographical separation.
In regard to this he says: "We have, however, here an important alternative: either a species
of Whale found i.n the North Sea, between the North Cape and the south coast of England, is
K. Dan. Vid. Sel. Skr., Femte Rwkke, Nat. og Mat., 1849, pp. 85-138. Also Untersuchungen uiber die Nordischen Wallthiere,

LIp'sig, 1849.
2 Cata1logue of +'he specimens of Mamnmalia- in the collection nf the BRritish Museum.n Part. 1, CAestaca Londn,ln 18.50, n. 412
3
4
I

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1864, p. 222, figs. 16-17.
Notes on the Whalebone-Whales; with a Svnopsis of the Species. Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1864, Vol. XIV, pp. 345-353.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1864, pp. 384-420, figs. 10-17.-
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of the skeleton of Balcnoptera borealis in the Bergen Museum, under the name of "Herring
Whale " or " Sillhval " (Swedish), Balcenoptera laticeps Gray. He also presents Rudolphi's
external meosurements of the type sp-ecimen, a young female. According to Dr. D. C. Danielsen,,
who secured the Bergen Museum specimen from Norwegian West Finmark, the species is not
scarce in that locality, neither is it an infrequent visitor to the coasts of Norway.
1866.- Prof. E. D. Cope 1 published a brief description of a whale captured by Dr. P. A.
Taliaferro at Mobjack Bay, Virginia, referrinig it to his Megaptera osphyia and later in the same
year (p. 297) concluded that it represented the Sibbaldius laticeps of Gray. In 1869 2 he decided
that it was a new species, which he named Sibbaldius tuberosus. Dr. F. W. True I when considering this specimen was not able to locate the skeleton, which was destined for the Philadelphia
Academy of Sciences but seems never -to have reached there, and he had only the published
descriptions for the identification of the species. He concluded " that the question of the identity
of S. tuberosus cannot be positively decided until some of the more important bones of the Mobjack Bay specimen are found and examined," but refers it to the Finback, Balenoptera physalus,
an opinion in which I concur.
1868.- During a controversy with Dr. J. E. Gray on the distribution of whales, Professor
Van Beneden 4 discusses the significance of the bifid first rib of the Cetacea. Among the examples
cited is the skeleton of Balcenoptera borealis received by the Brussels Museum from the No.rth
Cape. Professor Van Beneden concludes that double ribs are merely individual variations, and
should not be made the basis of either generic or specific distinctions. In the case of the Brussels
skeleton of B. borealis he demonstrates that on the right side a cervical rib is applied to the
first dorsal rib and that, although it is now free, it would undoubtedly become ankylosed with
advancing age. Both first ribs are figured in plate 1.
1868-1880.- Profs. P. J. Van Beneden and Paul Gervais 51 presented a historical review of
B. borealis with its synonymy and literature and a list of the skeletons in the museums of Great
Britain and Europe. A skeleton in the Brussels Museumt from an individual takien at the
North Cape, which had previously been commented upon by Flower (P. Z. S., 1864), is described
and compared with B. physalus and B. acuto-rostrata. In plates x and xi, twenty-five figures
of the skeleton of B. borealis are presented and for the first time satisfactorily illustrate the
osteology of the species.
On pages 220-225, Balcenoptera schlegeli (Flower) is considered in detail and the principal
bones of the skeleton are figurod in two magnificent plates (xiv and xv). The authors believe
that the species 'is separable from B. borealis and summarize their conclusions as follows:
"M.' Flower a soigneusement compare ce squelette de Java avec ceux d'Europe, et il reconnalt
qu'il est difficile de determiner les caract'eres par lesquels il diff'ere de la Balcenoptera borealis. Ce
que M. Flower trouve de plus caracte'ristique, c'est que la portion sus-orbitaire du frontal est
plus etroite dans le cr'ane de Java que dans la borealis'd'Europe.- Nous croyons pouvoir ajouter
que les os propres du nez. sont plus longs et plus etroits A la base dans la Balcnoptera Schlegelii,
et que l'occipital est notablement plus large 'a la base, moins etendu en avant et ne presente pas
cette forme lob6e dans la partie qui recouvre les os frontaux.- Nous trouvons des diff6rences
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1866, p. 8.
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1869, p. 17.
Whalebone WVhales of the Western North Atlantic, 1904, pp. 81-85.
.I Bull. Acad. Roy. de Belgique, 1868, 2 ser., T. XXVI, pp. 7-16, pll. i-ii.
6, Ost6ographie des C6tac6s. Paris, 1880 (1868-1879), pp. 198-209, pll. x and xi, figs. 11-35.
2
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egalement da'ns le maxillaire inferieur, dans les verte'bres cervicales et le sternum. Enfin les
apophyses epineuses des dorsales et des lombaires nous paraissent plus longues et plus fortes.
Il est i"nutile. de faire remarquer, que le squellette de Java, qui indique une longueur au
moins de 45 pieds, depasse notablement la taille de la Balcefnoptera borealis ou laticeps, qui n'atteint
pas au del'a de 35 pieds, et qu'au lieu de 13 c'otes comme, la Balcnoptera borealis, cette esp6ces
en a 14 " (I. c., pp. 224--225).
1876.- Paul Gervais 1 published a paper entitled 'Remarques sur les Balenides, des Mers
du Japon, ' in which he figures the skull and tympanic bones of a whale from Japan designated
as the " Nagazu-Kuzira (Sibbaldius ? Schlegelii, Flower)." He speaks of the Japanese skull
and its relation to Flower's specimen from Ja'va as follows:
"Le cr'ane prouvenant des cotes de Java et celui qui -a e'te' envoye du Japon appartiennent
a une seule et meme espece ou a deux especes voisines, trop peu differentes l'une de l'autre pour
qu'on les separe dans la classification; ils sont tous deux remarquables par I'allongement de leur
partie faciale, ce qui leur donne une resemblance curieuse avec le grand C6tace', fossile en Crim66,
qui a ete decrit sous le nom de Cetotherium, Ratkei, et cette ressemblance merite d'autant plus.
d'etre signal6e que les depot faluniens de la Crilme'e ont ete' consideres comme laisses par un
bras de mer qui aurait autrefois communique avec l'ocean Indien" (l. c., p. 7).
Gervais also discusses the whales of Temminck and Schlegel's 'Fauna Japonica' and tries
to identify them. Among the rest he considers the "lwasi Kuzira." (Balcefnoptera arctica), but,
since nothing except the external characters of this whale are known, he does not suspect its.
identity with the skull which he has referred to Balcefnoptera schlegeli.
It may be remarked that the " Nagasu Kuj ira " is the name ap'plied by the Japanese to the
Finback Whale and not to B. borealis.
1876.- On July 29, 1874, a young male Balcnoptera was thrown up on the coast of France,
near Biarritz, and reported upon by P. Fischer 2 under the title: ' Sur une Baleinoptere bor6ale,
echou6e 'a' Biarritz en 1874.'
A valuable series of external measuremen'ts are given as well as a brief discussion of the
principal osteological characters. He remarks upon the bifurcated first rib of Balcnoptera
borealis which, he says, seems to be a constant character of the species. Gray attributes a gener'ie.
value to this character, which exists equally among the B. schlegeli of Java and among other
large Balaenopteras of the European seas.
1881.- Paul Fischer I substantially republishes his account of the Biarritz whale given in
the 'Compte Rendus' of 1876, with the addition of a crude, full-length drawing of the specimen.
and a figure of the first rib, as well as a plate showing. two views of the tympanic bone.
1882.-Prof. Wm. Turner 4 published an interesting paper entitled 'A Specimen of Rudolphi's
Whale (Balcnoptera borealis or laticeps) Captured in the Firth of Forth.' He gives a description
and measurements of both the external anatomy and skeleton and discusses the bifurcated- first
rib which is supposed to be a character of the species and which Gray considered to be of

generic importance.
He also compares his specimen with Balcenoptera schlegeli which Flower regarded as cl'osely
1~~~~~~r
JoraeZooie,T.V 1Q876, pp. 1-10pli-Li.
Comp. Rend. de l'Acad6mie des-Sciences, 2 semestre, 1876, pp. 1298-1301.
Actes Soc. Linn. de Bordeaux, 1881, Vol. 35, pp. 81-84, figs. 3,-4,,pl. i, figp.,. 4-4a.
I Journ. Anat. and
Phys., Vol. XVI, 1882, pp. 471-484.
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allied to, if not specifically identical with, B. borealis and says that without doubt the resemblance
in many particulars is very striking. In commenting upon the fact that Flower could not bring
himself to believe in the specific identity of the Java specimen with those from Europe because
of their wide geographical separation, Turner says: "At the time when Prof. Flower wrote his
description, there was a greater tendency, on the part of cetologists, to limnit the area of distribution of the individual species of cetacea, thain now exists, and to confer specific value upon specimens which, though in many respects similar in characters, yet came from distant seas. The
wider range of distribution of some of the species of the marine mammals is now more generally
recognized, and the remoteness of the habitat of Schlegel's Balenoptera ought not, if the anatomical arrangements correspond, to bar its association with B. borealis " (1. c., p. 484).
1884.- G.-A. Guldberg I published an important paper entitled ' Sur 1'existence d'une quarteieme espece du genre Balaenoptera dans les mers septentrionales de l'Europe.' He speaks of
B. rostrata (=B. acuto-rostrata) , B. musculus (=B. physalus) and B. sitbbaldii (=B. musculus)
as being well known in the northern seas of Europe and says' that a fourth species, B. borealis
Less., is admitted by some authors. Certain naturalists regard this 'as problematical since
few individuals have been captured up to the present-time.
The exterior form and color are those of B. musculus ( = B. physalus); the skeleton a mixture
of the characters of B. rostrata ( = B. acuto-rostrata) and B. musculus ( = B. physalus); the number
of the vertebrTe is 55 or 56 (B. acuto-rostrata 48, B. physalus 62). The size and the shape of the
skull is also intermediate between the two. Therefore, many naturalists doubt the existence
of the species. Some authors believe that the species is a large B. acuto-rostra'ta or that it is a
hybrid between it and B. physalus.
After expressing his doubt as to hybridism in the Cetacea, Guldberg goes on to say that
certain whaling captains believe in the existence of a hybrid between B. musculus ( = B. physalus)
and B. s.ibbaldii (=B. musculus), and cites the characters by which it is supposed to be distin-

guished.
He continues that during a voyage to Finmark he has gathered some information on the
external form of the " Sejhval " of that coast, which is undoubtedly Balcnoptera borealis Lesson,
as well as on the baleen and skeleton of -an adult individual belonging to that species. These
observations definitely dispose of all doubt as to the existence of a fourth species of Balcnoptera.
His observations made at the Finmark -stations, where many whales of this specie,s are taken,
for the first time established the identity of the Norwegian " Sej hval, " and include a description
of the external characters, with measurements of a fcetus 1.355 meters in length. He also describes
and presents measurements of the skull and other bones of the skeleton which had been received
by the Christiania Museum. A few notes upon the habilts of the " Sej hval " are appended.
1884-1890.- During the years 1884-1890 inclusive, A. H. Co-cks, published annually in the
'Zoologist' accounts of 'The Finwhale Fishery on the North European Coast.' Balcnoptera
borealis is among the other species considered and much information as to its appearance upon
the shores of Finmark is given as well as lists furnished by the Norwegian whalers showing the
numbers taken each year, with the total lengths of the animals.
1886.- Prof. Robert Collett's I contribution entitled 'On the External Characters of Rudolphi's Rorqual (Balcnoptera borealis), is the first and only paper which has given anything
2

Bull. de I'Acad6mie Royale de Belgique, 3me Sdrie, T. 7, 1884, pp. 36(F374.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1886, pp. 243-265, pll. xxv-xxvi.
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approaching a satisfactory description from fresh individuals of the external characters of Balcnoptera borealis. As Professor Collett remarks, even up to the yoar 1882 the species was only
known from a small number of stranded specimens, the skeletons of which had found their way
into different museums; of the external characters of these examples either no particulars were
obtained, or they were confined to a few scanty remarks by casual observers.
In 1882 a whaling-factory was established at S6rv.Tr, near Hammerfest, West Finmark, where
the greater number of whales caught were the so-called 'Sejhval.' Professors Collett and Sars
became convinced that the Norwegian ' Sej hval ' was none other than Balcenoptera borealis Lesson,
and in 1884 Dr. Guldberg finally proved this to be true by his researches upon some parts of a
skeleton from S6rvwr. During a stay of two days at Vardo, Prof. Collett had an opportunity to
examine and measure six specimens which were brought to the whaling stations.
In his paper he gives the general characters of the species, accurate descriptions of the color
of the body and baleen, and of the form of the flippers, mandible, blowholes, and furrows. He
also discusses the hairy covering, parasites, time of capture, fcetus, food, habits, value, and monstrosities. He presents two excellent plates giving a lateral and two ventral views of specimens
showing different types of coloration and one of the whitish spots on the skin. These figures
can not be commended too highly for they 'are the first good published drawings of this whale
and are accurate both as to form and coloration. Prof. Collett's paper is a splendid contribution
to the history of the species.
1888.- Prof. P. J. Van Beneden Ipublished a paper under the title of 'Histoire Naturelle
des Bale'nopt'eres' in which the Sei Whale is discussed at length with the other species of the
genus. In the first portion of his paper he summarizes the distinctive characters of the Balsenopteras, both external and internal, giving, as w-ell, the food of the different species and a short
account of the status of the Greenland Right whale fishery and that of the Norwegians on the
coast of Finmark.
He the'n gives a valuable d'iscussion of the distribution of the Baltenopteras and compares
the species described from the different seas of the world with those of the North Atlantic. He
believes the members of this genus to be cosmopolitan and expresses his conviction as follows:
aux Baleines ve'ritables, les Balenopte'res sont probablement toutes cosmoploites, et on trouve les qu atre formes de no s regions septentrio nales , aussi b ien danslI'Atlantique m6ridonale, que dans
Pacifique, lamner des Indes et l'oce'an Austral " (l. c., pp. 1 1-12) .
Under Balcnoptera borealis a review of the literature of the species is -presented, as well as
its history, synonymy, external and osteological characters, and habits. He also gives an
account of its geographical
a list of all the individuals which have been cast up on
the shores of Europe and of the skeletons preserved in European Museums, as well as the published figures of the species and the parasites which infest it.
Although the paper is almost entirely a compilation, and but little new information is added,
itis, nevertheless, a valuable contribution because of its summary of all the published m'aterial
relative to the species.
189 1.- Dr. H. Paul Gervais
his ' Me'moire sur deux Squelettes de Baleinopteres,'
describing a fragmentary skeleton of Balcenoptera schlegeli from Staten Island, and stating his
bel'ief that the
of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres are specifically identical.
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M6m. Cour. Ac. Roy. de Belg., 1888, T. XLI, pp. 1-145.
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Although he describes the skeleton un.der the name B. schlegeli he repeatedly states that he does
not consider that this species can be distinguished from B. borealis, and concludes his discussion
follows:
"La decouverte de ce squelette, appartenant 'a une espece qui n'avait pas encore 6t6 signale'e dans les mers du Sud, pre'sents done un grand inte're't scientifique. Elle permet en effet de
comple'ter la liste des Mystic'etes qui vivent dans ces parages et d'e'tablir d'une facJon certaine
que tous les Baleinopteres qui fre'quentent les mers de l'he'misph'ere nord sont representes dans
l'h6misphe're sud avec des caract'eres identiques. Ce fait avait deja' ete constate pour les Balcnoptera musculus et B. rostrata; il nous a e'te' permis de le mettre en lumi'ere pour la Balcnoptera
Sibbaldii ainsi que pour la B. Schlegelii, esp'ece qui n'est autre chose que la B. borealis, nom auquel
on devrait substituer de'sormais celui de B. laticeps, propose autrefois par le Dr. J. Gray, et qui
rappelle un des caract'eres saillants de ce Ce'tace', celui d'avoir un cr'ane proportionnellement plus
large que celui de tous les autres Baleinopteres " (1. c., p. 55).
1891.- Flower and Lydekker's 1 account of Balcnoptera borealis is so brief that it may
be quoted in full: "Balcenoptera borealis, often called Rudolphi's Whale from its first describer,
is a smaller species, scarcely attaining a length of 50 feet. It is bluish-black above, with oblong
light-colored spots, whilst the under parts are more or less white;- the whole of the tail and both
sides of the flippers are black; the baleen is black, and the, bristly ends fine, curling, and white;
the flippers are very small, measuring one-eleventh of the total length of the body. There are
56 vertebrae, with 14 pairs of ribs. This species, according to Collett, feeds chiefly on minute
crustaceans, mainly Calanus finmarchicus and Eup3hausia inermis, and not on fish. Until lately
it was considered the ra-rest of the Whales of European seas, and was only known to science
from a few individuals stranded on th~e coasts of northern Europe at long intervals, the skeletons
of which have been preserved in museums. The most southern point at which it has been
met with hitherto is Biarritz in France. Since the establishment of the whaling station near the
North Cape it has been shown to be a regular summer visitor, and in 1885, 771 in'dividuals were
captured on the coast of Finmark."
1893.- Dr. John Struthers I published an important paper entitled ' On the Rudimentary
Hind-Limb of a Great Fin-Whale (Balcenoptera musculus) in Comparison with those of the
Humpback Whale and the Greenland Right-Whale,' in which he describes and figures the
pelvic rudiments of B. borealis taken from a specimen 36 feet Iong, which was beached~alive at
St. Margaret's' Hope, Orkney, in the end of November, 1884. In a note on page 324, Dr. Struthers
says: " The dissection of the pelvic region was made in 1885, under pressure for time, only to the
depth necessary to enable me to ascertain that a femur was not present. The parts were preserved for subsequent dissection of the muscles, etc., but, under the misapprehension that I was
done with them, have been mascerated since I left Aberdeen. In their natural position the
pelvic bones were 12 inches apart, the hinder end 9 inches in front of the anus."
1900.- F. E. Beddard I in his popular book on whales has given a brief compiled account
of Balcenoptera borealis based almost entirely upon Collett's work, and has added no new information. His figure of the whale is that published by Collett in 1886.
1903.- Emil G. Racovitza 4 described the cetaceans observed during the cruise- of the
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IAn Introduction to the Study of Mammals Living and Extinct, 1891, p. 244.
Jour. Anat. and Phys., Vol. XXVII,.1893, pp. 291-,335, pll. xvii-xx.
A Book of Whales, 1900, pp. 154-156, pl. ix.
Resultats du Voyage du S. Y. Belgica, Zoologie, Cdtac6s, 1903, pp. 38-40, and p. 56.
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'Belgica,' and identified a small whale which was quite frequently seen as Balcenoptera borealis;
he did not, however, have an opportunity to examine any specimens of this cetacean. He gives
a few general notes upon the exterior of the whale, as well as observations on its respiratory and
diving movements. On page 56, he says:
"On a vu dans la premie're partie de ce me'moire qu'il existe de bonnes raisons pour croire a
la pre'sence de cette espe"ces, ou d'une forme tr'es voisine, dans les glaces qui se trouvent 'a' l'Ouest
de la Terre de Graham. Les voyageurs antarctiques signalent 6galement la pre'sence de Ba enopteres de petite taille, aussi bien dans les. parages antarctiques sud-ame'ricains que sud-australiens.
4 fois (en comptant les 'Finnfische' de Dallmann) dans la preml'ere r'egion entre 470 et 590 On
et 590 et 660 S, et 11 fois dans la r6gion des Terres, Victoria entre 1650 et 1750 E et 650 et 76° S.
Mais toutes ces 15 apparations ne se rapportent certainement pas 'a ce type; dans la majorite'
des cas il s'agit d'un Bal6nopte're plus petit, 10 metres environ, qui sera 6tudie" plus bas. I1
reste donc quelques citations de petits Bel6nopt6res qui, n'e'tant accompagne'es d'aucun de'tail
descriptif,- ne peuvent servir pour determiner si ces C6tac6s visitent aussi d'autres regions que
celles ou- nous avons constate leur pr6sence."y
1903.- Dr. F. W. True 1 noted in 'Science' the first authentic record, of the occurrence of
the ' Sejhval,' Balcefnoptera borealis Lesson, in the western North Atlantic, four specimens having
been captured at the whaling station in Placentia Bay, Newfoundland.
1904.- At the time Dr. F. W. True I wrote his great work on 'The Whalebone Whales of
the Western North Atlantic,' only two or three examples of Balcnoptera borealis had been taken
on the American coasts and he did not have an opportunity to examine any individuals of this
species . He has, however, published a diagnosis of th.e species based on Collett's account (pp.
300-301, pl. 49, fig. 2) , and alluded to it in two significant sentences which are quoted below.
In stating his conclusions that the whalebone whales occurring in the western North Atlantic
Ocean are identical with those occurring in the eastern North Atlantic, he says:
"As no specimens of the Pollack whale, Balcnoptera borealis, from American waters have
been examined, it is not certain that the species is really the same on both sides of the Atlantic.
As the other species are the same, the presumption is, of course, that the Pollack whale also
undergoes no modification. This, however, requires to be demonstrated " (l. c. , p. 297).
In speaking of the relationship between the baleen whales of the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans,
Dr. True remarks: " Balcenoptera -borealis of the eastern North Atlantic has no representative,
so far as known at present, in the North Pacific,- an interesting circumstance"Y (l. c. , p. 270).
1904.- In his paper 'On the Whale Fishery from Scotland, with Some Account of the
Changes in that Industry and of the Species Hunted,' Mr. Thos. Southwell I gives a general
account of the whaling industry and, with other species, a synopsis of the characters of Balaenoptera borealis. Plate iv shows an excellent photograph of the baleen of this species.
1905.- Mr. Thomas Southwel4 published an interesting paper ent'itled 'Some Results of
the North-Atlantic Fin-Whale Fishery,' in which he considers "the results of the [Norwegian
whaling] operations in the three geat centres of the industry, with a view to ascertaining if
possible whether any racial variatio'n 'is to be observed in the members of the same species
I
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Science, N. S., Vol. XVII, No. 421, 1903, p. 150.
Smith. Cont. Knowl., Vol. XXXIII, 1904.
Ann. of Scottish Nat. Hist., 1904, pp. 77-90, pl. iv.
Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 7, Vol. XVI, 1905, pp. 403-421.
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frequenting the several localities, as indicated by appreciable differences in their habits, frequency
or external characters" (l. c., p.405).
He discusses four species, Balcnoptera musculus (=B. physalus), Balcenoptera sibbaldii
(=B. musculubs), Megaptera longimana ( = M. nodosa), and Balcenoptera borealis Lesson. Under
the last named speciles he gives an account of its abundance, numbers killed, time of appearance,
etc., upon the coasts of Norway, Shetland, and Newfoundland. A valuable table of the length
of feetal specimens with the dates of capture is also presented.
1905-1910.- Du'ring the years 1905-10, inclusive, Mr. R. C. Haldane I annually published
accounts of the whaling in Shetland and Scotland, giving notes and statistics of the species
taken at the stations there. Balcenoptera borealis is among the whales discussed, and the volume
for 1907,, pages 12-13, plate i, contains an interesting account of the animal as well as two photographs. These show the dorsal and ventral views of a specimen which had been drawn out upon
the slip, and to the best of my knlowledge they are the only published photographs of this species.
1906.- J. G. Millais 2 gave a popular account of the Sei Whale in which some new information relating to.its distribution and habits is furnished. He presents a drawing of the skull and a
shaded figure of the whale and discusses it under the headings, characters, distribution and habits.
While the accounlt of the species is excellent, his figure is unfortunately no't an accurate representation of B. borealis.
1908.- 'Die Morphologie der Huiftbeinrudimente der Cetaceen' iS the title of an elaborate
monograph of the pelvic rudiments of the Cetacea by Prof. O. Abel of the Univer'sity of Wien.
He considers this portion of the anatomy of several cetaceans and sirenians, among them B.
borealis. He adds, however, no information to Struthers's account, merely identifying the
pelvic elements and republishing his description and figures.
1910.- D. G. Lillie 4 published a paper entitled ' Observations on the Anatomy and General
Biology of some Members of the Large Cetacea,' in which observations made at South Innishkea
Island, west Ireland, are recorded. Although Mr. Lillie did not have an opportunity to see
specimens of Balcenoptera borealis, a reference to that species in his paper is interesting and is
here quoted:
"Balcnoptera sibbaldii Gray was taken from the end of June till September. The captures
of Balcenoptera borealis Lesson, were restricted to the last half of May and the first half of June,
the last specimen being caught ten days before the first B. sibbaldii Gray was taken. This whale
is said to leave our shores upon the arrival of B. sibbaldii " (1. c., p. 773).
191 1.- J. A. Morch,5 of Christiania, contributed an interesting paper upon whaling in the
Southern Hemisphere entitled 'On the Natural History of Whalebone Whales.' He gives a
brief review of the history of whaling in the Antarctic but says little about Balcenoptera borealis.
His references to this species are contained in the following quotations: " The species which
are principally hunted are the Humpback Whale (Megaptera boops), the Blue Whale (Baloenoptera
sibbaldii), and the Finback Whale (B. musculus); and, in one locality (the Falkland Islands),
the " Seihval " or Rudolphi's Whale (B. borealis), which also occurs on the coast of Chili. and
the west coast of South Africa without having been actually hunted there yet"(l. c., p. 662).
lAnnals Scottish Nat. Hist., 1905-1910.
Th_Mmal_1_ratBiti
In
Ieannd196 VTol. III, pp. o770pae fcngAp
243 fig 2, and- 278, fig. 2.
I Denkschriften der K. Akad. der Wiss.
Wien, LXXXI Band, 1908, pp. 139-195.
4 Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1910, April-June, pp. 769-792, pl. lxxiv, text figs. 69-78.
5 Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1911, pp. 661-670, text figs. 160-163.
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Later ini commenting upon the whales off the coast of Portuguese West Africa, he remarks:
"Large schools of Rudolphi's WVhales and Blue Whales have also been observed along these
coasts, feeding upon plankton, but the few Blue Whales caught were all very lean. The coast
of Chili, from which whaling is at present being prosecuted, also offers opportunities for interesting observations upon the periods of gestation of various species of whales, especially those
of the Blue Whales and Rudolphi's Whales, which are very little known" (l. c., pp. 664-665).
Again he says: "Rudolphi's WVhales (B. borealis) are very erratic in their appearances.
In 1884, for instance, only six were kilIed on the Finmark coast; in 1885, 659. This is a- typical
plankton Whale, and it appears on that coast only during the summer, feeding on Calanus
etc. The feetuses have a length of from 3 to 4 feet in June, from which it may be i'nferred that
the cows give birth to. their young durilng the latter mdonths of the year in localities at present
unknown. In Shetland in 1906 I observed on a Rudolphi's Whale, which had the front end
of its lower jaw deformed, a colony of Conchoderma auritum fastened thereto. This is the only
instance of parasites on this species that I know of " (1. c., p. 668).
1911-1912.- Prof. Robert Collett 1 gave an account in Norwegian of Balcnoptera borealis,'
which is substantially a republication of his paper in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society
of London, 1866. After a short resume he discusses the whal'e under the following heads: Distribution, External Characters, Abnormal Individuals, Hunt'ing, Habits, Parasites, Food and
Fcetus.
Under "Distribution" he gives information additional to and later than that contained in
his 1886 paper, and as it is written in, Norwegian, I have presented below a free translation of
this section.
"Distribution. Sei Nhale, called the Summer Whale, in smaller or larger herds, comes
under the land of our north coast in June and disappears in August; 'in September it is very
seldom seen.
"This species was first seen on the Finmarken coast in 1860. In 1861 the Brussels Museum
received a skeleton from East Finmarken (through Eschricht), and the same year the Bergen
Museum secured the skeleton of a younger individual (L. 9, 4 meters) which was stranded 'in
June in Altenfjord.
"In August 1881, Svend Foyn, who hitherto had not bothered with this species, took the
first Sei Whale outside Varangerfjord; in 1882 a regular fishery began, 8 examples being caught
by M. Bull outside Sorveer and in West Finmarken. But already before that time there were
more or less regular appearances; thus in 1878 five spec'imens stranded in the middle of July at
.Sorvaer, in West Finmarken (where later on a whaling station was built) and the 20th of July
a herd of 13 ran ashore in Billefjord, in Porsangerfjord, probably hunted by Killer NVhales (Orcinus), As well in 1879, as in 1880 it appeared in Varangerfjord in great numbers.
"But still in the beginn'ing of 1880, B. borealis was only known by a few whalers in Finmarken
and through some skeletons of stranded specimens which were preserved in European museums.
The external characters were as yet almost unknown.
"In 1884, Prof. Guldberg, after having visited the station at SOrvser (at Hammerfest), was
able to show that the whalemen's Seil Whale belonged to this species. In 1885 great 'num'bers
of Sei Whales appeared, and in 1886 the author gave drawings of the exterior and the first accounts
I
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of its biology, likewise at the same time Mr. Cocks gave several enlightening observations on its
coming to Finmarken during the above-named year.
"Like the Blue Whale (B. musculus), it is dependent on the tides that bring its food, which
consists entirely of pelagic crustaceans. It follows on the whole the Gulf Stream and is more
confined to the temperate waters than are the northern baleen whales. Their visits to our waters
are therefore irregular; in some years they do not appear at all while in others they are seen
in great numbers.
"As above mentioned, this species in 1885 appeared in great numbers on the Finmarken
coast. In this year they, stood under the land by the thotisands right from the Troms0 coast to
Varangerfjord and further on along the Muxman coast. They first appeared in the middle of
May but the main mass came in the beginning of July; altogether 720 were killed and brought
to the factories in Finmarken this year.
`During three weeks of June great numbers remained almost at the same place outside
of Sorveer, in West Finmarken, and at the samne time appeared in countless numbers from the
North Cape to Vardo in East Finmarken. Somewhat later they were found on the Murman
coast, where the first Sei WVhales were caught on the 10th of July.
" The numbers decreased quickly during the month of August; the last examples were
caught outside of Varangerfjord the, 28th of August, at which place a few more were seen up to
the 8th of September.
"The year of 1898 was almost as good, but on the whole the catch. in later years has been
poor. Most of the Sei VVhales have been caught off West Finmarken for they were not as common in the colder waters to the east of the North Cape.
"At the most southerly of the whaling stations, Skaaro opposite Tromso, Sei Whales were
yet caught regularly every summer; but off the coast south of Tromso there are before us no
complete records of this species. Now and again individuals are found which are stranded outside of Lofoten; among a herd of about 700 specimens of Grundhval (GAlobicephalu4s melas) that
were caught the 4th of September 1890 in Vaterfjord, Lofoten, a small whale was found about
121 meters (40 fe'et) in length, 'with irregular white markings,' which probably was a B. borealis"
(l. c., pp. 597-599).
1912.- Mr. S. T. Burfield,1 in his report on the 'Belmullet WVhaling Station,' considers in
detail both Finback and Blue WVhales, but has little to say of B. borealis. He remarks:, "There
seems to be a more or less definite periodicity in the appearance of certain species of whales.
Thus the whalers say that the Right whales (Balcena biscayensis, Gray) foFllow the' Sej hvals (Balcnoptera borealis, Lesso'n), and both disappear by the end of. June. The last Sejhval caught from
the Belmullet station in 1911 was brought in on May 18, but most of the first half of June was
too stormy for 'fishing"' (l. c., p. 154). Again he says: "The Right whales and Sejh'vals are
said to appear only during the earlier part of the season -in May and perhaps the early part
of June " (l. c., p. 158).
1913.- During -his description of Balc:enoptera brydei Mr. ,0rj an Olsen 2 has- instituted comparisons between his new species and B. borealis. While his remarks concerning the latter
species are chiefly confined to its external anatomy as distinguishing it from B. brydei, he neverReport of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, Dundee, 1912, Sept. 4-11. London, John Murray, 1913.
On the External Characters and Biology of Bryde's Whale (Balaffnoptera brydei), a new Rorqual from the coast of South Africa.
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1913, pp. 1073-1090, pll. cix-cxiii.
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theless throws some light upon the abundance of the Sei Whale in South African waters, a subject
of which practically nothing was known. The most interesting section of Mr. Olsen's paper
relating to B. borealis follows: "It is not impossible that some of the 'Sei'-Whales from Portuguese W. Africa may have been Rudolphi's whale (B. borealis), a typical specimen of which
was captured outside Saldanha Bay in November 1912. This is the first South African specimen
of B. borealis which has -been reported further south than off Cape Blanco (20° 45' n. 1.). It
was easily recognilzed as the proper 'seihval' by the Norwegian whalers; and Capt. P. J. Larsen
kindly presented me with a quantity of the baleen, which was quite distinctive of B. borealis"

(1. c., p. 1083).
1913.- William Taylor 1 reported the find of a water-worn first cervical vertebra of Balcnoptera borealis from the post-glacial sand of Elgin. He says: "As Elgin is about 5 miles from
the sea, and the river Lossie at this point is 50 feet above sea-level, the bone must be very old.
Probably it was washed out of the post-glacial sand w-hich covers the valley at Old Mills. The
only species of Rorqual common on our Moray Firth shores at present are the Common Rorqual
and the Lesser Rorqual, and, as far as I know, this is the only record connecting Rudolphi's
Rorqual with the Moray Firth area."
1913.- In a volume devoted to the cetaceans of the Antarctic, Dr. J. Liouville I gives the
most extensive and valuable account of Balcenoptera borealis from southern waters which has
yet been published. He considers the dimensions, coloration, baleen, form of the body, and
other details of the external anatomy, as well as the respiration, diving, food, parasites, distribution and commercial importance. His paper is a valuable. contribution to the history of the
species and furnishes much new information regarding the life history of the Sei Whale and its
distribution. Unfortunately the drawings accompanying this publication are so crude and
inaccurate that they detract from the work. The figure of B. borealis is especially bad, the dorsal
fin being placed considerably posterior to the anus, anad the coloration is quite unlike that of
a Sei Whale.
Dr. Liouville is the first author to formally include B. schlegeli (Flower) in the synonymy
of B. -borealis.

LIFE HISTORY.

Plates XXIX-XXXII.
DISTRIBUTION AND TIME OF CAPTURE.

Finmark and Russian Lapland.- Collett I has given the most reliable account of the appearance of this whale on the Finmark coast. He says:
"Thus, whilst B. borealis, as has been stated, is a consta'nt summer visitor on the coasts
of West Finmark, where it has annually, although in- varying numbers, occurred off Soroen, near
Hammerfest, probably to gorge upon the 'Aate,' or the shoals of Crustacea which constitute
its food, it has, as mentioned above, only exceptionally v'isited East Finmark, and on the coast
east of the North C:ape onlly a few specimens had been caught, and not everv vear.
I
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Dieuxi'eme Expedition Antarctique Fran9ais. C6tac6s de I'Antarctique, 1913, pp. 100>110, pl. ii, fig. 3,
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"It does not, however, appear to have been altogether unknown even on this part of the
coast. During a stay in Finmark in 1878, I received information that a school of 13 whales, of
about 40 feet in length, had stranded in a bay of the Porsangerfj ord to the east of the North
Cape. I did not have anr opportunity of visiting the place; but as the baleen-plates of these
WVhales were described as bei,ng black, it seems very probable that they belonged to this species.
"In the same month 5 similar small whales were stranded at Sorvaer, near Hammerfest
(where the above-mentioned factory had not then been established). Moreover, several whalers
have 'informed me that this species visited the Varangerfjord in 1879 and 1880, but was not
caught; they also noticed that whenever this'species came in, B. sibbaldi left the coast and went
out to sea.

"During the past summer, 1855, the Sejhval (B. borealis) came quite unexpectedly under
land along the whole coast of Finmark, not singly or solitarily, but in such large numbers that,
during the whole summer, most of the whales ca-ught both in West and East Finmark consisted
of this species.. Of the other'speciles, B. sibbaldi, B. musculus, and Megaptera boops, which in
former years had formed the majority, only a comparatively small number were caught.
"Of B. borealis 724 specimens were caught by 18 companies stationed in Finmark, and 47
specimens by 3 companies, on the Murman coast, making together a total of 771 specimens.
"In fact they were caught by all the companies along the whole coast from Soroen, near
Hammerfest, to Jarfj ord in Syd Varanger, and on the Murman coast at least to Kildin.
"It has been previously stated, that in 1882 B. borealis first became the object of general
capture, especially at the newly founded establishment at Soroen, near Hammerfest,. and it appears-to 'close the land 'about there every year, although in varying numbers. In previous years
the first specimen, according to Capt. Bull, was captured in the beginning of June. The 24th
of June was about the best period for catching them, while after the 8th July they gradually
disappear'ed, when other species generally appeared (B. muscublus and B. sibbaldi).
"This year (1885) B. borealis coasted the land along the whole of Finmark, and formed
such a considerable portion of the 'Fishery,' that it surpassed the number of all other species
..

combined.
"The first specimens observed in shore in 1885 were captured near -the establishments on
Soroen, near Hammerfest, on the west coast of Finmark, the first on the 14th May, by one of the
steamers belonging to Bole (Capt. Foyn); the second on the 18th by one of the Sorvaer steamers
(Capt. Bull). These two factories together obtained during May five specimens. Whales were
under the land the whole time, but the fishery was hindered by bad weather. In the previous
year this whale had never approached land so early.
"The first one captured by the whalers in East Finmark was killed on the 18th June off'

Nordkyn.
"Many were seen the same day, and they proceeded in an E. S. E. direction, keeping at
about 4 Norwegian (over 28 English) miles from land. It was, however, some time before
they appeared in any considerable numnbers. First, towards the end of June, they began to be
captured by several of the whalers, and even then -only in small numbers. In the beginning of
July, however, the numbers were greater; and during an entire month some were caught daily
along the whole coast of Finmark by all the companies; and occasionally several individuals were
captured in a day by the- same company. The best period was the latter half of July. In the
course of August their numbers diminished, but even towards the end of the month several were
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caught, but the 'schools' appeared then to be more under the Murman coast or fu'rther out at
sea. The last one obtained was by Captain Sorensen on the 28th August, but others were seen
during the first week in September (the last time being the 8th September)."
A. H. Cocks, Esq.,' in his account of 'The Finwhale Fishery of 1885 on the North European
Coast,' says of Balcenoptera borealis: "The season of 1885 was a very remarkable one. On the
one hand, Rudolphi's Rorqual, which was previously only known to the Eastward of the North
Cape as an accidental straggler, appeared last year in thousands along the whole coast shore
whose waters are hunted by the Norwegian and Russian Finwhalers, over 700 of this species
having been captured; on the other hand, Sibbald's Rorqual, or the Blue whale, hitherto the
principal object of pursuit, was extremely scarce, several of the Norwegian companies not hav'ing
taken a single example, the average being less than one per boat; while the Russian boats averaged
exactly half a dozen each, the number of this species killed by the three Russian companies actually exceeding that taken by the nineteen Norwegian establishments."
The following year, Mr. Cocks says of the appearance of Balcenoptera borealis on the Finmark
coast: " Rudolphi's Rorqual, which in 1885, for the first time on record, appeared in such large
numbers to the eastwards of the North Cape, last year confined itself again to its usual ha'bitat,
only eight individuals being taken by ships of the companies having their stations to the east of
that headland, and it is quite likely that some, and possibly all, even of this small number were
actually killed to the westward of it. None were even seen by the Russian boats " (1. c., 1887,
p. 207).
Writing of the 1887 fishery, Mr. Cocks remarks that- the number of Sei Whales killed was
nearly six times the total of 1886, and says: "Capt. Bull reports that from the latter half of
June, through July, a number of Rudolphi's Rorquals were seen round Loppen Island, and in
Soro Sound, also by Skjaervo in Kvenangen Fjord, right up to Reisen. A reference to the list
at the end of this paper will show that he captured the astonish-ing number of 1 10 of this species!
Capt. Berg says that in July they were s'ometimes seen in small numbers to the eastward of
the North Cape; the average take of this species for the companies of which I have returns
omitting Capt. Bull's -being about 4' per vessel. Of course the fact must not be lost sight of,
that these smaller whales are not hunted when bigge'r game is to be found.
"Capt. Bull captured his last Rudolphi, and his last whale for the season, on August 12th;
his first Rudolphi was obtained on May 21st. Of the two remaining species, his first Common
Rorqual was killed on April 16th, and his last on August 6th; his first Humpback his first
whale for the season -on March 28th, and his last on August 7th.
"Captain Bull sends me an interesting note, in addition to the above, of which the following
is a translation:- 'In West Finmarken common Rorquals generally come under the coast in the
month of July, at the same ti'me that Rudolphi's Rorquals usually leave the coast. This year,
on the contrary, the Rudolphi's were under the land right up to the middle of August, and in
July the Blue whales came under the land, while, meantime, the Common Finners only presented
themselves to the extent of a couple of individuals.' In former seasons Capt. Bull, in his West
Finmarken cruising-grounds, only obtained two or three examples of the Blue Whale each year,
but between the 8th and 29th July last he captured no less than seventeen of these leviathans.
The above he considers as a (further) proof that Blue Whales and Rudolphi's live on the same
kind of 'kril' ( = Thysanopoda inermis) " (1. c., 1888, p. 204).
-
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Mr. Cocks says little about Balcenoptera borealis in his report of the 1888 Finwhale fishery.
.He remarks: "Common Rorquals increased by nearly five times; the unprecedented catch of,
1 10 Rudolphi's Rorquals in 1887, was last season reduced to the yet extraordinary number of 60;
and Humpbacks 11, against 4 in 1887." Again in a letter from Captain M. C. Bull of Soroen,
West Finmark, which Mr. Cocks publishes is the following: " ' Rudolphi's Rorq'ual: were under
the coast in July, but not in such large numbers as in 1887 "' (1. c., 1889, pp. 282 and 286).
In speaking of whaling in Norway, Mr. Southwell 1 says: "Of 2266 fin whales killed in
Norway in the years 1886, 1887, and 1889 (omitting the abnormal kill of 771 in 1885), 420, or 18.5
per cent., were Rudolphi's rorquals."
Scotland, Ireland, and Shetlandl. Mr. R. C. Haldane, who published annually for several
years in the 'Annals of Scottish Natural History' accounts of the whaling industry in Scotland,
says of Balcenoptera borealis: " In'Scotland'and Shetland during the season of 1905, 34 Rudolphi's
Rorqual were killed. The largest bull was 47 feet long, the longest cow 46 feet. The average
size works out -18 bulls, average 39.9 feet; 16 cows, average 40 feet" (l. c., 1906, pp. 135-136).
In h'is account the following year, he says that the season of 1906 was a very productive one,
the large numbers of B. borealis. killed being very remarka.ble. His remarks on this species are
as follows:
"I have just stated that these whales came in vast numbers this year. In 1904 the four
Shetland stations had only five of these whales. In 1905 the number went up to thirty-two,
of which the Olna station had twenty-seven and the Alexandra none. 1906 showed the extraordinary number of 262. It was not only off the Shetland coast where they were, but off Harris
they seemed just as plentifuL Once off the coast of Finmark there was a similar invasion, when
Finner whales kept away; the following year they were gone. To those who are interested in
the migration of fish and other denizens of the sea this will be noteworthy. These whales feed
on much the same food as B. sibbaldii and do not eat fish. Hjort gives the length as from 40 to
50 feet. .. A note from the manager (of the Buneveneader station) says: 'From 13th June to
6th of July 62 Seihval were killed near St. Kilda; 22 of these were female, but no fcetus; dimensions, 36 to 48 feet and from 14-20 (girth). A storm came and brought them away (6th July),
so none were to be seen on the fishing grounds after that.'
"The last paragraph is very interesting; the whales, curious, changeful creatures, went off
on account of a storm. In Shetland we had fine weather at the time and thev stayed on for
another twelve days and left us on the 18th July. We had a storm on the I9th, few were seen
after that. I particularly wanted a small fcetus of B. borealis for the University Museum of
Zoology, Cambridge, but during the month they were near us the fcetuses were. all too large.
In this(ithey seem different from B. musculus, the foetuses of which vary greatly in size" (1. c.,
1907, pp. 12-13).
In'his report of the whaling in Scotland for 1907 Mr. Haldane says that the season was a
very productive one, the whales appearing in large numbers and showing no signs of diminution,
and that 151 examples of B. borealis were killed. He also gives the number of whales taken at
the Thorsvig station at Faroe Islands where 18 of this species were captured.
In regard to the whaling in Scotland for 1908, he says: "B. borealis were more abundant,
B. musculus scarcer than last year; the reason given for this is that during the time of the 40mile limit there were plenty of B. mubsc'ulus within the limit, doubtless feeding on the herring
17Annl. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. VII, Vol. XVI, 1905, p. 421.
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which were abundant on the west coast of Shetland, while beyond the 40 miles B. borealis were
plentiful and B. musculus not so numerous."
Again he remarks of this species:
"These whales were plentiful this last season; to my mind the most graceful of all whales,
as its proportions are so perfect and wanting the clumsy strength of the two larger Baloenoptera,
Sperms, and Megaptera. It is also far the best whale to eat, the flesh tasting of something
between pork and veal, and quite tender....
"The Seihval are certainly the second most common whales in Shetland waters, always
excepting B. rostrata and the smaller whales, of which I know nothing. B~ut I have noticed that
they are restless -one week there will be plenty, the next week none. I have before pointed
out how a storm took them away both from Buneveneader and Shetland; they certainly seem
to be of a shy nature" (l. c., 1909, pp. 63, 67).
He also states that at the Dansk Hvalfangst and F'iskin Co. fifty-one of this species were
taken.
Mr. Haldane's report on whaling in Scotland for 1909 is very brief. He states that fortyfour Sei Whales were taken at the Buneveneader station and that in Shetlan'd except for three
Megaptera at the Olna station. only B. museculus (= B. physalus) and B. borealis were killed.
J. G. Millais, Esq., says: " Both in the deep seas and the narrow voes and tide-races of Shetland and the Hebrides this species is common in summer, and within a mile of the northern
coasts one is almost certain to see one or more of these Whales in a day's cruilse. I counted
seventeen in one day when seal-hunting between Whalsey- and the Muckle Skerries. The
high and hooked back fin renders them easy to distinguish. To Shetland they come in varyilng
numbers. In- 1904 only nine were killed; in 1905 thirty-four were taken in Shetland and the
Hebrides. In 1906, however, they came in great numbers to the north of Shetland, and Mr.
Haldane informs me that up to July 1 out of fifty Whales killed at the Alexandra station nearly
half were of this species.
"The records of specimens stranded on the coasts of England, Scotland, and Ireland are
so numerous that we need not refer to them, as they do not give any information not already
well known, although pointing to the fact that they are often trapped in shallows on their
southern migration. My Lydekker points out that Biarritz is the most southerly point at which
this Whale has been obtained" (l. c., p. 277).
Mr. D. J. Lillie states that during the season of 1908 the catch of whales at the Innishkea,
west Ireland, station was as follows:
"5 Balcna biscayensis Gray [=B. glacialis].'
21 Balcenoptera musculus Linnaeus [ = B. physalus].
19 Balcenoptera sibbaldii Gray [=B. musculus].
31 B'alcenoptera borealis Lesson.
1 Megaptera longimana Rudolphi [=M. nodosa].."
During 1909, out of 102 whales, 9 B. borealis were taken.
Iceland.- When in 1903, the Norwegilan Storthing prohibited whaling in Norway several
stations were erected on'the coasts of Iceland and many Balcenoptera borealis taken there. Mr.
Haldane states that at Captain Bull's station at Nordfjord, East Iceland, during 1906, one Sei
Whale was killed and two during 1908.
Newfoundland. In 1903, Dr. F. W. True published a not'e in- 'Scien.ce' which is so interesting that it is here quoted almost in its entirety:
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"I am in receipt of reliable information that during the season of 1902 four finback whales
of a species corresponding to, or identical with, Balcenoptera borealis Lesson were taken at the
whaling station at Rose-au-Rue, Placentia Bay, Newfoundland. This is the first authentic
record of this form of finback in the western North Atlantic. The species is called 'Sejhval '
(pollack whale) by the Norwegian whalers. Whether the species taken at Newfoundland is
really identical with the European species can of course only be determined by examination of
specimens.
"The species named B. tuberosa by Cope, on the basis of a specimen killed in Mobj ack Bay,
Virginia, may be the same as the Newfoundland pollack whale, but the description of that
species is inadequate for a positivre determination, and the whereabouts of the type is at present
uncertain. It is quite as probable that the Mobjack Bay whale represented B. physalus L. "
(l. c., p. 150).
J. G. Millais, Esq., who has spent much time in Newfoundland, writing in 1906 in his ' Mammals of Great Britain and Ireland, says: " Rudolphi's Rorqual also visits the coast of Newf'oundland in large numbers in certain seasons, but is seldom killed owing to its'small value.' About
thirty to forty are usually captured and are taken near the south coast station. Captain Nillsen
tells me that they first put in an appearance in August and September on the south coast of
Newfoundland, their favorite resorts being Hermitage, Fortune, and Pla'centia Bays. In August
1903 Placentia Bay was swarming with the-se Whales, but the w'halers did not kill one.
"Of their distribution on the western side of the Atlantic we know little. Captains Nilsen
and Larsen inform me that Seihvalen are most numerous in summer on the Labrador coast north
of Battle Harbour, where they have seen large numbers of this species and the Lesser Rorqual.
Near Iceland it is well known, but it is -not killed by the whalers" (l. c., pp. 276-277).
An examination of the reports of the " Department of Marine and Fisherie's" of Newfoundland shows that in 1904, 39 Sei Whales were killed, and in 1905, 1906, and 1909, 2 were taken
in each year. None were captured in either 1908 or 1911, but I have not the reports for 1910,
1912 or 1913.
Two letters from Mr. John Harvey, of Harvey & Co., a firm which has conducted whaling
opverations in Newfoundland since' the beginning of the shore-industry there, gives some interesting information regarding Sei Whales. Extracts from these letters under dates of May 26,'
and June 12, 1914, are as follows:
"Replying to your esteemed inquiry of the 18th just to hand. We have to advise that no
Sei Whales, practically speaking, are now taken in these waters, nor have there been any Sei
Whales taken, so far as the writer's information goes, for several years.
" Some time ago a very few of these whales were brought in, but so far as the operations of
the Cabot, our own whaling steamer, goes, we do not think she ever brought in over two or three
in any season and we think the same experience covers that of the other whaling company's
steamers."
Mr. Harvey further writes (June 12):
"As far as I can find out, no Sei Whales have Veen caught here for over two years, and the
last year, 1912 early, only two Sei Whales were got.
" The reason Sei Whales are not killed in Newfoundland at present is, that they are not here.
The whalers will take Sei Whales or anything else they can get'.. . . . I think~there have never been
1

Only two were shot in 1905.
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very many Sei Whales in these waters. As a matter of opinion purely, I should doubt whether
in any year more than a dozen fifteen Sei Whales have been
or.
-caught by the entire fleet, carrying
on whaling operations about Newfoundland and Labrador.
"Since I last wrote you (May 26) nothing at all has been done with whales, practically
speaking. There are three and possibly four steamers now operating along the South coast
of Newfoundland and as far as I can learn the catch to date is 2 Sulphurbottoms
[Balcenoptera
musculus] and 1 Finback or Humpback. Of course the weather has been bad and-our reports
are that the prospects are somewhat improving as the caplin are
beginning to come into shore."
These letters from Mr. Harvey and the Fishery reports seem to demonstrate that Sei Whales
are stragglers on the Atlantic coast of North America and that in recent
years, at least, they
have not been there in any numbers. Their sudden appearance at Newfoundland in 1902 is
interesting when compared with their inva'sion of the waters east of the North Cape, Finmark,
in 1885.
Massachusetts.- Dr. Glover M. Allen, of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge,
has very kindly
me to publish here the record of a specimen of B. borealis stranded at
Chatham, in August, 1910. The lighthouse keepers preserved s'ome of the baleen and two
ribs with one ramus of the jaw which Dr. Allen secured and placed in the Museum. -This is
the first record of B. borealis on the western Atlantic coast, south of Newfoundland.
Japan.- The occurrence of this
'in the North Pacific was unknown to the scientific
world until my work in Japan during 1912. The Sei Whale, called by the natives Iva'shiKujira
(Sardine Whale) is probably the most abundant of the large Cetacea in Japanese waters, and
during June, July, and August constitutes the greater part of the summer fishery.
That it has been known to the natives for some time is attested by the fact that in 1830
Schlegel named this species Balcenoptera arctica and says that in a Japanese work upon the
Cetacea there is the figure and description of a young individual which on March 6, 1760, was
cast up on the coast of Kii province.
Vancouver Island.- There is every reason to believe that B. borealis should occur with the
other Baloenopteras upon the west co'ast of North America, but up to the present time I have
no entirely trustworthy records of their appearance there. Since 1908 I have
personally talked
with many whalemen who have hunted on the west coast from Washington to the Aleutian
Islands, but all have assured me that they have never seen a SeiWVhale.
My friend, Mr. Sydney C. Ruck of Victoria, B. C., Superintendent of the Canadian North
Pacific Fisheries, Ltd.,'writes me on May 7, 1914, as follows: "As regards Sei Whales. At
Sechart (Vancouver Is.) last year we captured two. These were secured by one of our boats
manned entirely by Norwegians, and although I did not see the whales myself I think there can
be no doubt about them being Sei Whales as the Norwegians have seen these whales in the
Atlantic and also our Manager at Sechart (Mr. Gosney) was formerly at a station in Newfoundland where many of this species were handled. If it had been one of our local gunners who pronounced them to be Sei Whales, I should have been somewhat doubtful. These whales were
included 'in our records as Finbacks but we ha-ve details of length, etc., which are as follows:
Whales captured May 21st, 1913, at Sechart station:
No. 1 Female-60 ft. long, fcetus 42 inches.

allowed
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"Although I have

never had the

opportunity of seeing any SeiWVhales on this coast,,on
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several occasions our stations have reported whales about which they were doubtful as regards
species, the doubt being whether they were Sei Whales 'or Finbacks cross-breed."
Inasmuch as the maximum length for the Pacific Sei Whales is 53 feet it appears to me that
there is strong reason to believe that at least one of the specimens mentioned by Mr. Ruck was
not B. borealis. On the other hand it seems 'improbable that men who had once killed or 'cut
in' Sei Whales would not recognize the species. However, further proof must be forthcoming
before the appearance of B. borealis along the west coast of America can be considered as
established.
Falkland, South Shetland, and South Georgia Islands, Chile, and South Africa.- Mr. J. A..
Morch says in regard to the whaling operations in the Southern Hemisphere:
"The species which are principally hunted are the Humpback whale (Megaptera boops),
the Blue whale (Balcefnoptera sibbaldii), and the Finback whale (B. musculus); and, in one locality
(the Falkland Islands), the 'Seihval' or Rudolphi's Whale (B. borealis), which also occurs on
the coast of Chili and the west coast of South Africa without having been actually hunted there

yet, " (l. c., p. 662).
In his description of Balcenoptera brydei, from the coast of South Africa, Mr. 0rj an Olsen
speaks of B. borealis as follows: "It is not impossible that- some of the ' Sei '-whales from Portuguese W. Africa may have been Rudolphi's whale (B. borealis) a typical specimen of which
was captured outside Saldanha Bay in November, 1912. This is the first S. African specimen
of -B. borealis which has been reported further south than off Cape Blanco (200 45' N. 1.). It
was easily recognized as the proper '.seihval' by the Norwegian whalers; an-d Capt. P. J. Larsen
kindly prese'nted me with a quantity of baleen, which was quite distinctive of B. borealis"Y (1. c. ,

.1083).
My friend, Captain H. G. Melsom, with whom I spent many pleasant days in Korea while
studying the California Gray Whale, since the winter of 1912, has been hunting whales at the
South Orkney Islands. He writes me on June 5, 1914, from Tonsberg, Norway, where he has
J USt returned, as follows:
"We have had a bad season at the Orkneys; a strange thing because last year it was literally
thick with whales, and this year there were b'ut few. That ~they got killed or driven off is impossible for the hunting was only going on for 21 months and only in a very limited area. You ask
about Sei Whales, They do not appear in the South seas near Orkneys or Shetla'nd, but there'
are plenty of them around the. Falklands and I have gassed thousands of Sei Whales between the
Falklands and 20° S. L. off Cape Frio, Brazil. Also they have appeared round South Georgia
this year for the first time.
"But everything was changed this year. At the Orkneys very few whales, and at Georgia
also few, with some Sei, but around the Falklands plenty all the time."
In a letter from Mr. W. P. Pycraft, wh'o has been engag'ed in editing the notes secured on
cetaceans of the South Atlantic by the late Major Barrett-Hamilton, there is the following,
under date of June 18, 1914: "Balcenoptera borealis was, I believe, met with in large numbers
at the Falklands; it was, indeed, the dominant species there, but it has been so ruthlessly
slaughtered as to have become no longer worth fishing for. It seems never to occur at South

Georgia."
We also have as a record from. the vricinity of Cape Horn (Staten Island) the skeleton
described in 1891 by Paul Gervais under the name Balcenoptera schlegeli. (Flower), and the
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observrations of Dr. Liouville in the vicinity of the Shetland Islands. H'is remarks as to the'
"Aire de dispersion" are:
"II ne semble pas que B. borealis soit un Mystacoc'ete c'otier. Nous I'avons vu au large de
la Baie Matha, dans le Detroit de Bransfield et par travers des Shetlands Australes. Racovizta
ne I'a aperqu que dans la banquise flottante qui de'rive 'a l'Ouest de la Terre de Graham. Les
autres Minkehvlen signale's par les auteurs antarctiques avaient toujours 6t6 observ6s au large.
Depuis notre retour, Amundsen, 'a bord du ' Fram,' en a vu un tr'es grand nombre dans la Baie des
Baleines, tout c'ontre la Grande Barri'ere de glace de Ross. Ses films cine'matographiques, pris a
cet endroit, en reve'laien't des quantitie's, nettement distinctes par leurs taches, au millieu des
autres Baleinopteres 'a peau plus foncee. C'est donc un des Mystacoc'etes qui s'a'vancent le
plus vers le P'ole Sud. Ses mceurs d'habitant de la banaquise lui permettent meme, en cheminant
au voisinage des canaux qui se forment sans cesse a sa surface, de se rapprocher plus qu'aucun
autre de ce point " (l. c., p. 110o).
I can not feel as certain as does Dr. Liouville that many of the whales identified by Racovitza
and others were B. borealis and not B. acuto-rostrata, which could easily be mistaken for it because
of -its small size and falcate dorsal fin.
Java.- The skeleton in the Leyden Museum which was taken on the northwest coast of
Java, and is the type of Balcenoptera schlegeli (Flower), is the only record of this species from those
waters. Flower says regarding this skeleton: "According to the statement received with the
specimen, whales are of rare occurrence upon that coast, the present one having been an object
of great curiosity to the natives" (1. c., p. 400).
During a cruise of several months among the Dutch East India Islands in 1909, I saw no
whales whatever although constantly watching for them.
Summary.- According to the observations presented above, Balafenoptera borealis is known
in the North Atlantic from the coasts of Europe, Newfoundland, Massachusetts and Labrador;
in the South Atlantic along the coasts of South Africa and of South America from latitude 20° S.
to the Shetland Islands. In the North Pacific from Japan and possibly from Vancouver Is.;
in the South Pacific'from Javra and Chile.
Migration.- In the western North Pacific the Sei Whales seem to have more or less regular
migrations. The records furnished by the whaling company show that during 1909, 1910, 1912,
1913 and 1914 the total number of Sei Whales taken each month in the winter were as follows:
8 during November, 2 in December, 8 during January, 11 during February, and 6 in March.
These were -all captured at the following stations in the southern part of the main islands: November, Oshima and Nikishima; December, Nikishima; January, Nikishima, Hososhima and
Oshima; February, Shimizu; March, Oshima and,.Shimizu.
When I arrived in Oshima, Kuishiu, on April 6, the Sei Whales were just beg'innilng to come,
and I was told that a little later in the spring they were almost the only species taken there. After
leaving Oshima I went in. the middle of May to Aikawa, a small village in Rikuzen province,
about 300 miles north of Tokyo on the Pacific side, where the Toyo Hogei Kaisha had a large
and important station. At the time I arrived only Finbacks were being taken, but it was
said that the Sei Whales would appear later in the summer.
The first Sei Whale to be killed at this station, from which eight ships were hunting, was
on June 8, and it may be safely affirmed that this animal was one of the first arrivals- in the north,
for all the whalers were on the watch for them. From June 8 until September 1, when the
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station closed, Sei Whales were killed almost every day. During June, July, a'nd August they
were far more abundant than any other species. and in the last two months, with the exception
of an occasional herd of Sperm Whales, were almost the only large cetaceans to be found.
Toward the end of August their numbers had so much diminished that it was no longer profitable
to operate the station and it was closed until the following spring.,, By consulting the tables
it will be seen that June was the month in which the greatest number were taken, July was
a close second, and that by August the numbers'had greatly decreased, except in the year 1914.
These figures give a very fair idea of the relative abundance of Sei Whales during the different
months, although, in some cases (i. e., 1914) they were undoubtedly affected by the opening or
closing of certain stations or the abundance of other whales, for B. borealis is not killedwhen
larger species are to be had. There is little doubt, however, that June and July are the months
of greatest -abundance on the Japanese coast. The statistics of the whaling company show that
from 1910 to 1914 only four Sei Whales were taken in the Japan sea; one was killed at Shimpo,
Korea, and three at Hidakatsu, on the island of Tsushima, and Capt. H. G. Melsom says that
dur'ing 14 years of hunting on the Siberia and Korea coasts he never saw Sei Whales.
In the North Atlantic, on the Norwegian coast, according to Collett, the Sei Whales come
"under the, land" in June and disappear in August, very few remaining as late as September.
They are regular visitors to West Finmark but are not as common east of the North Cape.
Their visits are very irregular, in some years the animals' do not appear, at all while in others
they are seen in great numbers. Collett, Cocks, and other authors have chronicled the great
invasion of these whales along the whole coast of Finmark and Russian Lapland in 1885, when
they came in thousands and far outnumbered all other species. A similar invasion occurred in
1898, according to Collett, but he says that in later years the catch has been much less. During
1885, the first Seil Whales appeared in the middle of May, but the main body did not arrive until
the beginning of July; in August the numbers decreased rapidly and by the 8th of September
all were gone. In the following year (1886) the Sei Whales appeared in their usual numbers
and confined themselves to their accustomed habitat along the shores of west Finmark, only
five being killed east of the North Cape.
Mr. R. C. Haldane reports that in 1906, on the coasts of Scotland and Shetland, enormous
numbers of Sei Whales app'eared, as they had done in Finmark during 1885; the time of their
arrival was between the middle of June and the middle of July.
These observations show that in the eastern North Atlantic the Sei Whales have more or less
regular migration periods, and that from June until September they may be found along the
north European coast in varying numbers.
It is interesting to c-ompare the movements of the Sei Whales in the Atlantic and Pacific
oceans. In the Atlantic these animals reach the North Cape, approximately in latitude 70° N.,
during early June and le'ave in late August. In the Pacific at Aikawa, Japan, approximately
in latitude 40° N., the Sei Whales also come in early June and begin to leave in August.
The fact that this species arrives at Aikawa and the North Cape at the same time, although
the former point is nearly 2000 miles south of the latter, may possibly be connected with the
action of the ocean currents. An Arctic current extends southward Ipast Kamshatka, the Kurile
Islands and Hondo to some distance south of Aikawa, while along -the main islands of Japan
south of Tokyo runs the warm " Kuro Shiro," or Black Current. The Sei Whales which spend
the winter near Oshima and Nikishim.a are in comparatively warm waters, arnd in the spring.
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the m'ain mass reaches there early in April. They work slowly northward until the Arctic current
is metl'a little south of Aikawa and arrive at that place about the middle of June; how much
further north they go is problematical but numbers have been t'aken at the recently erected
station of Same on the northern end of Hondo.
On the European coast as the whales travel northward past Scotland and Shetland they
are in the warm Gulf Stream, which finafll sweeps 'in toward the North Cape. They do not
meet the Arctic current until latitude 70° N. is reached, while in the Pacific the cold water is.
encountered a little south of 40° N.
Collett and others have remarked that -B. borealis is a temperate wat-er whale and does
not often go to the eastward of the North Cape because of the icy water there. This hypothesis
might explain conditions in the North Atlantic and North Pacific if Dr. Liouville's observations on the Sei Whales of the South Atlantic were left out of consideration. In that region,
the animals about the Falkland and Shetland Islands are continually in frigid currents and
Dr. Liouville believes this species goes further toward the South Pole than any other Fin Whale.
My own study of the genus Balcnoptera has led me to conclude that the temperatuxre of
the water is of comparatively -little importance in determining their movements.
The extent of the migrations of the Sei Whales in the widely different localities where they
have been observed is largely a matter of conjecture. That this species can, and does, go around
Cape Horn from the South Atlantic into the South Pacific Ocean I think no. one will aispute,
and I believe that the evidence points strongly to the conclusion that from time to time individuals
actually travel from the No'rth to the South Atlantic and into the Pacific, or vice versa. There
appears to be no barriers in either temperature or food supply to prevent such extended travels
because B. borealis is apparently indifferent alike to tropic or arctic water, and the crustaceans
which form the greater part of its food are present in almost every ocean of the world.
The parasites, of which B. borealis is the host, appear to give a clue to the movements of these
whales. Althe specimens brought to the stations in Japan were thickly covered with scars
due to the action of parasitic cirripeds, probably Coronula, and the Copepod Penella antarctica
Quidor, but very few of the parasites remained attached to their hosts. Collett discusses at length
the peculiar scars left by the Penella, -but did not suspect they were due to parasites, s'ince none
were found upon the whales which he observed.
Dr. Liouville states (see 'Parasites') that parasites of the genera Coronula, Tubicinella,
Penella, and Cyamus were present in great numbers upon B. borealis in the South Atlantic but,
except Penella, these have not been recorded upon Sei Whales frora other localities.
The Penella which Dr. Liouville removea from the Sei Whales of the South Atlantic were
P. antarctica Quidor, and I was surprised to find that those which I collected from B. borealis
of the Japanese coast belong to the same species. Prof. Chas. B. Wilson, to, whom my specimens were sent for identification, writes in regard to them: "Penella is a cold water ge-nus almost exclusively so -and the waters of the South Atlantic and Antarctic are especi-ally productive of them. I know that these parasites are comparatively short lived, and I believe that
they would be killed or die a natural death during such migrations of their hosts as you suggest.
At all events the particular species which you obtained is undoubtedly an Antarctic species,
sin-ce it was found there in large numbers but has never before been found in northern waters.
Would it, not be possible that infection with these troublesome parasites might constitute
a. strong incentive to such migrations, especially since the whales apparently get rid of them
en route and are not infested again while they remain in northern waters? "
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Fig. l.
Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.
Fig. 4.
Fig. 5.
Fig. 6.
Fig. 7.
Fig. 8.

Side view of a spout; full height.
Posterilor view of a spout; full height.
Low spout.
Spout of a Sei Whale fast to a ship.
"
Finback Whale.
"""Sei Whale fast -to a ship.
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The facts that hundreds of scars left by Penella- and Coronula are found on the body of B.
borealis and practically none of the parasites themselves: that the Penella is identical with the
species present in great numbers upon the Sei Whales in the Antarctic, and that this form has
never been recorded fr-om northern waters, together with the wandering disposition of B. borealis,
appear to indicate that this species may actually migrate from the South Atlantic and Pacific
northward. to the coasts of Norway and Japan; that while -in the south the parasites are contracted and that before the whales reach the northern latitudes most of the Penella and
Coronila either die or break off and the wounds heal.
It should not be inferred that I believe all Sei Whales make annual migrations from the
North to the South Atlantic and Pacific; in fact it is highly improbable that such is the case.
Indications point strongly to the fact that some individuals do travel from the North to the South
Atlantic and Pacific, and probably in all oceans certain herds are formed which visit the same,
localities every season for several years, migrating annually for comparatively short dista'nces
as the food moves, and reinforced by straggle'rs which have arrived from either the north or
south. Probably it is on such recent arrivals that the Penella are found in situ while on those
individuals which have remained in the northern waters for one or more seasons the parasites
have all died or dropped off and the scars healed.
The sudden appearance in 1885 of great numbers of Sei Whales east-of the North Cape,
Norway, where previously they had only been seen as straggler's, and of similar invasions of
the waters about Sootland; also their arrival at Newfoundland in 1902 and at the South Georgia
Islands in 191.3-1914 where before they were quite unknown, indicate that B. borealis has a roving
disposition and sometimes travels great distances in its wanderings.
Spouting.- The spout of Balcefnoptera borealis is neither as dense nor as high as that of the
Finback Whale which it most resembles. Under normal conditions it ascends vertically about
ten to fourteen feet in a roughly cone-shaped column of vapor which quickly dissolves or drifts
away on the wind. Plate XXIX, Fig. 1, shows a side view of the spout of a Sei Whale and
near it (Plate XXIX, Fig. 5), for comparison, that of a Finback. When both photographs were
taken a light wind was blowing, but becau'se of its greater aensity this had little effect upon the
Finback's spout, while in the case of the Sei Whale the vapor was beginning to drift away almost
before it had re'ached its full height.
Because of its lightness, the Sei Whale's spout is easily influlenced by weather conditions
and is consequently more variable in form than is usual with other whales. It may be a wide,
bushy spray as shown in Plate XXIX, Figs. 1, 2, 6, or a low, fountain-like j et, as in Plate
XXIX, Fig. 3.
In Plate XXX, Fie. 1, the spout of a whale which is fast to the ship has only risen a few feet
above the surface, and in Plate IXXX Fig. 2, the spout is d'issolving.
As in all whales, the height and density of the vapor column is dependent upon the lengath
of time the air has been retained in the lungs; if the period of submergence has been considerable the spout will be much -higher and denser than if the whale had been below only a few minutes. It is generally -possible to distinguish the spout of B. borealis from that of other species
but by no means invariably so, and frequently one can not be certain that one is observing a
Sei Whale until the high dorsal fin appears; this can be seen at a considerable distance and
is an unfailing identification mark.
The delivery of the spout.is invariably accompanied by a metallic whistling sound, as is
usual with all other large cetaceans, caused by the rush of air through the pipe-like nostrils.
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Th'is is by no means as loud as in the Finback or Blue Whales, but on a still day it can be heard
for more than a mile.
As soon as the spout has been delivered the refilling of the lungs begins and continues for
several seconds. During inspiration the nostrils are opened to their fullest extent, taking the
form of a wide ellipse, and are protruded in a remarkable manner; the protrusion is probably
to prevent water from entering the lungs. Plate XXX, Fig. 4, shows the wide open nostrils
in an excellent manner. The photograph was taken from above and directly behind the animal,
the spout having just dissolved. Plate XXX, Figs. 2 and 3, and Plate XXXI, Figs. 1 and 5,
also show the same condition from a three-quarter posterior vilew.
I had an opportunity to examine carefully the blowholes of a Sei Whale fcetus, 259 cm.
(8' 6") long, with a view of determining how they are-protruded. The nostrils are situated
between two prominences which meet anteriorly. By inserting my fingers in the blow-holes
and -pressing downward and forward enough to open the nasal passages the prominences a't
the sides and in front of the nostrils were thereby considerably raised, which must be the position they assume during the act of spouting. By spre'ading the blowholes until they took the
form of a wide ellipse, which, as shown by the photographs, is their condition during inspiration,
both edges of the nostrils were still more raised, the inner slightly and the outer greatly. Thus
the act of opening the nasal passages either for the exhalation or inhalation of air itself raises
the surrounding parts.
Of the Sei Whale's sp'out, J. G. Millais I says: " The spout is not high, about eight to twelve
feet, and exactly like that emitted by the Finback, but on a smaller scale. In the sea this species
can be recognized at once by its relativelv large and deeply hooked dorsal fin, which is always
a conspicuous object as it rolls over. The whalers think that this species does not swim deeply
when in pursuit of its food, as its course on a still day can, be marked by the line of bubbles which
come to the surface."
Collett says of B. borealis: I "As a rule they blow only once or twice, whilst the other kinds
blow as often as five or six times during each visit to the surface, and they swim for a considerable
distance before they again appear. Their course under the water can be traced by the bubbles
of air which appear on the surface. When in amongst a shoal of Calanus finmarchicus, and on
the feed, they swim quite slowly, with their snout and half of their back above water. The B.
musculus [=B. physalus] and the B. sibbaldi [=B. musculuhs] under such circumstances often
turn on their side whilst swimming, with their mouths open to take the crustaceans .... All
the whalers are unanimous in opinion that B. borealis. (as well as B. musculus and B. sibbaldi)
can remain under water for a far greater time than is generally supposed. The duration of this
time is estimated to be from 8 to 12 hours. Such periods of rest often occur at particular hours
of the day. These animals are never heard to make any sound."
My observations on the Japanese whales bear out Collett's statement that B. borealis blows
less, frequently than do Blue or Finback Whales. The number of spouts depends, however,
largely upon the length of time which'the whale hag been below the surface. If the period of
submergence has been long, the animal will blow two or three times to thoroughly reoxygenate
its blood before again going down; if, on the contrary it is feeding near the surface, it will perhaps
I
2
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Balaffnoptera borealis8.

Fig. 1. Spout of a Sei Whale fast t'o the ship.
Fig. 2. Sei Whale fast to ship; spout dissolv'ing.
Fig. 3.- Sei Whale which has just spouted.
Fig. 4. Sei Whale's nostrils dilated during inspiration.
Fig. 5. A Sei Whale pursuing a school of sardines.
Fig. 6. A Sei Whale which had charged the ship; the blubber of the snout and right lip, which was torn by the
propeller, is shown.
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blow only once at each appearance. I have watched Sei Whales which were spouting every
minute or so and again have seen them blow very infrequently. When 'travelling' or frightened
they often swim for a considerable distance without rising to spout.
On August 2, 1910, we hunted a Sei Whale which remained below the surface 40, 25, and 125
seconds. ,A second individual remained submerged 22 seconds, spouted and sounded f'or 4 minutes, camne up and after two quick spouts went down again for 21 minutes; it then spouted
twice at 4 second intervals and a third time after 14 seconds; again in 18, 20, and 20 seconds.
It blew 3 times at 10 seco.nd periods and sounded for 2 minutes.
Collett's statement that the whalers believe that the Sei, Blue, and Finback Whales can
remain under water for eight to twelve hours without coming up to breathe is one which I have
frequently heard in various parts of the world. This seems to be based upon the fact -that
whales will suddenly appear where for hours before no spout has been seen. On two occas'ions
I have personally witnessed this but believe it can be explailned in a very simple way. It is
well known that whales, when changing their feeding grounds or moving about from place to
place, swim steadily at considerable speed and do not come to the surface to breathe as frequently
as when feeding or remaining in one locality. The Balaenopteras can all swim twelve or fourteen
miles per hour without exertion and when they suddenly appear where none have been seen for
some time, they probably last spouted beyond the range of human eye sight.
-Diving.- The appearance of the Sei Whale when diving is very characteristic and differs
considerably from that of either the Finback, Blue or Humpback Whales. The animal comes
to the surface very obliquely, the snout first appearing, then the top of the head and the anterior
portion of the back. Instantly the spout is delivered,, the motion is continued forward and
downward, the body gradually sinking lower and lower until the dorsal fin is submerged and the
animal finally disappears, the flukes not being withdrawn.
When a Finback or Blue Whale 'sounds' the body is arched in'the form of a half circle and
slowly revolves (see Plate XXXI, Fig. 4), but this is strikingly different in the case of the Sei
Whale, which never arches the back and shows but comparatively little of itself above the water.
Because of this when hunting a Sei Whale the gunners shoot as soon as the spout is delivered,
while with either of the other species they wait until the back is well arched and the maximum
amount of the body is'displayed above the water.
There is very little difference in the positions assumed during the 'sounding' and 'surface'
.dives of Balcenoptera borealis; in the former the animal simply lifts itself a little higher than in
the latter but the position of the body is very similar in both, and at no time are the flukes
shown. On the contrary, ther'e is a great difference between the sounding and surface dives
of the Blue and. Finback Whales.
The photographs illustrate the appearance .of Balcnoptera borealis in the water. In Plate
XXX, Fig. 3, and Plate XXXI, Fig. 5, whales are shown which have just spouted and are
refilling their lungs; almost as much of the back as appears in these photographs is displayed when the animal first comes to the surface. Plate XXXI, Fig. 3, shows the dive
slightly further advanced, and in Plate XXXI, Fig. 2, a direct lateral view, the head is again
below the surface and the dorsal fin is appearing. Plate XXXI, Fig. 1, taken at the instant
the harpoon-gun was fired, gives an excellent view of the animal's entire back. Plate XXX,
Fig. 5, shows a Sei Whale pursuing a school of sardines and swimming with only the dorsal fin

exposed.
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The gunners all tell me that the Sei Whales very rarely 'breach,' or throw themselves
out of the water, and I have never seen a performance of this kind.
B. borealis has a habit of swimming for considerable distances just under the surface. I
saw three individuals which swam for five minutes just below the surface while the ship was
running beside them awaiting a shot. One 'whale I could easily trace by a white harpoon mark
on its back as it swam- along beside us. At times the animal was deep enough below to be
out of sight but that it was not far down was indicated by the trail of smooth green water which
was invariably present just above it.
Speed.- There is little doubt that for short bursts of speedl no other large whale can approach
Balcenoptera borealis. This fact is attested by all the whalemen who have hunted this -species
and on many occasions I have personally witnessed instance's of it. As soon as the harpoon
strikes its body, if the iron does not penetrate a vital place, the animal dashes off at a tremendous pace for perhaps a third of a mile or less but soon tires anld swims slowly thereafter. During
the initial rush, I believe the Sei Whale can attain a speed of thirty miles per hour.
I have never known of Finbacks or Blue Whales reaching the speed of a Sei Whale's' first
dash' although the two former species have great strength and can drag a ship after them for
hours with seemingly little effort.
On land the Sei Whale is paralleled by the -African Cheetah, or Hunting Leopard (A cinonyx
jubatus), which in its first dash is said to be able to. run down almost any other animal but can
continue its great speed for only a comparatively short distance.
On August 3rd, while on board the ship 'Go IHogei Maru,' Captain Y. E. Andersen, a Sei
WVhale was struck about thirty miles off Aikawa, Japan. The animal lay motionless at the
surface for a few moments after the shot and then slowly sank, apparently dead. The harpoo-ngun was leisurely reloaded, an operation which consumed, about twenty minutes, when the
order was given to haul the whale to the surface. As soon as the wheels of the steam winch had
begun to revolve the line became as rigid as a bar of steel and we could see that the whale was
rising to the surface at a tremendous speed. A few seconds later the animal burst from the
water, throwing half its length into the air, and falling back started slowly toward the ship,
its speed increasing with every fathom. The vessel was 'lying to' and when the whale was
about forty fathoms away on-the port beam, suddenly with a tremendous smash of its flukes
it turned half on its right side with its body partly out of the water and dashed straight for
the ship. The man at the wheel swung the vess'el's nose about just in time, so that the whale
struck a glancing blow amidships, scraped along the side and ran its head squarely into the prIopeller. The whirling blades tore great strips of blubber from its snout and lips and the animal
backed off astern. Then with its entire head projecting from the water it swamn along parallel
with the vessel, and a few seconds later rolled on its side and sank, dead.
I snapped a photograph (Plate XXX, Fig. 6) as the whale passed the ship JUSt before it
sank and the white stri's of bliubber torn off by the propeller can be plainly seen.
I do not believe that the animal deliberately charged the vessel w,ith intent to do damage,
but without doubt suddenly went into its 'death flurry' and was blindly dashing about. Very
probably almost all the accidents which have occurred to steam whalers have been caused by
aials' which-struck the shi-p quite bv cha'nce while in the death flurrv.
Balcnoptera borealis, because of its small size, does not begin to have the. strength of -its
larger relatives the Blue and Finback WVhales, and is unable to tow a steamer with the engines
reversed for any distance, even if it has not been badly wounded.
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Bal.aenoptera borealhs.
Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.
F!ig. 4.
Fig. 5.

Sei Whale struck by a harpoon.
Side view of a Sei Whale diving.
Oblique posterior view of a Sei Whale diving.
Finback Whale sounding.
Sei Whale which has just spouted.
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In regard to the speed of Sei Whales in the North Atlantic, J. G. Millais I says: "All the
whalers are agreed that Rudolphi's Rorqual -when struck by the harpoon can rush out the line
at. a greater speed (for a short distance) than any other Whale; captains have told me that
they have estimated this pace at twenty knots. Its strength, however, bears no comparison
with that of the great Whales, so that after a course of a mile it rapidly gives in when the engines
of the steamer are reversed. In its dying struggles, however, it is very active and somewhat
dangerous, often striking the boats and the steamer, denting the plates or breaking the pro-

peller.'?
Collett I speaks of B. borealis as follows: "In its temper B. borealis is inoffensive and avoids
the boats. But it has sometimes happened that in its death-agonies it has struck the boats, and'
on several occasions has injured the sides or propellers. Such conduct has, however, probably
been unintentional, or committed in its agony, and cannot be considered, as it has often been
called, natural ferocity."
Food.- The Japanese call the Sei Whale Iwashi Kujira (Sardine Whale) and maintain that
it eats small fish. Out of all the whales of this species taken at Aikawa during the s;ummer of
1910 which I examined, five had a quantity of sardines (probably Eugraulis japonicus) in their
stomachs, while all the others had been eating onily the small crustacean Eu£phausia. There
seems little doubt, therefore, that in this locality when Euphausia is obtainable the Sei Whales
prefer tha;t food rather than fish.
Two animals which had eaten sardines ("iwashi") were taken during July an.d the fact
was reported to me by the station master. On the 2nd of Augulst, while aboard the whaling ship
'Go Hogei Maru,' Captain Y. E. Andersen, I saw a Sei Whale following a school of sardines.,
The animal was swimming near the surface with the high dorsal fin exposed, twisting and turning
its lithe body as it pursued the terrified skipping fish (Plate XXX, Fig. 5). The whale was
so intent upon its feeding operations that it allowed the ship to approach at once and was killed
without d'ifficulty.. I did not have an opportunity to observe a Sei Whale whi'ch was eating
Euphausia but Capt. H. G. Melsom tells me that he has never seen one turn upon its side as
do the Humpbacks and Finbacks. When feeding, the Sei WVhale frequently swims with the
dorsal fin exposed, leaving behind it a long wake above which hundreds of sea birds often hover.
Millais says of the Atlantic Sei Whales: "When travelling they move fast, but when feediiig
they go through the water. very slowly, rolling in the usual fashion without turning on the side"
(1. c., p. 277).
It is said that on the Finmark co'ast the Blue Whales (Balcenoptera musculus) leavre when the
Sei Whales arrive. It is true that in Japan Blue Whales are most abundant during the winter
and are infrequently killed in the summer when B. borealis appears upon the coast, but I do not
believe that these facts have any connection. The Blue Whales feed exclusively upon Euphaubsia
which, in this locality, also forms the principal food of B. borealis, consequently the disappearance in summer of the former species must be due to some other reason than lack of food.
Finback Whales are taken during the entire summer with B.-borealis although, like the Blue
Whales, they are most abundant during the winter months.
In regard to the food of B. borealis on the coast of Finmark, Collett I says: "In all the
exampDles I examined in the middle of Julyv the stomach and intestines were filled with a fine
1
2
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gritty mass, which consisted entirely of Calanus finmarchicus. These were half digested, but
among the hairs of the baleen-plates they occurred in great numbers and in a tolerable state
of preservation. The fceces had the same intensely red color as the contents of the intestines
and stomach. Calanus jinmarchicus is known to occur in two forms., one large, the other small.
The form here met with was the latter. How far this Copepod formed the only nourishment
of this species during the time they remained under the Finmark coast is doubtful. In East
Finmark it probably formed their only food; but Captain Bull, from West Finmark, asserts
that not only this summer, but in the previous ones, he found that the stomach contained the
'Kril, ' which forms'the
nourishment of the B. sibbaldi. This 'Kril' is Euphausia
a Thysanopod Crustacean, about 1' inches, 'in length and semi-transparent. It is
therefore certain that the B. borealis is not confined to the Copepoda for its nourishment, although
the unusually fine and curly, almost woolly bristles on the inner side of the baleen-plates clearly
show that their food consists of minute animals, and hardly ever of fish."
J. G. Millais, says: "Rudolphi's Rorqual seems to feed exclusively on small crustaceans,
such as Euphausia inermis, Calanus finmarchicus, and Temora longicornis. Note: These-two
last named Copepods are like fine sawdust. They are called by the Norwegians Aaste, and by
the Newfoundlanders Swamps" (1. c., p. 278).
Dr. Liouville I has recorded some interesting observations on the Antarctic Sei Whales,

so-called
inermis,

as

ch.ief

quoted below:

"Ce C6tace' manifeste d'autres mouvernents qui lui sont bein partculiers et qui ne rentrent
pas dans la se'rie des mouvements respiratoires. Je veux parler de deux mouvements en rapport
avecsa ie alimentaire. Le
premier est un mouvement horizontal de la te'te 'a la surface del'eau.
pu suivre ainsi, par calme plat, en janvier 1909, dans la Baie Matha, avec un de mes colde
franqaise, lesevolutions de deux B. borealis, qui, tout en faisant une route
rectiligne (a' 25° environ de notre b'atiment), fauchaient litteralement la surface de 1'eau avec le
bord de leurs fanons, inclinant les joues tant'ot 'a droite, tanto't 'a gauche, et balayant ains.i vers
le fond de leur bouche grande ouverte une profondeur d'un m'etre d'eau de mer environ sur une
surface de 15 ou 20 m'etres d'e'tendue. Cet exercice, qui durait au moins sept minutes, e'tait
suivi d'une courte plonge'e pour gagner du champ, puis
recommenqait plus loin. Nous l'obseren tout trois fois, mais avec la plus grande nettete. Au cours de ce mouvement, latete
du
arrive 'a bout de course, est tout A fait couche'e sur lecote, a la surface
de 1'eau, et la pectorale est visible. Le balai des fanons est alors enti'erement e'merge'; il plonge
au moment ou'le mouvement reprend en sens contraire et ne'emerge plus qu'en arrivant au bout
de l'autre cote. La progression en avant de I'animal durant cette ope'ration est extremement
lente, tandis que le balayage lateAral
pus rapide. Au train dont marchent d'ordinaire les
Sardines et les Harengs sur nos cotes, il semble difficile a priori que beaucoup de Poissons n'-echappent pas au
'amoins que sa'tactique n'ait pour objet de les detourner obliquement de
leur route et, cela fait, de les'reprendre obliquement en sens contraire, de fagon qu'une partie
du banc vienne, sponte sua, se pre'cipiter vers son gosier. Je comprendrais plus facilement ce
modede
a la capture des Euphausides du
plancton, dont les bancs sont autrement denses et fournis par ceux des Poissons. Mais c'est un fait connu que B. borealis est
ichtyophage et que le nom de Herringhval, lui a 'ete'donne"par !es p8cheurs scandinaves en raison
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de sa nourriture. Peut-e'tre est-il susceptible de se nourrir 'a l'occasion de Crustac6s. Nous
reprendrons cette discussion au chapitre de B. acutorostrata Lacep.
" Le second mouvement propre 'a B. borealis a e'te' vu par tous les ce'tologistes qui ont observe'
cette esp'ece. C'est un mouvement d'e'mersion verticale de la te'te, 'a la faveur duquel on apergoit
nettement les deux parties de'son museau: la face superieure pointue, care'ne'e, et la face infe'rieure qui la de'borde en avant, par le bourrelet de la le'vre mandibulaire sous laquelle on aperqoit
la naissance des premiers plis. Ce second mouvement s'effectue tanto't spontanement, sans que
rien I'ait prec6de; tant'ot, au contraire, il a lieu apres le souffle, ainsi que I'a observe' Racovitza.
'Ensuite, dit-il, au lieu de faire un simple mouvement tournant, I'animal continuait le mouvement d'e6mersion de la region anterieure, de sorte que sa te'te, jusqu'en arrie%re de l'ceil, apparaissait hors de 1'eau."'
What Dr. Liouville first describes are undoubtedly the movements indulged in while B.
borealis is feeding upon Euphausia . He says that perhaps this is the case, but assumes that
B. borealis is largely a fish-eater and that the name " Herringhval " was given to it by the
Scandinaviains because of- its food. Collett's researches, and those of other writers, show that
on the Finmark coast, the Sei Whale's food consists chiefly of crustaceans, and this was the
case with the exa'mples from Japan which I observed.
If Dr. Liouville had had an opportunity to examine the stomachs of several specimens,
I believe that in the great majority of cases he would have found their contents to be Crustacea.
He discovered, however, a great difference in the taste of the flesh of B. borealis and B. muhsculus;
the latter, he knows, feeds upon Euphausia and he therefore believes that B. borealis does not;
this conclusion, it seems to me, is hardly justifiable.
Period of Gestation.- Only three or four Sei Whales taken during 19L0 at Aikawa, Japain,
were gravid and all but one of these specimens were brought in while I was at sea. On August 5,
a fcetus 259 cm. (8' 6") long was taken from a female 1463 cm. (48') in length, and in the whaling
company's records for 1913 two specimens are noted as pregnant; one 1432 cm. (47'), long taken
September 12 at Aikawa and one 762 cm. (25') captured October 12 at Shimpo, Korea. I
was not able to obtain any reliable data from which to draw conclusions as to the period of
gestation of the Pacific Sei Whales, but of the Atlantic specimens Collett, Millais and Southwell
have given some observations which are quoted below.
Collett 1 speaks as follows: "All the managers agree that about an equal number of each
sex were captured. The six specimens examined by me were three males and three females.
One of the whalers believes from his observations that at the beginning of the fishing-season
most of those captured were females.
"Most of the females were gravid. At the commencement of the season (in the beginning
of July) most of the fcetuses were 3 or 4 feet long, in the middle of the month they were often
6 or 7 feet (1 .8-2.2 m.), and towards the end of the season, in August, some were seen of from
8 to 10 or 12 feet in length. Although there was thus a somewhat regular increase in the size
of the fcetus as summer advanced, their growth increased apparently but slowly, and there were
several instances of irregularities. Thus a fetus taken out at one of the factories at Vardo,
on the 15th of July, had a length of 8 feet (21 m.); whilst at the same place, on the 18th of July,
one was obtained which measured onlv 2 feet (0.-6 m.) Some whalers consider it difficult to lav
1
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down any fixed rule for the size, having often obtained o-n the same day both large and small
feetuses. So far as my knowledge goes, a fcetus has never been met with under 2 feet in length.
"The four fcetuses examined b'y me were taken out between the 16th and l9th July, and
from 5 to 9 feet (1.5 to 2.8 m.) in length . . .. The color of these fcetuses was homogeneous, a reddish-brown on the upper and under sides, without any appearance of white on the belly. It
was only in the largest ones that there was any indication of the baleen. Their covering of
hair, on the contrary, as previously stated, was considerable.
"Twins.- On the 27th July, Capt. Brunn.captured at the entrance to the Varangerfjord
a female 43 feet long, which contained two young ones each six feet seven inches long. So far
as I know, twins have never been observed by others."
Millais I says: "In June all the adult females are found to be gravid with fcetuses of from
two to five feet in length. In August females with fcetuses of from nine to twelve feet are taken.
The females probably bring forth about November after a period of gestation of ten or eleven
months" (1. c., p. 276).
Thomas SouthwellI has given some valuable information as to fcetal specimens which is
embodied in the following quotation: "As in the case with all th'e members of this family, the
date of pairing, p'erilod of gestation, and season of calving- are not known with certainty, but
the following measurements of fcetuses, with the dates of their occurrence, afford, some indication:*
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"A female, 46 ft. 10 in. long, brought into the factory at Trufjoed on the 18th July, 1885,
contained twin fcetuses of opposite sexes. Prof. Collett (P. Z. S. 1886, p. 261) mentions a similar instance of twins in a whale of this species 43 ft. long captured at the entrance to the Varanger
Fj ord, which contained two young ones each 6 ft. 7 in. long. So far as I am aware, these are
the only instances of twins in this species on record."
The above observations seem to demonstrate that in the Atlantic, Balcenoptera borealis
as a rule breeds in the early spring but that mating may take place among some individuals
at any time during the year. This, I believe, will be found to be true of all the Bal2enopterinwe.
It is also probable that the time of breeding of the Pacific Sei Whales is coincident with that of
the Atlantic specimens, although at present there are no data from which to draw absolute
conclusions.
Parasites.- Almost all w'riters who have hitherto recorded observations on the external
anatomy of Balcenoptera borealis have remarked that the body was more or less covered with
I

2
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oval or oblong white spots. These markings have always been described as a peculiarity of the
coloration of this species and no one seems to have suspected that they might be due to the
action of parasites. Collett I discussed them as follows: "Distributed over the dark parts of all
the specimens examined were a greater or less number of w'hitish oblong spots of peculiar form
and color, their length being about 100 mm., and breadth about 30. Their outer edges are not
always sharply defined; their color is in general whitish grey, ocecasionally almost white, -and
more rarely dark grey. Along the centre of the long axis there runs a dark line, from which to
both sides and both ends run fine radii of similar lines.
"These patches are most frequent on the sides of the body somewhat below the middle,
and occur also on the tail, but may be found, when they occur to any great extent, distributed
singly right up the centre of the back, and extending as far as the end of the lower j,aw. They
occur on all examples, although they may not be equally appareht in all. They evidently are
due to a peculiar matter in the skin, as they become more perceptible after the animal has dried
for a time. Single small white spots of a normal form occur less frequently in the black portion
of the sides, especially up towards the back."
When studying cetaceans at the Vancouver Island and Alaska stations in 1908, I observed
spots of this description on almost all the Blue and Finback Whales, as well as on several Humpbacks, and at that time suspected that they were due to the action of some parasite. These
spots were present. on all the baleen whales which I examined in Japan, but more especially on
B. borealis, and in much greater numbers than on the specimens observed on the west coast of
America.
Although each whale which was brought to the station was -carefully examined, it was not
until June 11 that I was able to discover what parasite was responsible for the spots. On that
date a young Finback was captured which had a Copepod of the genus Penella adhering to various
parts of the body, and demonstrated beyond a doubt that the spots on the Finback, Blue and
Sei Whales were caused by the action of this parasite. A few days later several specimens of
Balcenoptera borealis bearing quantities of this parasite were killed, as well as other Finback and
Blue Whales. A number of the Penella were brought to the Museum and have been identified
by'Prof. Chas. B. Wilson as P. antarctica Quidor, an Antarctic species (see 'Migrations').
The Copepod apparently fa'stens to the skin and travels a short distance forward, penetrating
deeper and deeper into the blubber as it proceeds. In some places the parasites were embedded
to a depth of 4 cm. and in others had travelled a semicircular course, again appearing at the
surface about 5 cm. from the point of entrance; at the bottom of each scar containing a Penella
was a small sac of pus.
4.As many spots in various stages of development were observed, their formation was easily
determined. The long axis of the scar indicates the track along which the parasite has travelled
and when the wound heals this appears as a thin white mark with wavy lines radiating outward
from it. The-wavy lines are apparently formed during the process of healing after the parasite
has left the host but the median white mark, indicating the track along which the Copepod has
travelled, often appears while it is still in position; this central line is not always strailght but
may have several ramifications and often lacks the wavy markings radiating from it. The scars
-are most abundant alonag the sides of the peduncle but are also found on the back, lips and rostrum.
1
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Fig. 1 shows two specimens of Penella antarctica in situ on the peduncle of a Sei Whale;
the white oval and oblong scars can be easily distinguished from the normal wavy markings on
the animal's body. Fig. 2 is a photograph of a section of blubber from a Finback Whale in
V

which a Penella antarctica has embedded itself.
Fig. 3 shows another piece of blubber in cross-section containing two of these Copepods;
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Fig. 2.
Fig. 1.
34.
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Fig. 2. Section of blubber from a Finback Whale showing P. antarctica in situ.

the blubber, which was preserved in alcohol, has been dissected away in order to expose the
positions of the parasites which are below the surface.
On several specimens of B. borealis, and quite often on Finback and Blue Whales, circular
or oval pits were found in the
blubber, each one containinga
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Fig. 3. Cross section of blubber from a Sei Whale showing P. anwtarctica embedded.
Captain Bryde which was without doubt a Penella, but which Collett does not suspect as being responsible for the spots on the
S,ei Whale's bodv. He, records also the nresence, of a Conpepod (Raano1pnnhibus, unisetdus) iinon the'
baleen and two ento-parasites, Echinorhynchus porrigens (?) and Echinorhynchus ruber, from the
intestines of Balcenoptera borealzis.
\j{3
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I am certain that no parasites were present upon the baleen of any of the Pacific Sei Whales
taken while I was at Oshima or Aikawa in 1910, but can not be so positive about those of the
intestines; however, Ias Collett says that he found them in thousands in the intestines of the
Atlantic specimens, I do not believe I should have overlooked them had they been present -in
the Pacific whales. Collett's remarks are so interesting that certain portions are quoted:
"Parasites of three different sorts have been up to the present time found living upon or
in B. borealis; one of these (not yet examined nor preserved) is a true ecto-parasite, one (Balcnophilus unisetus) is an epizoon, and two Echinorhynchi are ento-parasites.
"I could find no trace of ecto-parasites on the specimens exam'ined by myself; and uponi
inquiry amongst the whalers, I was informed that only Captain Bryde has, noticed such parasites on a single individual captured off Vardo in July. As no specimen has been preserved,
it cannot be stated whether they,were, Crustaceans (Pennellidoe ?), Discophora or other forms.
They were worm-like animals, about 50 millim. long, and were attached to the edges of both
flukes (caudal lobes), where they fornmed a row of free hanging threads. Some were also attached
to the upper surface of the flukes.
"In a set of baleen-plates belonging to one specimen, and brought to the University Museum
in Christiania from S6rvaer (Hammerfest) in 1883 by Dr. Guldberg, most of the plates are infested
on both sildes with 'innumerable specimens of Balcenophilus unisetus, a Copepodous crustacean
of the subfamily Harpacticinse, described by Aurivillius in a pamphlet published in Stockholm
in 1879, and discovered by him on the baleen-plate of a specimen of Balenoptera sibbaldi caught
at Vadso in July, 1877. In 1884, Mr. A. Heneage Cocks found this parasite on a'specimen of
the same whale at S6rvmr, near Hammerfest ('Zoologist,' 1885, p. 135). So far as I know, it
has never been found by other observers. Its occurrence on Balcenoptera borealis is therefore
of interest. The fully developed. specimens can only with difficulty be recognized in their dry
state; but the larvwe in their Nauplius-stage, which are attached to the plates in myriads, still
retain most of their original form and appearance.
"These two parasites appear, therefore, to be of very rare occurrence. However, the
intestines of all the specimens that I examined, including those which 1 found on the beach,
were, without exception, filled with thousands of Echinorhynchi, belonging to two different species.
"One of these, which was very much less numerous than the other, seemed to resemble
very closely E. porrigens, Rud. . . . "The other species appeared in all the specimens examined,
and in such vast numbers that in some places there were three or four upon each square inch, and
they moreover thickly covered the inner coating of the intestines wherever an incision was
made. . .. The species to which it approaches nearest is E. brevicollis, described by Malm in 1867,
from B. sibbaldi; but as it differs in several respects. . .. I think that the sp'ecies has not been
previously described, and I propose for it the name E. ruber... . It cannot, of course, at present
be stated whence B. borealis obtained the larvee of E. ruber. As the species is decidedly different
from E. brevicollis, described by Malm from B. sibbaldi, it is not probable that both species get
their parasites from the same' crustacean. We know that Euxphausia inermis (a Thysanopod) is
the species from which B. sibbaldi probably exclusively obtains its food in the summer months,
and it is therefore not improbable that Echinorhynchus brevicollis passes through its first stages
with this species.
"Whether Calanus finmarchi'cus is the first host of E. ruber can only be conjectured 'as a
possibility. It seems, however, more probable that a somewhat larger crustacean, which perhaps
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constitutes the food of this Whale at other seasons of the year, is the true transporter of this
parasite" (1. c., pp. 255-259).
Dr. Liouville I found B. borealis of the south Atlantic to be the host of numbers of parasites
which have not been found upon Sei Whales in other waters. These observat'ions are very
surprising and of the greatest value as they will, perhaps, help to throw light on the migrations
of this species.
His discuss'ion of the parasites of B. borealis is as follows: " Les parasites se trouvent sur
B. borealis en tr'es grand nombre. Des Cirrhipid'es du genre Coronula et Tubicinella, servant
eux-memes de substratum 'a des Conchoderma, garnissent les bords de la pectorale 'et tout le pourtour des organes genitaux, oti ils s'incrustent en bancs 'epais. Certain's se fixent sur le bord externe
des 1'evres, tantot a 1' apex de la mandibule, tan ot audesso-us, vers la naissance des plis abdominaux. Sur les pectorales et sur les flancs, s'implantent des' Cop6podes volumineux du genre
Penella (374), dont j'ai pu recueillir ainsi des especes nouvelles (Voy. Parasites du chap. Balenopte'res). Dans tour les plis, de nombreux Cyanus."
Enemies.- Judging by the evidences of sca'rs, etc., upon the body, the Sei Whales, at least
in the North Pacific, are less often troubled by Killers (Orca orca) than are the Finbacks or Blue
Whales. In either of thle last-named species, it is exceptional to find the flukes or flippers with
the tips and posterior edges in perfect condition. With Balcenoptera borealis, however, quite
the opposite is true and comparatively few specimens wh'ich I have examined showed injuries
on the pectoral, caudal extremities or other parts of the body. It is probably true that in
some localities B. borealis is more troubled by Killers than in others; yet in the seas about Japan
Orca orca is very abundant and seems to be a menace to the Blue and Finback Whales.
Although it has sometimes been stated that sharks are responsible for the injuries to the
flukes and flippers of §1 the Balcenoptera, I believe this to be improbab'le and that Killers and
man are the only enemies of the larger Cetacea. If a whale was weakened through disease or
wounds sharks would probably devour it, as they frequently attack the carcass in the'open sea
as soon as the animal has been killed by the harpoon gun. I believe that ordinary sharks are
neither powerful nor fast enough to be a menace to any of the large Cetacea.

COLOR.
Plates XXXII-XL.

I have at no time been more strongly impressed with the necessity for caution as to the
degree. of importance which should be placed upon color when deal'ing with large cetaceans in an
attempt to accurately define- species, than 'in the case of Balcenoptera borealis. The range of
individual 'color variations of this species is enormous -greater even than in the Blue or Finback
Whales. The specimens which I examined in Japan seemed to fall'naturally into three classes,
each possessing certain features common -to them all, but the extremes of which, if taken by
themselves, might lead one to suspect specific differences.
These color-classes may be diagnosed as follows:
I
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PLATEJ XXXII.

PLATE XXXII.

Balcnoptera borealis.

Fig. 1. Oblique ventral vie.w of Sei Whale No. 41.
"
" "c"c
34, showing tongue.
Fig. 2.
Fig. 3. Front view of Sei Whale No. 38.
"
""" "
"35.
Fig. 4.
"
""" "
"43.
Fig. 5.
Fig. 6. Oblique ventral view of Sei Whale.
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I.- General color strongly bluish-gray. Throat and central breast, folds white; furrows pinkish. Gray side areas
join'ing to form a gray band,across the abdomen; ventral line from the genitalia to the flukes light gray like the lower sides
of the peduncle.
II. General color gray with no bluish tinge. Folds of throat, central breast, and abdomen light pink; furrows deep
pink. Gray side areas greatly reduced and very, light, not meeting to form an abdominal band. Entire ventral line to
flukes light pink.
III.- General color gray with a slight bluish tinge. All throat and bre'ast folds whitish gray; furrows dark gray.
An area comprising 14 or 15 folds on left side of abdomen has both folds and furrows pink. Gray side areas meeting to
form a wider and lighter abdominal band than in class I.

The Sei Whales which I examined at Oshima, Kii Province, in April, -were intermediate
between the classes I and II. At Aikawa, Rikuzen Province, some six hundred miles north of
Oshima, individuals of the first class were taken during the major part of the season. On July
31st and in early August specimens of the second and third classes, and resembling those seen
at Oshima,.were captured. On August 2nd, while the guest of Capt. Y. E. Andersen on the
W. S. 'No. 5 Hogei Maru,' two Sei Whales, extremes of class II, were killed. These animals
were not together and were taken some ten or fifteen miles apart. On August 3rd, while aboard
the same ship, I witnessed the capture of two whales, both extremes of class III. These animals
were killed during a cruise over the same course as that of the previous day and, like the other
whales, were single individuals and taken several miles apart. Both days other ships brought
in representatives of class I. As the Sei Whales which were taken during the entire season were,
according to the statements of the gunners, nearly always either single or in -pairs, it would
seem that no distinct schools of individuals belonging to either.of the three classes existed.
The following detail description was written in the field, after examining some thirty-five
or forty specimens and, as it was the type of coloration possessed by the greatest number of individuals, it may be considered to be most characteristic of the Japan examples. Obviously
it will apply only in part to many whales a.s a glance at the description of single specimens will
show.
The head from the snout to the eyes is dark bluish grav. From the eyes the head-color extends in a curve upward on
to the back and continues along the dorsal ridge of the peduncle to the flukes. The upper edges of the snout for 50 or 60
cm. are frequently inclined to lighter, and the under edges are pinkish for about the same distance. From the eyes backward the upper sides immediately above the pectoral -fins are bluish gray, passing into beautiful light bluish gray on the sides

of the peduncle, and becoming almost white as the ventral line is approached; the transition from the dark into the light
color is imperceptible. The sides, from the end of the furrows to a short distance a-nterior to the flukes, are thickly covered
with peculiar markings c'onsisting of fine, wavy, white and gray lines radiating outward from a common center (Plate
XXXVII, Figs. 3 and 6). The central axes of the markings are usually directed fore and aft, but are sometimes oblique;
the tips of the wavy lines of adjacent markings meet at all angles thus producing an intricate pattern. On the upper sides
these markings are scattered but they entirely cover the lower two-thirds of the peduncle, including the ventral line from
the genitalia nearly to the flukes; from the umbilicus to the genitalia a narrow strip is usually white and unmarked. About
the genitalia they are especially thick, and with small unmarked patches of -white give a very light effect. There are a few
dark markings on the dorsal ridge posterior to the fin; the back, anterior to the dorsal fin, is unmarked. Occasionally a few
markings are found upon the posterior ends of the-folds and scattering ones sometimes invade the breast.
Every individual which I have examined bore on the entire body, to a greater or less extent, many oblong white scars
left by the parasite Penella antarctica. The scars were thickest along the sides. of the peduncle, but the back and sometimes
the head were also affected in a lesser degree.
The folds of the throat and central breast from the mandibular symphysis to a point about opposite the middle of the'
pectoral fins laid back, are white and the furrows deep flesh pink. The left lower lip is dark blue gray shading into lighter
gray on the ramus. The right lower lip and ramus are light blue gray grading into white at the tip. (The extreme edge of
the lip is usually a little darker). The inner sides of bo.th lower lips and the upper halves of the mandibular rami are blue
slate; the inner lower halves of the rami are light blue gray flecked with dark.
The gray of the mandibular rami extends backward spreading out rapidly betweein the corners of the mouth and fins,
and continues on to the sides of the breast covering, under each fin, fourteen or fifteen folds. Opposite the middle or tips
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of the fins laid back the gray side areas suddenly unite in the ventral line, thus producing a gray band across the abdomen.
The lower edges of the gray lateral areas are irregular and there are usually on each side two rather prominent patch-like
extensions into the white ventral region; one (which is frequently obsolete) about 100 cm. anterior to the corners of th
mouth, the other and larger opposite the base of the pectoral fin. On each side a whitish, or very light gray, streak about
6 cm. wide runs from the insertion of the piectoral fin obliquely down and back almost to the ventral line, being exactly
parallel with the ends of the furrows., The space between this, light band and the ends of the furrows is gray--decidedly
darker than the areas surrounding it.
The superior surface of each pectoral fin (Plate XXXIX, Fig. 6) is gray except the anterior ed'ge of the distal half,
which is usually light gray. The inferior surface (Plate XXXIX, Fig. 7) has the anterior half for its entire length light
blue gray, which passes imperceptibly into darker gray on the posterior half. The color is produced by fine white and
gray lines which, beginning at the center of the anterior edge, curve obliquely across the fin and run down the posterior
edge tow'ard the tip; proximally, the lines curve directly across antero-posteriorly. -In some specimens these lines are so
exceedingly fine that their presence can only be detected upon close examination; in other individuals the lines are
coarser, a preponderance of the white or gray giving a correspondingly light or dark effect as the case may be. The light
anterior edge of the fin is sometimes obsolete but is frequently strongly emphasised. The lower surface of the pectoral
usually has a pinkish tinge in those individuals which have the lower parts of the body pinkish.
The flukes, above, are uniform dark gray like the back and unmarked. Below (Plate XXXIX, Figs. 4 anid 5) they are
light gray in the central portion, usually about the same shade as the sides of the peduncle. The tips are dark gray, and
there is a wide posterior and narrow anterior border of the same color; frequently the dark anterior edging is absent or
extends only a short distance from the tips. As in the case of the pectoral fins, the color of the under surface of the flukes
is produced by fine white and gray lines which, beginning in the center of the anterior edge, run antero-posteriorly, curving inward toward the notch. On the distal portions the lines run across and then turn sharply inward down the posterior

edge.
There is considerable variation in the general color of the lower surface of the flukes; in some individuals it is very
light, considerably more so than the sides of the peduncle, while in others it is dark. In whales which have the lower parts
light pink, the flukes,- like the pectorals., usually partake of this color, being decidedly pinkish. The posterior gray border
varys greatly sometimes being very wide but is often narrow.
The dorsal fin is unmarked and dark garav like the back.

Variations in Color.- In a general way the principal variations in color have been discussed
above, but in the following section individual peculiarities will be considered.
1. The co'lor of the upper parts ranges from medium to very dark grav, and may have a strongly bluish cast or none
at all.
2. The area immediately surrounding the blowholes is sometimes inclined to lighter.
3. The entire ventral line from the umbilicus to the flukes, or a short distance anterior to them, may be white or
pinkish or the ventral surface from the umbilicus to the genitalia may be white, pinkish or bluish white, and from the
genitalia to the flukes very light gray like the sides of the peduncle.
4. The throat and central breast may be light pink and the folds deep pink; the entire throat and breast anterior to
the pectoral fins.may be whitish gray and the furrows dark gray.
5. The lower halves of both mandibular rami may be light gray, this color extending on to the sides of the throat,
or rarely they may be entirely white like the throat.
6. The gray areas on the anterior sides may be heavy and wide, covering on each side 15 or 16 folds, or greatly reduced and very light., affecting only 7 or 8 folds. In whale No. 70 only .7 folds between the corner of the mouth and fins
were light gray, all the folds between the fins being pink.
7. The narrow band running from the fin insertion downward and backward parallel with the ends of the furrows
may be almost white and prominent, or gray and only suggested.
8. The two patch-like extensions of gray into the white throat and breast areas on each side may be absent., wellmarked, or one present and the other absent.
9. The gray abdominal band may be heavy and wide, wide and light, totally absent, or interrupted in the center by a
light area on the mid-ventral line.
10. One specimen had patches of purple in the furrows and a narrow light gray line running backward out of the ear
on

the right side.

Comparison of the Color of European and Japan Specimens.- The best description of the
color of Euronpean snpecmens of Rbalnenhorty- hboralis is thatf onnt.ained in Collett's accouint of
the species, and is as follows:
"The color of the back is bluish black or occasionally somewhat brown, much resembling

Pl,ATE XXXIII.

PLATE XXXIII.

Balaonoptera -borealis.
F'ig. 1.
Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.
Fig. 4.
Fig. 5.
Fig. 6.

Sei Whale No. 34, partly in the water.
Sei Whale No. 38, partly in the water.
Ventral view of Sei Whale No. 26.
Sei Whale No. 43, partly in the water.
Oblique posterior view of Sei Whale No. 26.
Young Sei Whale being flensed.
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the color in B. sibbaldi, although the blue color as a rule is less pronounced than in that species.
The color after death is darker than in the living animal. On the side of the body the color
becomes somewhat lighter; the belly is dark steel-gray with a white area running along the
centre; the white color begins at the symphysis of the lower jaw, and terminates at the genitalia,
but occasionally it is interrupted or imperceptible on the middle portion.of the belly.
" Considerable variations occur in the breadth, size, and form of this white part of the belly.
The throat is always white, occasionally throughout its entire breadth, sometimes only for a
couple of feet., On the breast the white becomes narrower, and in many individuals is completely cut off by the bluish grey color of the sides, but it then reappears on the belly, and continues in a somewhat irregular width to the genitalia. Behind the vent the whole under-side
of the tail is light bluish grey, about the same as the back.
"The white color is not always symmetrical, but is occasionally broader on one side of the
middle line than on the other; also the extent of it on the belly may be rather irregular. On
the throat similarly the white color is sometimes broader on one side than on the other.
"The white patch on the belly was never absent in any of the specimens examined; and
this observation is confirmed by all the managers of the whaling companies, who state that it
is always to be found, though it is sometimes only slightly developed.
"The white color, especially on the throat, is pure and sharply defined. On the belly and
in front of the genitalia there are, on the contrary, a large number of very fine bluish-grey lines,
which are quite short and run parallel to each other; these lines, which can only be distinguished
when you are near to the animal, sometimes, when they are very numerous and closely set, detract
from the whiteness of these portions.'
"The flippers are coloured on the outer side like the back; on the inner side they are a
trifle lighter, especially along the lower edge: a few individuals (such as No. 2 of the specimens
examined) have large whitish spots on the inner side; these are never, however, absolutely white.
The flukes of the tail are also bluish grey underneath; the dorsal fin is exactly the color of the
back"(1. c., p. 249).
By comparing these descriptions of the European and Japan specimens it will be seen that
they agree in all essential particulars and, in fact, Collett's notes on individual variations in every
case can be matched among my own. He speaks of variations in the amount of white and gray
upon the throat and breast, of the patch-like extensions of gray on the lower sides which frequently
unite in a band across the abdomen, of the ' anchor-like ' markings of white in, the gray (Plate
XXXIII, Figs. 3 and 5, Plate XXXIV, Fig. 2, Plate XXXV, Figs. 1 and 3) and of the fine bluish
gray lines upon the lower half of the peduncle and about the genitalia -all peculiarities of coloration equally pronounced in the Japan specimens. The dorsal fin, flukes, and flippers are alike
in color, and Collett's excellent figures of the lateral and ventral surfaces of the body can be
duplicated among my own photographs and descriptions.
The two photographs of B. borealis from Scotland published-by R. C. Haldane, Esq., furnish
valuable material for color comparisons. The similarity between the figure showing the ventral
surface of a. Scotland whale (1907, plate 1, fig. 2) and of a specimen f'rom Japan (Plate XX II,
Fig. 6) is remarkable, the disposition of the color on both individuals being practically the same.
Collett's' drawings and Haldane's photographs are the only illulstrations hitherto published
which are of real value in showing the coloration of B. borealis.
Field Color Descriptions of 25 Japan Specimens. -With some hesitation I have included
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my field color notes. Since they serve as explanations of the photographs, and throw Iadditional light upon individual variation, which cannot be overemphasized, it appeared to be worth
while to publish them here.
No. 2. Male. Length 1007 cm. Oshima (Plate XXXVIII, Fig. 6). The head and back are dark slate and the
edges of the snout on either side for about 30 cm. are light gray. The left ramus of the mandible is gray and a slightly
darker shade continues along the side of the throat and breast. Twelve of the folds below the left fin are bluish slate, but
the folds of the -central'throat and breast are white with pinkish furrows.
On the sides the dark slate of the back shades off rather abruptly into light gray which, on the peduncle, comes further
and further down until 100 cm. behind the anus it covers all but a narrow ventral line; this narrow strip and the belly are

pinkish.
The flukes are dark above and grayish white below. The pectoral fins are dark above and the dorsal fin dark slate
like the back.
The greater portion of each baleen plate is dark, but a narrow band along the inner edge is white. The bristles of the
baleen are all white except in the posterior half of the row where the tips become grayish. When I first examined the baleen,
it seemed that the bristles of the plates were pure white for about 25 cm. up from the base and then became tinged with
grayish. On closer inspection it was seen that this grayish tinge was due to the dark color of the plates showing through
the fringe of bristles, and that the bristles themselves were not grayish except on the tips of the posterior half. The pure
white strip along the inner base of the baleen plates gives the appearance of a white band about 25 cm. wide.
No. 4. Female. Length 1350 cm. Oshima. Top of head, back, and the upper one-third of the sides are dark slate.
The left ramus of the mandible has the lower half light gray and the upper half slate or dark gray. The edges of the snout
for 30 cm. on either side are light gray. From the tip of the under jaw the throat and breast are white; eleven folds
under the right pectoral, and about the same number under the left, are dark gray. The furrows are pinkish, but this
color does not extend to the folds. Directly under the corner of the mouth on the left side 20 folds are gray. The lower
two-thirds of the sides are light gray, and at the umbilicus this color extends across the abdomen in a band about 100 cm.
wide. From the ends of the furrows to the flukes the light gray of the sides comes down nearly to the ventral line, which is
pinkish; this pink ventral area reduces gradually from the genitalia backward until it becomes a very narrow -strip.
The flukes are slate above but ligbt gray below, about the same shade as the sides of the peduncle; the posterior edges,
the tips, and the anterior edges for a few cm. from the tips, are slate.
The anterior edge of the fin is light gray, caused by the light color of the under side running over the edge on to the
superior surface, thus forming a band about 5 cm. wide the entire length of the fin. The remainder of the dorsal surface
of the pectoral is blue slate becoming dark slate near the posterior edge. Below, the anterior half of the fin for its entire
extent is light gray; the posterior half is slate, except near the proximal end where it changes to dark gray.
No. 5. Female. Length 1460 cm. Oshima. Head, back and upper sides dark gray. The upper 'edges of the
snout for a short distance from the end on either side are grayish, this color changing to light pink underneath and extending backward for 135 cm. from the tip of the snout. The-left ramus of the mandible has the upper two-thirds grav and the
lower third light gray; the right ramus is light gray for its entire extent. On the breast, between the fins, are 22 white
folds, and 9 dark folds under the right pectoral; the furrows are pinkish. The white area becomes narrower as it runs
backward and is only a few inches wide on the ventral edge of the peduncle. The sides of the body and peduncle are very
light gray.
No. 19. Male. Length 1350 cm. Aikawa (Plate XXXIX, Figs. 6 and 7). Top of head and back dark gray. The
left lower lip and ramus of the mandible has the upper portion dark gray and the lower half very light gray becoming
almost white at the ti'p; the inside of the right ramus and lip are slate color. The under edges of the snout on either side
for about 30 cm. are pink, this light area corresponding in extent with the white anterior portions of the baleen rows:'
The central portion of the throat and breast are white to a point about opposite the middle of the pectoral fin laid
back; there, a band about 125 cm. wide with irregular margins, which extends back to a point a little behind the umbilicus,
runs across the belly; this band is gray and considerably darker than the sides of the peduncle.' The folds just anterior to
the abdominal band are light pink. On the left side of the whale the dark gray from the upper half of the lower lip extends
backward becoming wider and wider until between the corner of the mouth and the fin it spreads downward into a large
blotch. with irregular margins; directly under the left pectoral this dark area covers 14 folds. From a point opposite the
umbilicus the dark gray of the back shades off gradually into gray on the lower sides, which covers the entire ventral line
from the anus to the flukes; there is a narrow area of light pink from the umbilicus to the anus.
Below, the central portion of both lobes of the flukes is light gray, about like the lower sides of the peduncle. The
distal half of each lobe, as well as a wide band along the posterior and anterior edges, is dark gray. Above, the flukes are
dark gray like the back.
The pectoral fins, above, are bluish gray, which lightens somewhat along the anterior edge of the distal half of each fin.
Below, the anterior half of each flipper is light gray shading off very gradually into the darker gray of the posterior half.
IINo. 24. Male. Length, 1455 cm. Aikawa. A light individual, the general color effect being much like that of a
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Blue Whale. The top of the head, back and upper sides are dark bluish gray. The side of the right lower lip and jaw is
light blue gray, the edge of -the lip being a little darker. The central portions of the throat and breast are white, and the
furrows pinkish. Under the corner of the mouth on the right side there are 14 dark gray furrows. There is a blotch -of
gray with irregular margins on the folds extending from the corner of the mouth under the fin to a point nearly opposite
the tip of the fin laid back; there it broadens out abruptly into a wide band, which extends, across the abdomen j'olning
the gray of the folds on the other side. The sides of the peduncle are beautiful light blue gray, be'coming lighter
towards the ventral line. The area between the umbilicus and the anus is almost white, but from the anus to the flukes
the ventral region is light blue gray.
The flukes above are dark gray like the back; below they are blue grav like the sides of the peduncle, except for the
gray tips and anterior and posterior margilns.
The pectoral fins are gray above; below the anterior half is light blue gray and the posterior half gray.
No. 26. Male. Length 1380 cm. Aikawa (Plates XXXIII, XXXIV, XXXVII and XXXIX). A light whale.
The inside of the upper half of each lip is blue zrav and the lower half is light gray flecked with darker. The gray band
running across the abdomen is not thoroughly marked in this whale. Between the penis and the umbilicus the mid-ventral
iine is white and the sides of the peduncle are beautiful light blue gray.
The dorsal fin is dark gray like the back and the flukes below are lined like those of a Blue Whale.
The bristles of the baleen are all white, very fine and thick; they do not have the usual grav edgings.
No. 34. MIale. Length 1400 cm. Aikawa (Plates XXXII-XXXIX). The left upper lip is dark blue gray externally, and internally the same color in the upper half; the lower half is lighter dotted with dark gray. On the breast the
folds are white but the furrows are flesh pink; on the left side of the throat an ir,regular blotch of gray. 179 cm. from
the mandibular symphysis comes to within 9 folds of the median line. Fifteen folds under the left fin are blue gray. The
gray band across the abdomen is wide and is much darker than the sides of the body above and behind it. From the
umbilicus to the anus the ventral region is pinkish, and from the anus to the flukes the mid-ventral line -is light gray like
the sides.
The pectoral fin is blue slate above. Below it has the anterior half light and the posterior half blue gray.
The bristles of the baleen, except at the tips., are white.
No. 35. Fem-ale. Length 1405 cm. Aikawa (Plates XXXII, XXXIV, XXXV, XXXVI and XXXVIII). A light
whale. The right lower lip is blue gray shading into very light gray. There are many scars on the peduncle and sides.
The pectoral fin has the posterior half blue gray shading into very light gray (almost white), on the anterior half.
The flukes, below, are light blue gray' like the sides of the peduncle; the posterior margins of the tips are dark gray.
No. 36. Female. Length 1465 cm. Aikawa (Plates XXXIV-XXXVI). The gray band across the abdomen is
very noticeably darker than the sides of the body. The ventral edge of the peduncle from the anus to about 125 cm. anterior to the flukes is white marked with fine wavy gray lines. The pectoral fin is a little darker than usual on the anterior
half. The flukes are light blue gray like the sides of the peduncle and have a narrow anterior and a wide posterior margin
of dark gray.
The bristles of the baleen- are all white with no gray even at the tips.
No. 38. Female. Length 1400 cm. Aikawa (Plates XXXII, XXXIII, XXXV and XXXVIII). The upper half
of the left lip is gray and the lower half white; there is then a n'arrow area of grayish which shades off rapidly into the white
of the throat. Under the corner of the mouth 14 folds are gray; the edges of this.gray area are irregular and there is a
patch-like extension which runs into the white of the throat about 100 cm. anterior to the corner of the mouth; another
more prominent gray patch on the breast at a point about opposite the posterior insertion of the fin.
The gray abdominal band is well marked. From the umbilicus to the genitalia the ventral line is white with a very
few wavy, gray markings; from the genitalia to -the flukes the mid-ventral line is light blue gray like the sides of the

peduncle.-No. 41. Male. Length 1360 cm. Aikawa (Plates XXXII-XXXVII). A light whale but without a bluish tinge.
Head and back dark gray. Left lower lip dark gray, at the symphysis the color forms in a narrow area but gradually
widens toward the corner of the mouth, where it liglitens and shades off into the white of the throat. The dark abdominal,
band is well-marked. The sides of the peduncle are light gray, and from the penis to about 125 cm. anterior to the flukes
the mid-ventral line of the peduncle is white.
The flukes, above, are slate and below are abput the color of the sides of peduncle, except for a narrow band along the
anterior and posterior margins.
No. 43. Male. Length 1470 cm. Aikawa (Plates XXXII, XXXIII, XXXIV and XXXIX). A very light whale.
The right lip is gray shading into the white of the throat. The abdominal band is well marked and a narrow, dark stripe
run-s- out of the right corner of the mouth for about 35 cm. The entire ventral surface of the body from the umbilic'us to
the flukes is very light gray, almost white.
..N( . 51. Female Length 1465 cm. Aikawa. A light whale and strongly bluish. The head and back are dark
bW6 gray. There is a gray blotch just in front of the corner of the mouth and a narrow, very light gray line runs backward out of the ear on the right side. -In several patches on the throat the bottoms of the furrows are purplish but this
does not extend on to the folds.
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The ulmbilicus is 115 cm. posterior to the longest furrow.
No. 61. Female. Length, 1524 cm. Aikawa. A strongly bluish whale. Head, back and upper sides dark blue
gray; the dark color occupies the upper fourth of the peduncle and shades off gradually into light blue gray. On either side
a wbite -band extends from the anterior insertion of the fin oblilquely down and back, ending at the mid-ventral line about
45 cm. in front of the furrows and running parallel with their ends. (This is the anchor like mark which Collett records
on the Atlantic specimens). l'he gray band extending across the abdomen is pronounced. From the umbilicus to the
genitalia the ventral line is white and from the genitalia to the flukes it is light gray like the peduncle sides; there are many
small patches of white about the genitalia and numbers of Penella scars on the peduncle. The sides of the pedunicle are
beautifully marked with gray, but about 60 cm. anterior to the flukes the markings cease leaving this area plain gray.
No. 62. Female. Length 1285 cm. Aikawa. The top of the head, back and upper sides are dark blue gray and the
under edges of the snout for about 36 cm. on each side are pinkish. The right lip is gray shading into very light gray on
the ramus; this extends to the fin and the area just above it including the eye. The gray spreads outward and backward
covering 10 folds between the corner of the mouth and the fin. The entire ventral line from the end of the furrows to the
flukes is light pink, this area becoming narrower posteriorly. There is no gray band across the belly and but little gray
on the sides. All the folds of the central throat and breast are tinged with pink and those of the belly are almost white;
the furrows are deep pink.
The general color of the flukes below is pinkish. They have a narrow posterior edging of gray and the remainder of
both lobes is pinkish thickly and finely lined with gray. The fine gray lines run from the anterior edge in a curve across
the lobe bending in toward the notch; in the distal portion of the lobe they curve across from the anterior edge and turn
sharply inward down the posterior margin.
No. 63. Male. Length 1280 cm. Aikawa (Plates XXXIV and XXXVII). The top of the head and the back are
dark blue gray. The right lip is gray shading into lighter gray on the ramus which is similar in color to the entire throat
and anterior breast; the furrows are dark gray and the folds lighter. On the left side, below, from a point about 60 cm.
anterior to the pectorals to about 180 cm. from the end of the furrows, the folds and the furrows are strongly pinkish; this
is a comparatively small area a'nd there is a second still smaller pink patch just below the mandibular symphysis. The pink
ventral area comprises 16 folds, and those posterior to it on the abdomen are gray tinged with pink.
The peduncle is light blue gray and scattered gray markings extending over the posterior ends of the furrows. The
flukes, below, have the central portion very light gray; a wide posterior and a very narrow anterior margin is dark gray.
Above, the flukes are blue gray like the head, back and dorsal fin. The blubber is a delicate pink.
Nos. 65, 66, 67, 68. Aikawa. These whales were killed while I was at sea on the S/S Go Hogei Maru and the notes
were taken as soon as the animals had been captured.
Nos. 65, male, length 1220 cm., and 66, female, length 1250 cm.-, each had the throat, breast and abdominal fold8 light
pink but the furrows were dark gray, except in two or three instances where they were pink like the folds.- No gray band
extended across the abdomen and the general body color did not have a bluish tinge. The sides of the peduncle were very
light gray shading into pink on the ventral region.
The top of the rostrum from the tip of the snout to the eye was clear gray (not very dark). From the eye this. color
extends in a curve up and back over the dorsal surface of the body; there was a'space about 60 cm. wide directly above the
pectoral fin on each side which was a much lighter shade of gray than that of the back. Nos. 67, male, length 1371 cm.,
and 68, female, length 1463 cm., both had the throat and breast folds white and the furrows dark gray; No. 67 had a broad
area of mouse gray on the abdomen. In both whales the general color of the body wa's much darker than in Nos. 65 and 66.
No. 69. Male. Length 1413 cm. Aikawa. A light individual. The throat folds are white and the right lip is
light gray shading into pinkish white on the lower portion of the ramus.
No. 70. Male. Length 1265 cm. Aikawa. The folds of the entire throat, central breast and abdomen are light
pinlk, and the furrows are deep pink. Between- the corner of the mouth and the fin are seven light gray folds and opposite
the middle of the fin laid back a short light gray band runs obliquely downward and backward. The ventral region of the
peduncle is pink to about 180 cm. anteri'or to the flukes.
No. 72. Female, juv. Length 940 cm. Aikawa. The entire ventral surface of this whale is light pink, except for a
few gray furrows on the right side of the throat.
No. 73. Female. Length 1315 cm. Aikawa. A very dark whale. Both lower lips are rather dark gray shading
into lighter gray on the jaws. The entire throat and breast to the anterior insertion of the fins have the folds gray tinged
with pink and the furrows all dark gray. The central breast, from the anterior insertion of the fins to opposite the tips of
the fins laid back, has both the folds and furrows deep pink. From the tip of the fin laid back to the umbilicus the abdomen is gray tinged with pinkish.
The usual gray band from the fin to the end of the furrows is but slightly emphasized, and the ' anchor-like ' light marking is absent.
No. 75. Female. Length 1417 cm. Aikawa. The general color has a slight bluish tinge. The right lip is all gray
and the ramus is a little lighter. The folds of the throat are whitish and the furrows all dark gray; the folds of the breast
are white tinged with pink but the furrows are dark except eleven in the mid-ventral line. Below the right fin eight folds
are grayish tinged with pink. The gray band across the abdomen is only suggested, and the area from the navel to the
genitalia is pinkish. The ventral line of the peduncle is gray like the sides.
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PROPORTIONS.
Plates XXXII-XL.
Size.- In the following tables are given data relative to the length of Pacific specimens of
B. borealis, both from my own measurements and from statistics kindlly furnished by the Toyo
Hogei Kabushiki Kaisha. The total length of the specimens taken while I was at the -stations
during 1910 have been given in full but the data sent by the whaling company for the years 1912,
1913, 1914 has been summarized in Tables IV, V and VI. For comparison with these Pacific
records we have the measurements of Atlantic Sei WVhales published by Cocks, Haldane, and
Collett in Finmark and Scotland.
Table I.- Lengths of 20 Males from Japan taken during 1910.
Date

Place

Aug. 5, 1910

(R. C. A.)

Aikawa

July 2,

it

it

it

June 11,
" 22,
it
12,
Aug. 3,
June 30,

it

it

it

Aug. l,
i

" 18,
It
2,

it

it

it

it

it

it

it

It

it

It

it

it

it

it

it

II

it

II

Total

Total

Length

Length

Cm.

Feet

1473
1470
1455
1400
1380
1371

48' 4"f
48' 3"f
47' 9"f
45' ll1"
45' 3"f
45'
44' 7a"if
44f 3'ff
42'
41' 6"
40'

.1360
1350
1280
1265
1219

Place

Date

Aug. 22, 1910

Aikawa (R. C. A.)

Apr. 6,

Oshima,

"

July 19, 1910
it

Aikawa

it

(By whalers)
It

June 24,

"23,
26,
"t 29,
July 13,
June 24,
it

it

It

it

cc

It

it

it

a

it

it

Total

Total

Length

Length

Cm.
1189
1007

39'
33'11"

1463
1432
1310

48
47
43

1280

42

Feet

Table II.- Lengths of 18 femalles from Japan taken during 1910.
Place

Date

Total

Total

Length

Length

Cm.

July 20, 1910

Aikawa, (R. C. A.) 1524
it

June 24,

it

July 20,
Aug. 3,
Apr. 13,
Aug. 23,

it

it

it

it

it

(i

it

it

it

1463
1460
1417
1405
1400
1350
1315

June 22,

it

1465

Oshima,

It

26,

it

It

Apr. 6,
Aug. 20,

it

ii

it

it

"

Aikawa,

Place

Date

Feet

July 31, 1910
Aug. 2, "

50

48'11"

"

Aikawa (R. C. A.)

20,"

Total

Total

Length

Length

Cm.

Feet

1285
1249
940

42' 2"
41'

30' 10"

1493
1463
1432

49
48
47

1219

40

48

47' 11"
46' 6"1
46' 1"
45'111"
44' 31/
43' 2"1

it

July 22,"
(
i
t,
"i 16,
it
20,"
June 19,"

it

9

(By whalers)
it

it

It

it

it

it

it

Table III.- Lengths of 9 specimens from Japan, sex unrecorded, taken during 191j0.
Place

Total Length

Total Length

cm.

feet

Nikishima (by whalers)

1463

48

Date

*

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Nov.
Feb.

20, 1910
23, "

4,
13,
19,
.Sept. 30,
Feb. 4,
Feb. 16,
" 4,

1908
1910
1909
1910
a

it
it
Oshima,
it
1432
cctc
it.
1341
Nikishima,
"1250
Oshima,
"1219
Nikishima,

it

Osh'ima,
c

1127
s
"1066
844
,

it

47
44
41
40
37
35
29
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Summary of Tables I, II, III.
Number cap-|
tured during
each month

January 1
February 5

Number captured
at each station

Average length of all specimens,
1332

Oshima, Kiushiu 8

March

1
3
14
June
10
July
August 11
September 1
November 1

Aikawa
Nikishima

35
4

Females
Males
Sex unknown

18
20
9

Total

47

April

cm

....(43' 8a")

Average length of all fenmales,
1321 cm. (43' 4" )
Average length of all males,
1328 cm. (43' 7"f)
Maximum length of females,
1524 cm. (50')
MaKimum length of males,
1473 cm. (48' 4"l)
Minimum length of females,
940 cm. (30' l10")
Minimum length of males,
1007 cm.

(33'1"l)

Table I V.- Summary of data relating to B. borealis taken by the Toyo Hogei Kabushiki Kaisha
during 1912.
Number cap-|l
tured during
Number captured
each month
at each. station

January 4
February 5
March

5
4
5
June
43
23
July
August 10
September 3
1
October
December 2

April
May

Nikishima
Oshima, Kiushiu
it
Goto
Shimizu, Tosa
Muroran
Hidakatsu
|Hososhima
Same
Aikawa
Total

Average length of all specimens,
1249 cm. (41')

5
Maximum length, 1615 em. (53')
67
Minimum length, 884 em. (29')
2
8
1,
1
1|
5
15
105

Table V.- Summary of data relating to B. borealis taken by the Toyo Hogei Kabushiki Kaisha
during 191 3.
Number cap-l
tured during
each month

May

5
59
33
July.
3
August
September 21
October 17
Novrember 6

June

Number captured at
each station

Oshima, Goto

74
13
48
Ailkawa
Same
3
Nikishima, Kiushiu 1
2
Izu, Koura
Hidakatsu, Tsushima 2
1
Shimpo, Korea

"

Kiushiu

Females
Males
|

Total

69
75

144|

Average length of all specimens,
1249 cm. (41'

Average length of all females,
1279 cm. (42')
Average length of all males,
-1218 cm. (40')
Maximum length of females,
1615 cm. (53')
Maximum length of males,
1524 cm. (50')
Minimum length of females,
762 cm. (25')
Minimum length of males,
640 cm. (21')
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Table VI.--Summary of data relating to B. borealis ta7cen by the Toyo Hogei Kabushiki -Kaisha
during 1914.
Number captured during
each month

January
May
June

July
August

3
1
2
7
30

Average length of all specimens,
1371 cm. (45')

Number captured
at each station

Hososhim'a
Oki Is.
Aikawa
Same
Muroran

|Females
Males
Total

Average length of all females,
1402 cm. (46')
. Average length of all males'
1310 cm. (43')
Maximum lengt of females,
|1615 cm. (53')
27
|Maximum length of males,
1493 cm. (49')
16.
Minimum length of females,
_
3
1
19
19
1

43

-

975 cm.(3'
Minimum length of' males,
| ~~~~610cm. (20'))

Table VII.- Summary of Measurements of Pacific and Atlantic specimens.
.Year
Number of specimens

Average length of all
specimens

Pacific
1910
1912
47
105

females

1914

144

43

cm.

cm.

cm.

cm.

1332
ft.

1249
ft.
41

1249
ft.
41

1371
ft.
45

43' 81

Asverage Iength of all

1913

1

Atlantic
9Q251, de291

cm.

cm.

cm.

cm.

1321
ft.
43' 4f

1279
ft.
42

1402
ft.
46

1331
ft.
43' 81

cm.

cm.

cm.

cm.

1328
ft.
43' 7

1218
ft.
40()

1310
ft.
43

1300
ft..
42' 8f

cm.

cm.

cm.

cm.

Maximum length of
females

1524
ft.
50

1615
ft.
53

1615
ft.
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The averages 'of 251 females a'nd 291 males from the Atlantic given in the above tables are
Haldane's figures for the Sei Whales taken at the Scotland stations during the years 1906-1907,
*and it will be seen that they agree very closely indeed with the averages of the Pacific specimens,
although in the former case the figures were drawn from a somewhat larger number of individuals
than in the latter.
The largest whale of either sex in the Japan records are several female's 1615 cm. (53') in
length; the longest specimen from the Atlantic is a female recorded by Haldane which reached
a length of 1737 cm. (57') and must have been a very exceptional individual. The smallest
Sei Whale in the list from Japan measured 610. cm. (20%) and in the European records is Fischer's
specimen from Biarritz, France, which was 783 cm. (25' 8") in length.
Very much to my surprise, in the whaling company's statistics for 1913 a female Sei Whale
taken at Shimpo, Korea, Oct. 12, 762 cm. (25') long, is recorded as being pregnant at the time
of capture. The rate of growth of the young of large cetaceans is so rapid'during the first months
after birth'that this specimen could have been but little more than o'ne year old, and the 610
cm. (20') individual had probably been born but a few months.
In regard to the length of the Filnmark specimens, Collett says:
"Most of the examples caught were between 40 and 50 feet in length. The usual length
was 44-45 feet or thereabouts. The largest specimens measured 52 feet (16.3 metres).. The six
specimens which I 'examined thoroughly were 43 to 49' feet in length. The last of these (a male)
was considered to be one of the largest caught; so that it may be laid down as a rule that they
rarely exceed 50 feet (15.6 metres).
"The smallest specimens this summer that I know of were 35-37 feet, but these were exceptional. A sin-gle specimen was caught in July at Mehavn (by Foyn), the length of which was
said at the place to be 321 feet (10.1 metres).
"Both sexes seem to attain about the same size; the largest female specimen that I examined
was 47 feet long (14.7 metres). One of the managers stated that if there were any difference,
the female was the largest and fattest, at any rate during the whaling season.
"The size appeared the same throughout the season, and it was remarkable to notice
how uniform it was, and how evidently the whales were all of about the same age " (1. c.,
p. 248).
Since the statistics of both the Pacific and Atlantic specimens show a slightly greater length
for the females, and the largest indiv'iduals from both oceans are of this sex, it is probably true
that, as in other Baloenopteras, the female of this species slightly exceeds the male in size. The
difference in maxima between the specimens from the Pacific and Atlantic is not of especial
importance when it is recalled that many more individuals from Europe than from Japan were
recorded. If an equal number from the Pacific were measured even such an exceptionally large
specimen as Haldane's 1737 cm. (57') whale would probably be found.
In Table VIII are given the dimensions of 21 individuals which I examined in Japan, together
with such measurements of Atlantic specimens as have thus far been published. The latter
include CSollett's six examples and four recorded by Rudolphi, Fischer, Turner, and Flower.
The measurements of the Atlantic whales are very incomplete but I have come to believe that
measurements, either actual or proportional, are of but little value 'in specific determinations
because of the great individual variation among cetaceans.
In Table IX the ratio to the total length of certain measurements has been given. This
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PLATE XXXVI.

PLATE XXXVI.

Balaanoptera boreal".
Fig. 1. Ventral view of female Sei Whale, showing genitalia and mammae.
Fig. 2. Mammae slits and vulva partially dilated, showing clitoris of female Sei VVhale No. 35.
Fig. 3. Male genitalia of Sei Whale No. 36, showing rudimentary mammm, concealed in the two short oblique slits
just posterior to the penis slit.
Fig. 4. Posterior side view of Se'i Whale No. 36.
Fig. 5. Female genitalia of Sei VVhale.
Fig. 6. Male genitalia of Sei VVhale No. 34.
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Table shows a very close agreement in the proportions between the Pacific and Atlantic
whales whenever measurements of the latter are available for comparison. The distance from
the snout to the blowhole in the Biaritz, Frane eaple., and from the snout to the dorsal fin
both in this and Rudolphi's type specimen are somewhat less than in others of the Pacific and
Atlantic series, but both these whales were very young- and would undoubtedly change in proportions with increasing age. The proportional length of the pectoral from the tip to the head
of the humerus is remarkably constant in both the Pacific and Atlantic specimens while the
measurement from the tip of the pectoral to the axilla varies considerably. In the first the
points of measurements are definite and would be located alike by all observers while in the
second "the axilla" varies somewhat according to the position of the fin, etc. I believe that
often much of the variation which appears to be individual is in reality due to differences in the
manner of taking the measurements rather than in the spec'imens themselves. This is probably
true of the "height of the dorsal fin" which 'in three of the Atlant-ic specimens is proportionately
higher than in mine from the Pacific, for there are several ways in which the height of the dorsal
can be secured.
General body form.- The Sei Whale is the best proportioned species of the genus Balcenoptera.
It is neither as slender as the Finback nor as ' chunky' as the Little Piked Whale (B. acuto-rostrata), and although it resembles the Blue Whale in -some particulars is much more graceful
in its general propo'rtions. The body is deepest about opposite the middle of the pectoral fins
and, as in other members of the genus, the peduncle is strongly compressed, forming a thin dorsal
and ventral ridge and joining the flukes abruptly; Collett says that in the deepest part of the body
the depth is about as 1 to 51 or 6, and that immediately under the do'rsal fin it is one-eighth the
total length.
EXTERNAL ANATOMY.
Hairs.- The adult Sei Whale, like other species of the genus, has two or more vertical rows
of hairs at the mandibular symphysis. The blubber at the symphysis of one specimen was sent
to the Museum and contains on the right side 11 hairs 'in a fairly straig'ht row; on the left are
13 hairs in an irregular vertical row. Each hair is whitish, about 7 mm. long, and situated in a
small pit surrounded by a blackish ring. The rows of hair are 4 cm. apart. (See also Schulte,

below).
Collett,' who had an opportunity to examine carefully several fcetal specimens, says of the
hairy covering: " This consisted in an adult female of 11 hairs on each side of the lower j'aw,
each about 10 millim. long, and two other hairs on each side, situated somewhat behind these;
altogether 26 hairs. In, the fcetus the covering of hair was more plentiful. On the smallest
of the feetuses described further on (No. 1), the total length of which was 1 1 meters, the hairs
were visible, but quite short.
"In faetus No. 3, the total length of which was not quite 21 metres, they were arranged on
the lower j aw in three rows, comprising 3 hairs in the upper and lower rows respectively and
1 1 in the central row; altogether on each side 17 hairs.
"On the upper jaw there were only 7 hairs situated in a single row, the two first rather
I
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further from each other than the rest. Altogether this specimen was provided with 34 hairs
on the lower and 14 hairs ion the upper jaw.'
Eye (Plate XXXVIII).- The eye forms a slight swelling directly above the corner of the
mouth; the lids are thin and the eyeball prominent. Six cm. above the eye is a convex furrow
which was, in whale No. 19, 18 cm. in length; between this furrow and the upper lid are two
short lines or creases. Five cm. below the eye is a furrow 24 cm. in length, similar to the one
above it. Two furrows 6 cm. long run forward from the anterior commissure of the eye.
The pupil is elliptical and the iris is a dark brown band 12 mm. wide; encircling the iris a
bluish white ring is suggested which edges a ring of black 19 mm. wide, the latter shading off into
the gray of the eyeball.
The ir'is 'is darker brown than is that of the Finback Whale and the eyeball itself is much
more elliptical in shape. Measurements of 'the eye of whale No. 5, are as follows: Length of
the pupil 15 mm.; diameter of the pupil 11 mm. Length of the iris 38 mm. and diameter of the
iris 25 mm. Circumference of the eyeball 310 mm.
Auricular orifice.- The ear is an elliptical opening situated behind and below the eye.
The auditory meatus itself is very small but the external orifice varies in size from 5 mm. to
30 mm.
By reference to Table VIII where measurements of the distance from the eye to the ear,
and of the eye above the ear, are given it will be seen that there is considerable variation in the
relative position of the ear opening.
Blowholes. .(Plate XXXVIII).- In front of the blowholes there rises a strong median
ridge which grawdually lessens in prominence anteriorly but continues to the tip of the snout;
just anterior to the blowholes this ridge is highest and abruptly forks, the nostrils being situated
between the two branches. Externally the blowholes appear as two long, slightly curved slits
closely approaching each other anteriorly but diverging posteriorly. In whale No. 19, 1350 cm.
long, the nostrils were each 36 cm. in length, stood 4 cm. apart anteriorly and 23 cm. posteriorly.
The inner edges are thin but the outer margins are high and thick, being formed by the two
branches of the median ridge between which the nostrils lie. There is a deep furrow directly
between the blowholes, the posterior end of which usually extends considerably beyond the
ends of the openings themselves.
The blowholes,/thus being situated on the summit of the head, are the first part of the body
to reach the surface when the whale ascends. In the dead specimens the nostril-tubes are tightly
closed and give little indication of the extent to which the blowholes can be opened during the
act of inhaling. (Plate XXX, Fig. 4).
Baleen. (Plate XXXVIII).- The baleen of the Sei Whale when fresh, is deep blue black
in color and the plates possess on both sides a marked iridescence; when held in the sun, in one
position the blade is blue and at another -angle the color changes to light green. This is a distinctive character of the baleen of B. borealis, for it does not appear in the whailebone of related
species. The dark portions of the Finback baleen plates when held in the sunlight have a slight
iridescence but that of the Blue and Humpback Whales showed no trace of it. After drying,
however, the baleen of B. borealis becomes a rather dead blue black.
Along the inner edge of the base, the maj'ority of the baleen laminae have a longitudinal band
of yellowish white which shades into gray and finally runs imperceptibly into the blule black of
the main portion of the plate; some slabs have a white band 3 or 4 cm. wide shading into a gray

PLATE XXXVII.
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Balmnoptera boreali,8.
Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.
lFig. 4.
Fig. 5.
Fig. 6.

Anterior back and head of Sei Whale No. 38.
Peduncle of Sei Whale.
Gray markings on the peduncle of Sei Whale No. 41.
Back and pectoral fin of Sei Vhale No. 26.
Breast of Sei Whale No. 63 - very dark.
Gray markings on peduncle of a Se%,Whale. The white scars have been produced by the parasite Penella
antarctica..
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stripe of similar breadth. The plates with the widest white and gray stripes are itn the most
anterior portion of the baleen row, the stripes gradually decreasing in breadth posteriorly until
they disappear entirely.
.Whale No. 4 had 315 laminae on the left side, the first 207 of which showed more or less
white or gray along the inner edges, the remainder of the series being entirely dark. All the
laminse are transversely rugose, the ridges being about as prominent in proportion to the size
of the plates as are tho'se of the Blue and Finback Whales and, as in those species, are most
pronounced in the proximal half of the slab.-Along the inner base of each of -the baleen rows for their entire length as they stand in position is a -row of small, white, bristle-like laminae from 5 cm. to 7 cm. high and 2 cm. wide which
produce a white band along the base of the whalebone. The bristles of the anterior fourth of
the baleen row are all white, those of the second fourth have the upper portion tinged writh
grayish for about 10 cm., the third fourth have about 20 cm. of the upper portion gray and the
bristles of the posterior fourth are almost all grayish except for the white base line.
The color of the bristles as well as the number of stripe-d plates in the baleen row is open
to the same individual variation as are the other parts of the body'; ini some specimens the bristles
were almost entirely white, only a very small section of the posterior end being gray while other
specimens had nearly the entire posterior half grayish. The bristles of this s'pecies are very
fine and inclined to be curly.
In regard to the baleen of the Atlantic Sei WVhales, Collett I says: "The colour of the baleen
is usually black and the bristles white; in some individuals, however, a small number of the foremost rows were white,2 or mottled with white, but not symmetrically in each ramus. Besides
the baleen in the six spec'ially examined specimens, I examined a considerable quantity of whalebone which lay heaped up on the beach at the different establishments. Amongst all this, I
only found two specimens which differed from the others in having some white mottled plates;
in all the others it was entirely black. Of these two individuals, one had on the right side 58,
and on the left 53 of the foremost baleen-plates mottled.
"sThe second specimen had on the right side 52 white plates, on the left only 5.
"The number of the plates was about 330 in each jaw, in some individuals 320, in others
as many as 340.. No. 2 for instance had on its right side only 318, on its left 328. The number
appears to be rarely the same. in the two jaws of the same individual.
"The front plates were small, al'most rudimentary, and formed double rows; these were
difficult to count. The greatest length was'attained at the commencement of the latter third
of the series, where as a rule they measured 550 to 600 millim.
"From these measurements [not quoted] it appears that the length and number of the
plates are not constantly greater in the right than in the left jaw, also that there is no constant
difference between the plates in the two sexes.
"The hair--like bristles in which each plate terminates, and which form the most effec'tive
part of the straining-apparatus, are in this species unusually fine, somewhat resembling silky
wool, and white in colour. They form on the inner edges of the baleen-plates a dense, rather
curly covering, which appears to indicate that the food of this species consists of only very small1
animals."
I

Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1886, pp. 253-255.
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Cocks says of the baleen of B. borealis: "All the saleable portion of the baleen plates were
black, but the small inner portion of many of the plates were white, with from one to two inches
of blue-grey between. The bristles would be more accurately described "in this species as hair,
being soft an&fine, and quite white. The longest baleen plates measured about 31 in. by 12 in."

(1. c., 1886, p. 130).
R. C. Haldane remarks of the baleen of specimens from Scotland: "The baleen of these
whales is naturally smaller than the Finners. A blade before me measures 25 inches by 8 inches.
It is black with a fringe of white hairs. The length, including the hair, is 29 inches. At the
smaller end there is one line of white.
"One of the Seihvalen killed at the Olna station in 1905 hiad curious baleen. Instead of
being black it is marked longitudinally, for half the breadth, with pale yellow-gray bands. The
manager told me he had never seen anything resembling it before. The hair fringing the baleen
of this species is exceedingly fine and soft" (1. c., 1906, p. 136).
-In 1882, Prof. Turner 1 reported upon a specimen of B. borealis taken ten years earlier in
the Firth of Forth and says -in regard to its baleen: "The baleen consisted of numerous plates,
the bigg'est of which were about 1 foot 3 inches in length and about 6 inches wide. They were
black, striped with grey and white, and-the hairs projecting from the lower free border were
grayish white" (1. c., p. 472).
J. G. Millais, has given an excellent photogra(ph of a slab of baleen from a Shetland specimen of B. borealis. This plate has a wide strip of the inner margin in the proximal two thirds
light-colored and the bristles white except at the tip where they become darker. The caption
of this photograph is as follows: "5. Rudolphi's Rorqual. Shetland. 20 by 8 in. from gum;
bristles, 4 in.; plate, slate and cream; bristles of fine texture, and for the greater part cream,
except those near the point, which are black with cream ends" (1. c., plate to face p. 226, fig. 5).
From the observations on the Atlantic Sei Whales quoted above it will be seen that their
baleen is us'ually described as black, and that more or less of the plates are striped on the inner
'border, as I have noted in the Japan specimens. It might appear that the baleen of the Pacific
examples was striped to a greater extent than in those from the Atlantic but I believe that this
is not the case. If only the whalebone which has bee'n cleaned for commercial purposes is
examined comparatively few striped. plates will be found, for only the largest blades are selected
for sale I and the smaller and more anterior of the series, where the light color is most pronounced, are usually destroyed. Again the inner edges of the plates are usually more or less
mutilated when the baleen is removed from. the roof of the mouth and the white strips are thus
cut away.
In order to accurately describe the baleen of any whale it is necessary to examine it in situ,
because the color and general appearance change greatly in drying.
My description of the baleen of the Japan specimens given above was written at the whaling
station from fresh material, but a set of the whalebone which was shipped to the Museum and
is now before me presents quite a different appearance. The blades are dead blue black, the
outer thin 'skin' has peeled off in places, and the bristles are entirely grayish; yet this baleen
was probably more carefully packed and handled than that which generally reaches museums.
1
2

Jour. "nat. and Phys., Vol. XVI, 1882, p. 472.
See Cooke's8 description quote above.
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Balcefnoptera borealis.
Fig. 1. View of dorsal portion of head of a Sei VVhale. The elongated depression in the left side of the rostrum is
probably a harpoon-scar.
Fig. 2. Eye of Sei Whale No. 35.
Fig. 3. View of inner edges (bristles) of baleen rows of Sei Whale No. 26.
Fig. 4. Blowholes of Sei VVhale No. 34.
Fig. 5.
Fig. 6. Inner view of a single baleen row afte'r removal from Sei Whale No. 2.
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Millais's photograph and one presented by Haldane in 1907 (see his plate iv) are identical in
shape, size and color with many blades of baleen from Japan ese Sei Whales.
It appears to me to be satisfactorily demonstrated -that the baleen of the Atlantic specimens
of B. borealis can not be distinguished from that of.Pacific examples.
Ventral furrows (Plates XXXII-XXXV).- The ventral furrows of Balcenoptera .borealis
are present on the throat, breast and abdomen, but instead of extending posterilorly to the
umbilicus, as in B.- physalus and B. musculus they end half way between the tip of the pectoral
fin laid back and the umbilicus; viz., about 115 cm. anterior to the umbilicus, which is usually
a rather indistinct scar. They run along the entire length of both mandibular rami from the
symphysis to the angle of the mouth and extend close up to the- base of the pectoral fins. On
each side two short furrows run out of the corner of the mouth, and below them seven or eight
somewhat longer furrows do not quite reach the anterior base of the fin; those remaining are long
and, as in other species, anastomose frequently. The folds on the throat are narrow but posteriorly become gradually wider reaching on the abdomen about twice their original width;
they are consequently much more numerous on the anterior than on the posterior part of the
body.
By referring to Table VIII it will be seen that there is consilderable variation in the number
of folds on different specimens, the least being 32 and the greatest 60; this has no relation to
sex or age but seems to be purely individual. The number of folds was ascertained by beginning
at the mid-ventral line between the pectoral fins, counting up to the base of the flipper and doubling
the number thus obtained.
Collett records an exactly similar arrangement for the furrows of the Atlantic Sei Whales,
and gives their number as. from 38 to 58. He says: " In addition, the eye is surrounded by two
very short horizontal furrows, and in some examples there were also found. (as in No. 4) traces
of from 20 to 30 short, oblique furrows anterior to the dorsal fin. The furrows permit the body
to expand to nearly double its normal girth" (1. c., p. 255).
Pectoral limbs (Plate XXXIX).-The flippers of Balcenoptera borealis are relatively shorter
than in any other member of the genus, and in shape are slender and narrowly lanceolate. The
anterior edge is evenly and slightly convex and the posterior margin from the tip swells grad'ually
outward and backward until a little behind the middle it turns inward; this is, the point of greatest breadth and indicates the beginning of the manus. At this 'angle' the anterior edge of the
fin is thickest, thence tapering gradually to the tip; the posterior margin from the axilla to the
angle is soft skin but from the angle to the distal end the edge is fairly rigid, although thin.
WVhen not in use the flippers lie so closely to the body that they" are hardly noticeable. This
is well shown by Plate XXXIX, Figs. 2 and 3.
Collett's description of the flippers of Atlantic specimens of B. borealis agrees in detail with
those from the Pacific.-Dorsal fin. (Text Figs. 4-9).- The dorsal fin is high' deeply falcate, and situated further
forward than in any other member of the genus Balcenoptera, being just anterior to a point opposite the anus. In shape and position it most resembles that of Balcnoptera acuto-rostrata. There
was much less variation in the form of the dorsal fins of the specimens which I examined than
in the case of the Blue and Finback Whales, the greatest individual differences appearing in the
convexity of the anterior margin and the consequent ante o-poste ior breadth of the fin at the
middle of its height. The figures show six dorsal fins, which were. photographed at the stations
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after having been removed from the animals' bodie-,s; Fig. 7 is the most typical shape. Collett
says: " The dorsal fin is possibly higher in
the male than in the female, although the'
difference cannot be great," but by refer4
'ring to Table VIII it will be seen that
measurements of~the Japan specimens do
not bear this out, and that there appears
to be no constant difference in the fins of
7the two sexes.
(Plate
Genitalia and Mammae.
8
XXXVI).- The' genital opening of the
female Sei Whale appears as a long median slit situated just anterior to the anus,
-with two small furrows running out of it
at the posterior end. On either side, opid
Fig. 4. Dorsal fin of Sei Whale No. 35.
posite the opening of the vagina, are, the
i
2.
Fig. 5.
slits containing the mammae, and just out" 24.
Fig. 6.
"
38.
7.
"
"
"i
"i
Fig.
side each is a short furrow; the teats
Fig. 8.
themselves are about 5 cm. long. In
Fig. 9.
whale No. 5, 1460 cm. in length, the
mammary slits were 18 cm.'long and 18 cm. apart.
The penis of the male. is contained in a sheath, as in all cetaceans, and withdrawn within
the body. The orifice of the penis-sheath has the appearance of a deep furrow, and closely
approximating the posterior end are two short, deep slits containing the rudimentary male
mammoe. In whale No. 34, 1400 cm. long, the penis was situated 100 cm. anterior to the anus.Flukes. (Plate XXIX).- In shape each lobe of the flukes is roughly triangular. The
anterior edge is slightly convex, being especially so in the proximal and distal portions; the
posterior margin is nearly straight except for a slight concavity near the tip. The notch is deep
and, although by no means open, the edges do not overlap as frequently as in Finback Whales.
The flukes are set at a perceptible angle to the longitudinal axis of the body, and the dorsal and
ventral edges of the peduncle unite with them very abruptly.
it
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i
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it

it
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OSTEOLOGY.
Plates XLI-XLII.

The skeleton of Balcenoptera borealis has been so thoroughly discussed by Rudolphi, Flower,
Van Beneden, Gervais, Turner, and'others that the osteology is now well known and further
description is unnecessary. In the following section the consideration of this subject will relate
principally to a comparison of the Japan specimen and the Java skeleton, the type of Balcenoptera
schlegeli (Flower) with those from Europe for the purpose of definitely determining their specific

relationship .
The available material from which to draw conclusions is far from' satisfactory, consisting
as it does in this species almos't entirely of skeletons from young indivilduals. Unfortunately,
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Bala-noptera borealis8.
Fig. 1. View of the anterior edge of the flukes of a Sei Whale.
Fig. 2. Right pectoral fin of Sei VVhale No. 34.
43.
Fig. 3. "
Fig. 4. Inferior surface of flukes of a Sei VVhale.
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" cc No. 26.
Fig. 6. Outer surface of pectoral finl of VVhale No. 19.
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Fig. 7. Inner " " "
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because of the European war, plans. for visiting the foreign museums which contain specimens
from the Atlantic had to be abandoned and I have personally examined only the skeleton of the
adolescent individual collected at Oshima, Japan, which is now in the American Museum of
Natural History, and parts of several fresh skeletons at the whaling- stations. There were
for comparison, however, figures and descriptions of five young skeletons from the Atlantic,
including the type of B. borealis, in the Museums of Berlin, Brussels, Leyden, Bergen and Edinburgh; an adolescent individual from Java, type of B. schlegeli (Flower), in the Leyden Museum;
and an incomplete skeleton from Cape Horn, and a skull from Japan in the Paris Museum.
The American Museum's skeleton from Japan (No. 34871) was taken from a whale measuring
1350 cm. (44' 31") in the flesh, its skeleton being 1259 cm. (41' 3X") long; the vertebral epiphy-'
ses are all free and there are other evidences of youth. The length of the animal in the flesh,
however, was almost as great as that of the typ'e of B. schlegeli which Flower estimated to be
45 feet; the skeleton of the latter had the epiphyses of a number of the vertebroe ankylosed and
would thus appear to be from a somewhat older individual than ours.
Since by consulting Tables I to VII it will be seen that the average length of B. borealis is
about 1280 cm. (42%) it is evident that this species attains adult size at an early period. This
tends to support my belief that all baleen whales grow very rapidly after birth until the adult
size has been reached.

SKULL.
P lates XL andl XLI.

When com'paring the proportions of the Atlantic and Pacific skulls it is difficult to determine
whether the variations which appear are really individual or are due to differences in age or to
the manner of taking measurements. No two persons will measure the same skull alike unless
certain unmistakable points are emphasized between which the dimensions may be taken. Such
measurements as the "width of the orbital -process of the frontal at the 'outer end" have little
comparative value, since both margins of the orbital process curve inward toward the orbital
arc, and there are no definite points between which this measurement would always be taken.
Some differences are also undoubtedly due to the warping while drying of certain bones of the
skull. I am convinced, that much of the wide variation among both the Pacific and Atlantic
skulls shown in Tables X and XI is due to differences, in the method of taking the measurements, and that if all the. crania were measured by the same person, according to a definite
standard, many of the differences would disappear.
When B. borea'lis shows such an enormous indilvidual variation in body propor'tions and
external characters it is highly probable that numerous differences will also be found in the
skeletons of different examples.
My own measurements of the Japan skull have been taken to conform to those of the Atlantic and Java specimens presented by Flower and Turner. The prop'ortional measurements of
Gervais's Japan skull and Rudolphi's Holstein specimen, the type of B. borealis, were taken upon
the -figures. Gervais's drawing appears to be accurate except for the.fact that the mandible
is represented as exactly the length of the skull; Rudolphi's- plates are obviously incorrect in
some details but in general appear to be reliable.

"maxil~et

Table X.- Measurements of -skulls of Balcnoptera borealis.

.-Z~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

adol. juv.
juv. adol.
adol. ...................................ad.
mm.
mm.
mm.
mm.
MM..................................
mm.m.

of skull (straight)330............................................. 3390...
4300 2946 2006 2032 2623
Breadth of condyles25.................................................. 265.
266 254 228 355
it"
across squamosals140.................................................. 140...1447 1015 965 1174
Orbital processes, breadth at distal end30................................ 390..........
381 305 279 ....of
nasals
2
5.....................................................
266 165 159 209
265
Length
Breadth of two nasals, proximally55.................................................50
51
63
76
it
it
it
it
10........................................
127
152
101
101
130.....
.
distally
2082 1346 1270 1752
.....................
.........
2270 .
Length of beak from middle of curved border of x. to the tip of the pmx27
end
of
beak
from
of
the
maxilla
the
to
of
the
2057
2570
............................
Length
proximal
tip
premaxilla
of
maxilla
1903
1447
1397
2390
2285
Length
Breadth of maxilla at proximal ends20.................................... 260........279 228 203 222
it
it
it
across orbital processes (following curve)17
..............................1670... 1600 1092 1092 1092
Breadth of beak at base (following curve) ................................1120
.|1066 |762 |762 |762
" " " " ~middle
595 780 565 406 381 445
at middle10.............................................. 190.
152 101
101
" " pmx.
".................................................. .... 101
76
63 ....
" "skull between orbt
rts.................
b
i
1325 1800 .... I.... .... ..
749
749 546 533 610
Length of supraoccipital
Breadth of exoccipital101.....................................................
1041
. .104
660 685 806
of
bone
1
9..................................................
.
...
Length tympanic
B readth
""
"...........................
.i
1 00
mandible
of
|.
3200
....
|4100
1993 |..1929 |2,571
(straight)
Length "
it
at
coronoid
352
355
|228
228 298
Height
m iddle
241
204
"
1184 |....
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Table XI.- Proportional measurements of skulls from the Pacific and Atlantic.

_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t

Length

of skull

adol.

ad.

adol.

juv.

mm.

mnm.

mm.

2496

(straight) ....................3390 4300-

juv.

adol.

juv.

mm.

mm.

mm.

mm.

2006

2032

2623

....

Breadth across squamosals 4.
o..........................4.0 45.01 49.1 50.6 47.5 44.7 46.31 6.1 5.9 45.7
" of skull between the orbits 3 9 0.......... 3.0........... 42.8 ....
....
....
42.1 .... 3.8 .... 40.9
it" maxillxe across orbital processes
........48.3
6.0 12.8 51.3
.54.3 54.4 53.7 41.6
(following curve)
Breadth of orbital proc. of frontal distally ....11.5
.13.3 15.2 13.2 13.1
.1.8 2.1 12.4
7.8
9.0 O 8.2
7.8 7.9
1.2
..4 8.4
Length of nasals
" "beak from middle of curved border
of maxilla to tip of premaxilla ........................ 66.9 67.5f 70.6 67.0 62.5 66.8 64.2 3.7
4.5 68.3
Breadth of beak at base (over curve) ...................... 33.0 .... 36.2 37.9 37.5 29.0 .... 3.2
8.9 34.6
it
it
It
it " middle "1
................. 17.5 .... 19.1 20.2 18.7 16.9 .... 1.6
3.3 18.3
Length of supraoccipital ........................... 22.0 .... 25.4 26.6 26.2 23.2 .... 3.4 3.4 26.7
Breadth across ex-occipitals ..................,30.7 .........
35.3 .32.9 33.7 30.7
4.6 .3.7 33.0
94.3 ................
(tagt
.97.62 99.3 95.0O 98.3 99.3 3.3 4.3 95.9
Length of lower jaw
"
aa
at middle
6.0 7.2 8.11
9.2
2.1
...
... 7.i1
Depth
.....

....

....

....

......................................

....

....

....

....

.........

I

All measurements taken on the published figure.

....

11

.

...

47.0

1.3

....

....

48.5
13.8
7.6

2.8
1.4
.8

65.1 '3.2
34.8
.2
18.6
.3
25.4 1.3
32.4
.6
97.9 2.0
.... .|..

Measurements taken on the published figure in the 'Osteographie.'
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Balanoptera borealis.

Fig. 1. Lateral view of a Sei Whale showing the most, usual type of coloration.
Fig. 2. Ventral'view of a Sei Whale showing the most usual type of coloration.
(Drawings by J. Henry Blake, under the direction of Roy. Chapman Andrews.)
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In the proportional breadth of the skull across the squamosals, the amount of variation
among the Eu'ropean and Asiatic specimens respectively is 5.9% and 6.1%o, and the difference
between the average breadths of both series is 1.3%. The squamosal breadth among all members
of the genus Balcenoptera is open to considerable individual variation, and in the present instances
probably some is due to difference in age. It will be seen that in almost every case the proportional measurements of individuals of one series can be nearly matched among those of the
other.
There is an even greater variation among the examples from both oceans in the proportional
breadth of the skull across the orbital processes of the maxillTe; in the Pacific specimens this
amounts to 6.0% and in the Atlantic skulls to 12.8%o. In the latter series Turner's Firth of
Forth specimen is extraordinarily narrow at this point, differing widely from the other two
younger skulls, which are nearly alike. The Java cranium is proportionately the widest of the
Pacific series and agrees closely with the Zuyder Zee and North Cape skulls.
The're is considerable variation in the length of the rostrum among the individuals from
both oceans. The Java skull has a proportionately long beak and that of the specimen from
the North Cape is unusually short; all the remaining crania of both series agree closely.
The breadth of the beak at the base shows a great individual variation among the Atlantic
skulls, but the breadth at the middle is much less variable -and I believe the difference is chiefly
due to the taking of the former measurement across the curved edges of the rostrum base. The
Atlantic and Pacific series do not show important differences in the width of the beak.
Flower remarked in his original description that the only character of importance which
he could fix upon as distinguishing B. schlegeli from B. bo'realis was the fact that in the former
the orbital plate of the frontal.,was narrower at its outer end than in the latter; Van Beneden
and Gervais also consider this to be an important difference. By referring to the table of proportional measurements it will be seen that the Zuyder Zee s,pecimen in the Leyden Museum,
which presumably Flower directly compared with the Java cranium, has the orbit somewhat
wider proportionately than in the latter but it is the only one of the Atlantic skulls where this
i's true. In the North Cape and Firth of Forth crania the proportional width of the orbital
end of the frontal is less than in the Java specimen. It will also be observed that there is a
great individual variation in both the Atlantic and Pacific skulls in this particular and I believe
that some, at least, is due to differences in taking this measurement. The edges of the orbital
process are curved and it is so dificult to fix upon definite points that probably no two persons
would measure the same skull alike.
Van Beneden and Gervais say that the 'rostrum of B. schlegeli is comparatively less taperingo
than in B. borealis. Neither the actual nor proportional measurements bear this out.. My
Japan skull has a rostrum which the measurements show to be more tapering than that of any
of the Atlantic whales; the Java and Zuyder Zee specimens are about alike, and Turner's Firth
of Forth skull has a less tapering rostrum than any specimen of either series.
The fact that the superior maxilla forms a less regular curve about the anterior border of
the frontal is a character in which Van Beneden and Gervais believe. that B. schlegeli differs
from B. borealis. I must confess that this does not appear to me to have great significance,
especially as the Java and Japan skulls differ considerably in this respect.
Van Beneden .and Gervais say that in B. borealis there is less difference between the two
extremitiles of the nasal bones than in B. schlegeli; or, in other words, the nasals of the latter
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former, but the measurements do not bear this

out. The difference between the proximal and distal ends of the nasals of Turner's Firth of
Forth specimen is 76 mm., but in the young Zuyder Zee and North Cape skulls it is considerably
less. In the Japan skull it is 75 mm., while in the type of B. schlegeli the difference is 102 mm.
Since this character does not appear to be constant in both Asiatic skulls, and as Turner's specimen has nasals fully as tapering as are those of my Japan cranium, it cannot be considered as

especially important.
Van Beneden and Gervais remark in reference to the occipital: "L'occipital est beaucoup
plus large A sa base que dans le borealis et notablement moins etendu d'arriere en avant, de
mani'ere que la bo'ltre cranienne gagne en largeur ce qu'elle perd en longueur" (l. c., p. 222).
What is said above regarding the length and breadth of the occipital is quite true of the Java
cranium and justifies the conclusions of the authors of the 'Osteographie,' but is rendered invalid
by the skull from Japan. Table XI demonstrates that the type of B. schlegeli has a proportionately shorter supraoccipital than any except Turner's Firth of Forth specimen, and that it is
the widest of the entire series. The Japan skull is proportionately very narrow across the
exoccipitals, this measurement being only 30.7%O; it agrees exactly with the Firth of Forth
cranium, and is less than either of the other two Atlantic skulls'.
Flower, in his description of the type of B. schlegeli, gives a measurement of the mandible
which is longer than the skull; this is probably a typographical error, for in Van Beneden's
figure 'in the 'Osteographie' the jaw is drawn in its proper- proportions. The statement, in the
'Osteographie' that the mandible of B. schlegeli is comparatively more massive than is that of
B. borealis is not borne out by the measurements. The mandible of the Zuyder Zee skull is
heavier than is that belonging to the cranium from Java, and m'y Japan skull has an exceedingly
light mandible.
An examination of the publi.shed figures of the Java and Atlantic specimens reveal certain
differences of greater or less importance. They are as follows:
1. Two prominent rugosities are present upon the exoccipital bones of my Japan skull
which are not shown in the figures of either the Java or Gervais's Japan specimen.
2. The outer margins of the orbital processes of the maxillae are very similar in the two
Japan skulls and Rudolphi's drawing, but have a different curvature in the figures of B. borealis
and B. schlegeli published in the 'Osteographie.'
3. The outer edges of the rostral portion of the maxillae in Gervais's Japan skull are slightly
convex, while in Van Beneden's figures of B. borealis and B. schlegeli, and in my own specimen,
they are practically straight. Rudolphi's drawing of the type skull shows the edges of the beak
to be convex, about as in Gervais's specimen.
4. The exterior outline of the zygomatic processes of the squamosals are more convex
in both Japan skulls than in the drawing of the Java cranilum.
5. The processes of the maxillae which extend backwards along the sides of the nasal bones
appear to be somewhat broader and shorter in my Japan skull than in any of the other specimens.
6. The curve of the mandible is alike in both Japan spec'imens, but differs considerably
from the figured mandible of the Java skull, as well as from Rudolphi's and Van Beneden's drawings of the j'aws of their Atlantic examples. I suspect that this is largely due to the position
in which the mandibles have been mounted and not to any real difference in the bones themselves.
Flower, in commenting upon the Zuyder Zee specimen, says: "The inferior maxillaries have low,
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l"ig. 1. Dorsal view of the skull of the specimen from Japan, No. 34871, in the Am. Mus. Nat. I-ist.
Fig. 2. Ventral view of the same skull.
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obtusely tniangular coronoid processes. They are artic'ulated too close to the head, and their
upper edge rotated too much inwards. This position greatly diminishes their curve as seen from
above, and causes their extremity to bend downwards. I was much interested in observing this,
as it explains away a great peculiarity in the figure of the -WMhale in the Berlin Museum by
Rudolphi (Abhandlungen Acad. Berlin, 1822), in which the same mode of articulating has caused

Fig. lo.

Fig. 1 1.
Fig. 10. Outer surface of left tympanic bone of B. borealis.
Fig. 11. Inner surface of left tympanic bone of B. borealis.

misconception as to the character and relation of these bones, the more important to be
rectified, as this is the only figure extant of the skull of a'ny member of this genus" (1. c., p. 398).
The tympanic bones of the American Museum skull from Japan do not show any variation
of especial importance. They are somewhat larger and slightly narrower anteriorly than are
those of the Java specimen, of which Flower remarks: " It is rather curious that the tympanic
bones, though agreeing in general form, are
acutally smaller in the Java than in the Zuyder_
some

breadt by nearly the

same

amount"' (1. c., P.1

the specimen from Japan in the Paris Museum_
are so unusual in shape that there iS ground to_
suspect they may not belong to the skull which
he figures. The bones are exceedingly deep in
proportion to the length and are not elongated, Fig. 12. Free border of left tympanic bone of B. borealis.
as is usual in B. borealis. The figures of the
tympanilc bone of Gervais's specimen from Cape Horn which he identifies as B. schlegeli agree
very closely with our Japanese specimen. He gives the length of the tympanic as 13 cm. and the
breadth as 67 cm.- the latter is undoubtedly a typograph'ical error'.
Hyoid bones.- The hyoid bones are interesting as showing the great individual variation
which may occur in certain portions of the skeleton of this species. The ankylosed basihyal
and two thyrohyals of my Japan specimen are almost identical in shape with Rudolphi's figure
of these bones of the Holstein skeleton. They differ widely, however) from the figure in the
'Osteographie' of the young Zuyder Zee specimen, which shows the thyrohyals directed backward
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instead of forward, and no posterior pr'oje'ction of the basihyal. The shape of the hyoids of the
Java skeleton is somewhat intermediate between the Zuyder Zee'and Holstein's skeletons, for
the thyrohyals are horizontal and the posterior projection on the basihyal is -well developed..
The hyoids of Gervais's Cape Horn -specimen agree well with ours from Japan, the
stylohyals being almost identical in shape.
has demonstraed that there

_H1

I|
| ||
| |-

|

_

are n

the Atlantc and Pacific specimens
~~~~~~of
which indicate specific distinctness. I am

fully aware thtthe osteological material
which todraw conclusions is most

aE e ntirely individul
~~~~~~~~~~~believe

]NDVer

such enormous variation among its own
units, and there is no constant difference
Fig. 13. Basihyal and one stylohyal of B. borealis.
in any particular between the crania from
the two oceans, there seems to be no logical reason for specific separation upon the ground of
skull characters. As has been stated above, I am far from believing that the differences which
appear in the drawings and tables of actual and proportional measurements are all real, but on
the contrary feel sure that they will be found to be largely due to such causes as age (for all of
the skulls are young or adolescent), methods of measurement, and changes in the skull while

drying.
The Java craniulm differs 'in some of its-proportions from both the Japan skulls and those
from Europe but I can not bring myself to believe that any of its variations are of specific importance, but rather that it is merel'y an extreme type such as is Turner's Firth of Forth specimen.

VERTEBRAL COLtUMN.

Vertebral formulc.- The vertebral formul2e of the Atlantic specimens of B. borealis are often
stated incorrectly, the difficulty arising in the accurate determination of the lst caudal vertebra.
The caudal series is quite properly considered to begin with the first vertebra which bears a
chevron attachment on the posterior end of the centrum, inferiorly. The two anterior chevrons
are, in the majority of cetaceans, very small, but the 3rd suddenly elongates and bears a large
h£emal spine. Unless the preparation of the skeletoln has been very carefully supervise-d the first
two chevrons are usually lost. The first caudal can, however, be determined regardless of the
chevrons themselves, for the iniferior median carina, which is present in the lumbar vertebr2e,
begins to widen posteriorly on the last lumbar and bifurcates upon the lst caudal, thus forming
facets for the chevron attachments. This is a fairly safe, although not infallible, guide for
determining the loc'ation of the lst caud-al when the chevrons have been detached from their
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Balla,noptera borealis.

Fig. 1. Late\ral view of skull of the specimen from Japan, No. 34871, in the Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.
Fig. 2. Outer view of the right ramus of the mandible of the same skull.
Fig. 3. Inner view of the right ramus of the mandible.
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respective vertebrae. Judging from Rudolphi's figure of the Berlin skeleton, apparently only
the 1 st chevron, the laminw of-which are usually not united distally, has been lost and thus
the specimen has 14 lumbar vertebrae instead of 15. In Pander and d'Alton's figure, however,
the small first chevron is shown in place and the skeleton is still given 15 lumbar vertebrae.
I suspect that the last pair of ribs, which are often unattached to the vertebral column, are
also missing, and that the first vertebra posterior to those bearing ribs is really the last dorsal
instead of the first lumbar. The vertebral formula of the Berlin skeleton would thus read
C7, D14, L13, Ca21 = 55 instead of C7, D13, L15, Ca20.
Flower gives the vertebral formula of the Zuy-der Zee whale in the Leyden Museum as C7,
D13 or 14, L16 or 15, Cal9 = 55, but says "the last caudal is elongated, and really consists of
two bodies ankylosed, with even a minute rudimentary third .... There are thirteen pairs of
ribs present but it is probable that the posterior pair are wanting" (1. c., p. 397).
Of the skeleton in the Brussels Museum from the North Cape, Flower says:' "There are
7 cervical, 14 dorsal, and 32 lumbo-caudal vertebroe present; about 5 of the latter are absent,
which would make a total of 58.... There are 13 ribs present on the right side, and 14 on the
left. The fourteenth is.very much thinner than the others, twisted backwards at its lower end,
with a very slender head, articulated to the transverse process of the vertebra" (1. c., p. 417).
Evidently Flower did not correctly determine the beginning of the caudal series of the
Leyden Museum skeleton, and the same error was made by Van Beneden and Gervais in both
it and the Brussels spe'cimen. Thus the identifications of all the caudal vertebrae of these whales
which they fig'ure in the 'Osteographie' are, unfortunately, badly mixed. They say in regard
to the Brussel's skeleton that it has 15 lumbar units "en comptant pour vertebres caudales toutes
celles qui portent ou sont suivies de celles qui ont un os en V " (1. c., p. 205).
Flower thought that about 5 of the caudal vertebrae of the Brussels specimen were absent
and that the total would be 58. The authors of the 'Osteographie' believe that this number
is too great and that 55 or 56 is the correct formula. They, however, apparently agree with
Flower in the determination of the vertebral units of the Leyden Museum whale, to which he
assigns 15 or 16 lumbars.
My reasons for believing the lumbar and caudal series of the Brussels and Leyden Museum
whales to be incorrectly determined are as follows: As stated above, the lst chevron in the
-great-maj ority of cetaceans is very small, the 2d but little larger, and the 3d very long with a
prominent spine. In the 'Osteographie' the vertebra of both skeletons which is figured as the
lst caudal bears a large chevron bone with a long haemal spine. Moreover, the vertebra of the
Brussels MIuseum skeleton figured as the lst caudal has the transverse process perforated by a
vertical foramen. In B. borealis the first vertebra to be thus perforated is usually the 3d caudal
and, so far as I am aware, never the lst.
Professor Turner's Firth of Forth whale had the following vertebral formula: C7, D14,
L14, Ca21 = 56.
According to Lilljeborg the young specimen in the Bergen Museum has 55 vertebrae, as
follows: C7, D13, L14, Ca21 = 55.
Professor Fischer states that the young male B. borealis which was cast up near Biarritz in
1874, the ske'leton of which is preserved in the Museum of Bayonne, had 54 vertebrse and 14,
pairs of ribs.
Floweir says of the type specimen .of B. schlegeli: "The number of vertebrae present is 54;
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and 3, or probably 4 of the caudal are wanting, raising the total number to 57 or 58. Of these,
7 are cervical, 14 dorsal, and about 13 or 14 lumbar; but, the articular surface for the anterior
chevron bones not being well marked, I could not be certain where the tail should be considered to begin. There are 14 pairs of ribs" (1. c., p. 40 1).
I think that Flower was right in the total and that 57 vertebrae would be the correct number.
,The formula of the incomplete skeleton described in the ' Mission du Cap Horn' by H. P.
Gervais and identified a's B. schlegeli is C7, D14, L13, Ca4+. Our whale from Japan has the
following formula: C7, D14, L13, Ca23- = 57.
Whale No. 36, taken at Aikawa, had 13 pairs of ribs and the fcetus dissected by Dr. Schulte
had a like number (see below).
For convenience in comparison, the different formulae are assembled in the appended table,
together with the total length of the skeletons:
Table XII.-Vertebral Formulce.
Locality

Berlin Museum
North Cape:
Brw.9el8 Museum
Zuyder Zee:
Leyden Mmeum
Firth of Forth, Scot.:
Edinburgh Mu8eum.
Finmark:
Bergen Museum
Java, type of B. schlegeli:
Leyden Museum
Cape Horn:
Pari8Mu8eum

Total length

|Age

C

D |L

Ca

Authority

Rudolphi

31'11"

947

juv.

7

14

13

21+

32' 2"

980

juv.

7

14

13

19+ Flower

29' 7"1

902

juv.

7

14

13

21'+ Flower

35'21", 1072

juv.

7

14

14

21 +

919. 5 juv.

7

13

14

21

adol.

7

14

13

ad.

7

14

13

adol.

7

14

13

30' 2"
39' 8"

1209

Turner

Lilljeborg

20+ Flower4+

Gervais

Japan:
American Museum,

41'31" 1259

23

Andrews

It will be seen that a close agreement exists among the skeletons from different localities
and that the normal vertebral formula for B. borealis is apparently C7, D14, L13, Ca22 or 23.
The differences in the cauclal series are undoubtedly due to the fact that the minute terminal
vertebrae are usually lost.
Cervical vertebrc.- The seven neck vertebrae of our Japan skeleton are all free, and such
is apparently the normal condition for B. borealis since, with a single exception, all specimens
so far 'recorded have had free cervicals; Turner's Firth of Forth skeleton alone had "the right
lateral mass of the atlas ankylosed to the body of the axis." In other members of the genus
Balcenoptera two or more of the cervical vertebrm usually become ankylosed.
The atlas presents all the distinctive characters of B. borealis, viz.: the short and much
twisted transverse processes, the contracted neural canal, articular facets for the occipital condyles, which are not confluent at their inferior edges and, on the median inferior margin of the
posterior face, the triangular bony projection which fits under the body of the ax'is. From a
11
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Fig. 14. Atlas and axis of B. borealis (left to right).

_Fig. 15. Third and foirth cervical vertebrae of B. borealis (left to right).

Fig. 16. Fifth, sgixth and seventh cervical vertebrw of B. borealis (left to right).
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lateral view, except for the spine, the atlas resembles that of the North Cape specim'en in the
Brussels Museum as, figured in the 'Osteographie' (plate x and xi, fig. 20). The figure of the
atlas from the Java skeleton (P. -Z. S., 1864, p. 40) agrees well with ours in both the anterior and
lateral views. The atlas of Gervais's Cape Horn specimen is interesting as presenting a marked
asymmetry, the transverse process of the right side being deeper and more massive than that
of the left; this is an unusual condition. The atlases of the Firth of Forth, Java and Japan
skeletons agree closely in size and proportions.
The axis presents no characters of especial importance. It has the usual large wing like
transverse processes, each perforated by an oval foramen, a fairly well-marked odontoid process,
and a massive neural spine. The axis agrees closely with tha't of Gervais's Cape Horn skeleton
and those of B. borealis figured in the 'Osteographie' except in the shape of the neural spine.
This is such a variable character, however, that taken by itself it has little significance; in fact,
none of the figures with which I am familiar agree in the shape of the spine of the axis.
The superior and inferior transverse processes of the third and fourth cervicals unite to form
a ring; the fifth vertebra has the ring complete on the right side, but on the left the distal ends

Fig. 17. Lateral view of cervical vertebrae of B. borealis.

Of the two transverse processes are separated by'an interval of 8 mm. This specimen seems
to be the only one yet recorded in which the upper and lower transverse processes of the 6th
cervical form a ring on either one or both sides. The ring on the right side of this vertebra is
complete, but the lower process of the left side, is represented by a shori;, flattened angular projection and is separated from the upper by a space of 96 mm. Both upper processes have the same
length and direction, and it is evidently in the lower process that the growth has. been arrested.
In all other skeletons- with which I am familiar both lower processes have the character of that
on the left side of this specimen.
The upper transverse processes only of the 7th cervical are -developed, these being heavy,
expanded distally and curving downward and forward; there are no indications of lower processes.
This seems to be the usual arrangement of the transverse proce'sses of the 7th vertebra,. but
Turner remarks in regard to his Firth of Forth specimen: "in the 7th, whilst the -superior limb
is long and cuirved downwards and outwards, the inferior limb is represented by a mere tubercle.
In the Leyden specimen the vertebrarterial foramen is incompletely bounlded inl the 2nd to
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the 7th inclusive. In the Berlin and Bergen,skeletons,only the axis has the foramen completely
bounded by bone. In the Brussels skeleton only the axis and 3rd vertebra",(1. c., p. 476).
The material on record demonstrates that while the development-of the transve'rse processes
of the cervical vertebroe, up to a certain point, is influenced by age, they are open to conside'rable
individual -variation. In all probability this species normally has the upper and lower transverse processes of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th cervicals completely united; the inferior processes
of the 6th vertebra are short, flat and angular, and separated from the upper processes by a.considerable interval; the superior processes of the 7th cervical are heavy, down-curved, expanded
distally and show no suggestio'n of inferior processes.
It appears that the transverse processes of the cervical vertebroe are of doubtful'value as
a diagnostic character of this speciles. This I found to be also true of the.California Gray.Whale
(Rhachianectes glaucus). Two fully adult skeletons were collected at Ulsan, Korea, one of which
had the'lower transverse processes of the 7th cervical as well developed as in the other
of the series, while in the second skeleton these,processes were represented only by tubercles.
Dorsal vertebrce.- Our specimen has fourteen thoracic ver'tebr2e, the first thirteen of which
have more or less well marked facets at the distal ends of the transverse processes for the articulation of the ribs; the posterior ends of the.transverse processes' of.the 14th dorsal are
thickened where the pair of rudimentary last ribs was attached. The neural spines of all the
dorsal vertebree are high, those from the 5th to the 14th, inclusive, bein'g very wide and thin
with truncated summits.
The 6th dorsal vertebra of our Japan skeleton and that of the Brussels Museum specimen,
as figured in the 'Osteographie,' agree well except in the distal ends of the transverse processes.
In the former the ends of the processes are,very thick and deeply excavated for the costal articulationt while in the latter there is little suggestion of a facet. Since the end of the transverse
process of the last dorsal is represented as thicker than that of the 6th dorsal, the drawing is
obviously incorrect or else the end of the process has been broken. The 6th dorsal vertebra of
the Leyden specimen has thick processes similar to those of the Japan
Gervais has gilven some excellent figures.of the lst, 7th, and 14th dorsal vertebree of his Cape
Horn specimen. The agreement of these figures with the respective vertebroe of our Japan skeleton is so close that no comment is required.
The 6th dorsal vertebra of the Java skeleton differs from that of our Japan specimen, and
from all examples of -B. borealis which I have seen figured, in the fact that the spine is d'irected
strongly forward instead of being almost vertical. .The distal end of the transverse. process
is almost horizontal to the axis of the centrum in this vertebra of the Java whale instead of being
markedly oblique as in the other specimens. Again the last dorsal vertebra does not show
the usual concave anterior and posterior margins and expanded distal end of the spine...
The differences in the 6th dorsal can not easily be accounted for and, if the figure 'is correct,
are important, but those of the last vertebra of the series may be due to injuries to the bone.
The anterior edge of the spine of the 7th dors.al of our Japan specimen was abraded during transit to the Museum and is now almost straight resembling that of the last dorsal of the Java
....
skeleton.
of our specimen are directed forThe transverse processes, of the first six dorsal

vertebree

slilghtly

skeleton.a

vertebrTe

Bergen Museum skeleton, according to Lilljeborg, had the transverse processes of the first seven
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dorsals directed forward, thos'e of the 8th and 9th p'rojecting straight' outward,: and those of the
four last back'ward.
Lumbar vertebrc.-The 13 lumbar vertebrme of o'ur Japan skeleton pre'sent no features of
especial importance. As usual the centra of all the vertebrse becom'e more massive as the caudal
reigion is approached and the transverse processes shorten. and widen; the neural spilnes progressively broaden from before backward, have deeply concave anterior margins and expanded
distal ends. Upon the center of all the vertebroe there is a well-marked infeerior-median carina,
which bifurcates posteriorly on the first caudal for the chevron-att'achments.
The first lumbar of the Brussels Museum skeleton, as figured fin the 'Osteographie,' differs
from the corresponding vertebra of our Japan spec'imen in having the' anterior margin of the
neural spine less convex and'a prom'inent tubercle'on the poste'rior side of the neural arch. This
tubercle is, however, not shown in the figure of the'lumbar vertebrITe:of B.- schlegeli or of Ge'rvais's
Cape Horn specimen, the first lumbar of which ag'rees closely with tha't;- of our Japan whale.
Lillj eborg says of the Bergen Museum specimen fr'om Finmar'k::'".All, the lumbosacral
vertebr2e are keeled on the lower side of the co'rpus. The' later'al proc'ess§e;s" of the first are directed
ou't laterally, and those of the 2d-12th are directed forward. The- lateral processes: of the last
two lumbosacral vertebra) and of the lst caudal ve'rtebra are directed 'straight out. Those of
the succeeding caudal vertebrse are -directed backwards" (l. c., p. '270),
The transverse processes of our specimen differ 'somewhat from lth6Is6 of the Bergen Museum
skeletons. The processes of the first five and the Ilast three lumbars project straight outward,'
and those of the 6th to the 10th inclusive are directed slightly forAward.
Cau'dal vertebrc.- The caudal series includes 23 v:ertebrm":, and ~si"n-eetho~sewithin the flukes
were sent intact to the Museum and afterward carefully' dissiecte'd`out, itis, certain that all of
the small terminal units, which are so frequently lost, were secuired. The last -vertebra measures 19 mm. in length by 22 mm. in width, is wedge-shaped and'completely ossified but so exceedingly minute that it would almost certainly be overlooked 'un'le'ss unus.ual care were taken. to
secure it.
V
The inferior median carina is bifurcated on the po-st'erior edge" of $e'etrm fth3t
vertebra and forms two well-marked facets for the ch'evron att-achiAents, -thus indicating the
beginning of the caudal series.-'
Gervai's has figured the inferior surfaces of the first three:'caudal'vertebrme of his Cape Horn
specimen, but the numbers on the drawings have been misplaced, thus causing some confusion.
Figure 22 refers to the 3rd, figure 22a to the 2nd, and 22b to the lst caudals. On the same
plate are anterior and lateral views of the 2nd c'audal. The formner agrees well with the corresponding vertebra of our Japan whale, but the lateral view shows the spine to be' 'more erect than
it iS in our s' ecimen.
I have given above my reasons for concluding that th'e vert'ebra- of both the Br'ussels and
Leyden Museum specimens which Van Beneden and Ger-vails ha've figured as the lst caudal is
in each. case really the 3rd; it would naturally follow that those figued -as the 8th, 9th and 10th
caudals are the 10th, llth and 12th. This seems to be true of the Brussels skeleton but there
is further error in the figures of the Leyden specimen. Th"e vertebra which is -said to be the
8th caudal has a well-developed spine, neural arch and transverse processes and bears a large
chevron. The one figured as the. 9th, which next succeeds it, has entirely lost, the spine and
transverse processes and bears a very small chevron. This is obviously a'n error since the neural
arches and processes of the caudal vertebrm of all Balmnopteras dec'rease in !size gradually and
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confused. On the
10th caudal of the Brussels skeleton the neural arches and transverse process-es have disappeared
leaving only elongated tubercles.
On the 10th caudal of our Japan whale the zygopophyses are 38 mm. long, 68 mm. broad,
and project straight upward; the neural spine is short, triangular and directed very obliquely
backward, and the transverse processes remain as mere ridges. The inferior edge of the vertebra
in the center of the body is perforated by an incomplete transverse foramen, which becomes
entirely enclosed in the next succeeding vertebra. The figure of the 10th caudal of the Brussels
whale shows no suggestion of this foramen although it appears in the llth well up in the silde of
the centrum.
Two vertebrTe, said to be the last lumbar and the lst caudal of the type skeleton of B.
schlegeli, are figured in the ' Osteographie,' but these bones have been misidentified and are really
the lst and 2d caudals. The vertebra figured as the lst caudal has a large chevron indicated
as attached to its posterior end and the inferior surface of the centrum is too concave; also,
in the anterior view, the zygopophyses are seen to diverge widely instead of slightly, and the facets
for the articulation of the chevron are very prominent. These are all characters of the 2d caudal.
The figures of these two vertebree agree remarkably well with the lst and 2d caudals of our
Japan skeleton.
The disappearance of the several processes and the appearance of the foramina, while open
to much individual variation, nevertheless furnish inateresting comparative data which are
assembled below:

never

abruptly. It is difficult to understand how the vertebrae

Holstein, Berlin
Museum

were thus

Firth of Forth,|
North Cape,
Brussels MuEdinburgh Mu- Japan, American Cape Horn, Paris
.....
........seum
.....
seum
Museum
Museum

Last vertebra to bear a neural
12th Ca.
10th Ca.
1a.
lth Ca.
0t
C.......................
spine .2h
First vertebra to have the transllll
verse process perforated by a|.
3rd Ca.
3rd Ca.
3rd Ca.
rCa.
3rd Ca.
3r a
vertical foramen ...............

Chevrons.- Although but 13 chevron bones were secured with the skeleton, it is obvious
that 2 are gone and that the series originally consisted of 15. Those missing are the 2d and 14th.
The lst chevron is composed of two thin laminoe 148 mm. long by 99 mm. wide, the distal ends
of which are free. The 3d is 222 mm. long by 125 mm. wide, and its laminoe unite in a spine
99 mm. in depth. The 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th chevrons have an almost uniform length but their
spines increase gradually in breadth, that of the 6th being the widest of the series. The facets
on the proximal ends for articulation with the vertebral bodies increase gradually in breadth
from the lst to the 8th. The last chevron is exceedingly small and would be discovered only
by very careful dissection; it measures 18 mm. long by 23 mm. wide.
Pander and d'Alton's figure of the type skeleton of B. borealgis in Berlin shows 15 chevron
bones, and the series appears to be complete.
In Rudolphi's figure of the same specimen, however, it lacks the lst chevron, only 14 being
shown. This appears to be the only skeleton in which the series of chevrons is complete, for
according to Flower only 10 were secured -with the Leyden Museum specimen, and Lilljeborg
states that the whale in the Bergen Museum had but 1 1. Turner also records 1 1 for his Firth
of Forth skeleton.
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Table XIII.- Measuremnents of Vezrtebre of American Museum skeleton of Balaenoptera borealis
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Fig. 30. Lateral and oblique dorsal view of first rib of B. borealus.

RIBS.

Fig. 29. Proximal portions of first right ribs of B. boreaUL

Our Japan' skeleton has 14 pairs of ribs.
The lst rib on either side is deeply bifurcated
proximally, so that two distinct heads are
formed, and very widel'y expanded distally.
The 2nd and 3rd ribs are of equal width
throughout, so greatly compressed that they
are almost slab-like, and possess heads and
necks. Their proximal portions are bent at
right angles to the shafts and the necks, which
show no distinct constrictions, and are tumed
sharply inward.
The angle formed by the neck with the
shaft of the remaining ribs becomes less and
less acute until in the posterior members of
the series it is entirely lost and the ribs are
regularly curved. The last rib on the left side
is very slender and much twisted; that of the
right side is very short, straight, and abruptly
narrows to a long slender point; these ribs are
probably becom'ing functionless.
The 5th rib of the right side has a greatly
swollen head, which is divided into two unequal prongs; this condition is also present
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to a less extent in the 6th rib and is slightly indicated in the 7th.

It is unquestionably

pathological.
The morphological signilficance of the bifurcation of the first rib has been more widely
discus'sed than any o'ther questilon in the anatomy of B. borealis. All specimens of this species
from whatever locality, wilth the exception of thezFirth of Forth whale, have had the proximal
ends of the first ariobs deeply bifurcated. This has given rise to the belief that it might be
considered a's a specific character and Dr. J. E. Gray even deemed it of generic importance.
Professors Flower, Van Beneden and Turner regarded the s'upplementary part of the first rilb
as a cervical rib and th'is view is supported by our specimen. The prxmal portion of the left
is. divided to an extent of 225 mm. but below this'point is firmly coalesced. The line of union
of the""two ribs, is plainly indicated on both the anterior and~posterior surfaces for somewhat
over half their le'ngth, but in the distal portion becomes lost.
While in Japan I examined a-number of fresh skeletons with this point in view and, without exception, all possessed double-headed first ribs. This question is more fully disc'ussed by
Dr. Schulte in his dissection of the fcetus' of B. borealis (see below).
STERNUM.
As far as I have been able to discover the sterna of the Zuyder Zee, Java and Cape Horn
skeletons are the only ones which -have thus far been figured or de'scribed.
of Gervais's Cape Horn specimen is
_
1!1 S1lll
I
l quite regularly.cross-shaped but that of our Japan whale
_
~has the su'perilor ramus of -the 'cross' deeply bifurcated
_ li11 | ! 11
I-I _and very broad, thus producilng a bone of quite a, differI
l
11
I
l l lE nt outline In the Zuyder Zee sternum the upper and
lwer arms of the cross are undeveloped and a lozengea1 _
~~shaped bone is the result. The sternum of the Java
skeleton shows no definite separation between the superior and lateral rami of the cross but the inferior branch
well differentiated.
~~~~~~~~~is
Fig. 31. Sternum of B. borealis.
Although- the sterna of these four skeletons differ
widely yet it may be seen that they are all variations of the cross type. Such almost rudimnentary bones, however, are of little value in specific comparisons for they -are subject to extraordinary individual variations.

~~~~The~sternum

PECTORAL LIMB.

Scapula.-Each scapula of our Japan skeleton is fan-shaped with a long acromion and
well developed coracoid process, and the width is nearly twice the height. The shoulder blade
'agrees remarkably well with the figure given by Gervais of the scapula of his Cape Horn specimen
and that of the type skeleton of B. schlegeli from Java published in the ' Osteographie.'
The drawing of the Brussels scapula, however, differs in several particulars from the three
just mentioned. It shows.the super'ior margin of the bone to be regularly convex while in the
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other specimens it is considerably flattened in the central portion. Also the coracoid is but
slightly developed, the acromion is somewhat more expanded distally than in the others and is
directed upward instead of straight outward. All,
three specimens, however, are older than the Brussels

btheseh diferelopesd.r
whalex and that two, at lest,o
t ath
scapulaofep
ptresemblydes thae irssugelstdbth

acromion has not the expanded distal end and does-Fig. 32. Outer surface of right scapula of B. borealis
not project upward.
(Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. No. 34871).
A photograph of the scapula of whale'No. 19,
exactly the length of the American Museum specimen (1350 cm.) and presumably of nearly the
same age, shows that the superior margin of the bone was greatly flattened and that the acromion
projected upward about like that of the Brussels scapula.

Fig. 34.
Fig. 33. Outer surface of right scapula of B. borealis (VVhale No. 2, photographed at Oshima).
Fig. 34. Inner surface of right scapula of B. borealis (Whale No. 19, photographed at Aikawa).
Fig. 33.

It is probable, therefore, that the differences exhibited by the shoulder blade of the Brussels
specimens are due to individual variation.
The table in which is indicated the proportion of the heilght to the breadth of the scap'ula
of Atlantic and Pacific specimens gives little information of value except to show that an
Iextraordinary variation exists in the proportions of this bone in different individuals and
that it is apparently not the -result of sex or age.Humerus, radius, ulna, and carpus.- Besides the pectoral fins of the American Museuim
skeleton from Japan we have a photograph of the fore limbs of Sei Whale No. 2, taken at
0Os;hima, for compaLrison w'lth the fliDDers of the Brussels Museum and Java skeletons figured in
the 'Osteographie.'
All four agree well, showing the straight hiimerus, the long slender radius and ula,. and
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Table No. XIV.

-

Measurements of scapulce of B. borealis.
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55.0

60.4
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Proportion of height of scapula to
breadth

55.9

60.1

the strongly developed olecranon process which characterizes the pectoral fin of B. borealis.
The olecranon process of the ulna of the Java skeleton differs slightly in shape from that of the
Brussels Museum specimen, but both of
the Japan whales agree with the latter.
|
__
~~~~~~~~~~~~I
dissected with extreme care the car-

|

|

| ~~~~~~~~~~~~and
19 at the stations, andah

redfipr

l
~
~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~nw in the Museum wihall bones in situ.
|~~~~~~~Al three exhibited fiecrpal ossificatioDns,
_
_
|

- ~~~~~~ ~ed,s of the radius and ulna, and two smaller
1|1
_1 C
~~~~~~onesin the distal ro'w opposite the ends of
~
~~
~
~
~
~
inteBrinsei
~~~~ragmn fon

_

l~~~~~~~~~~~~mn an

th Brusel

flipper w.ich Flower

The pisiform cartilage of No. 19 had begun
to ossify and was 75 mm. in length, while in
the younger whale (No. 2) no evidence of
bony structure in this portion was to be
Fig. 35. Humerus, radius and ulna of B. borealis (Am. Mus. Nat.fon(seShl,blw)
Hist. No. 34871).fon(seShl,blw)
Manus.- The manus of each whale was
dissected with especial reference to securing a correct formula for the phalanges and, although it
will be seen that the three individuals differ in this respect, I am nevertheless positive that all
are correct. The formulae are as follows:
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II

III

IV

V

7
6
7
5
6
5

6
5
5
5
5.
4

3
2
3
3
2
2

1I-

-

Japan, Am. Mus. Skeleton

4
4
4
3
3
3

Whale No. 2
ss ss
" 19
North Cape, Brussels Mus.
it

It
Finmark, Bergen
Faroe Ts., Copenhagen Mus.
,

I do not believe that the differences in the phalangeal formulae of the Japan whales are due
to age, but rather to individual variation.. It is very probable that the formulae of the Brussels

Fig. 36. Manus of B. borealis (Whale No. 19, photographed- at Aikawa).

Fig. 37. Flipper of B. borealis (Whale No. 2, photographed at Oshima).

and Bergen Museums flippers are not correct, silnce it is only by the -most careful dissection of
fresh specimens that one can be sure that all the minute terminal phalanges have been secured.
Other data relative to the manus of whale No. 19 follow:
mm.,
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The last phalanx of the 3rd digit was 16 mm. from the extreme tip, 'and that of the 4th'
digit was 60 mm.- from the edge of the flipper.
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PELVIC RUDIMENTS.

It is especially fortunate that the pelvic elements of our Japan whale were preserved, since
these bones have only once been described or figured since Rudolphi's and Pander and D'Alton's
drawing of the pelvic rudiment of the type skeleton. In 1893, Dr. John Struthers published
a valuable paper on the 'Rudimentary Hind-Limb of a Great Fin Whale (Balcenoptera musculus)
in comparison with those of the Humpback Whale and the Greenland Right Whale," in which
he gavre an account of the pelvis of a specimen of B. borealis, 36 feet long, which w'as beached
alive at St. Margaret's Hope, Orkney, in November, 1884. Dr. Struthers says: "As the length
of this species may reach 45 feet or even 50 feet, the figure cannot be regarded as representing
the full grown pelvic bone, but it may be taken as showing the general form in contrast -with
that of B. musculus [=B. physalus]. The bone of both sides is figured, as there is considerable
a-symmetry. The chief differen'ces are, that the bone of the right side has a well-marked promontory, that it presents a marked
flattening and exp'ansion towards the
-

|

|

~~~~~broader generally,

so

left. The total length was about
inches, of which the cartilages made
On the bone

l
l

that it is alto-

possessing the

promontory, that of the
side, there is on the promontory
marked oval area corresponding exl
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a
actly to the area where the acetabular
Fig. 38. Left pelvic element of B. borealis.
cartilage lies in the B. musculus [ =B.
physalus] and in the Right-whales. It is here 2inch in length by inch in breadth, and lies
entirely on the under surface of the promontory, not extending round the edge of the bone.
The surface is irregular, mostly excavated, and is quite like a surface which had sustained a
cartilage. On the left bone, on which the promontory is but little developed, this mark is not
present. The outer border of the promontory is thicker than that of the right bone, and along
it there is a longitudinal depression, not reaching to the under surface of the bone. It does not
look as if it had supported a cart'ilage, but rather to be the result of the growth of its margins.
It may be that a well-developed promontory and the presence of an acetabular cartilage stand
related. At fully ainch in front of the promontory there is a notch in the outer border- of the
bone, deepest and narrowest in the left, the least broad of the two bones. This notch corresponds
in position exactly to the oval- foramen noticed in the 64-feet-long B. musculus [ = B. physalus]
as seen in fig. 9. One would expect- such a foramen to be vascular, but in the B.- musculus it was
occupied by fat."
S'ince the pelvic rudiments of our specimen are from a much larger whale, it may be assumed
I

Jour. Angat. &c Pbys., Vol. XXVII, 1893, p. 324-325.
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that they more nearly represent the normal adult shape of 'these elements than do Struthers's
figures. The right bone is nearly perfect and although the left lacks the distal half of the ilium,
sufficient remains to indicate that the two bones were almost 'identical in shape; the left, however,
is slightly broader through the pubic region than is the right. The pubis in both specimens
remains as a rounded and somewhat thickened promontory which is much more strongly developed than it appears in Struthers's figures. No indications-of an acetabulum are present in
either of our specimens, and neither is there any trace of the notch in the outer border of the bone
just anterior to the pubis which Struthers records. If femoral rudiments were present they
have been lost, but the probabilities are that there were none (see Schulte, below). The total
length of the right pelvic bone is 220 mm., the ischium 'is 117 mm., and the ilium 165 mm. long.
OPINIONS OF EUROPEAN WRITERS REGARDING THE SPECIFIC IDENTITYo0FB. schlegeli AND
B. borealis.
Even at the time Prof. Flower described and named the Java whale Sibbaldiuss schlegelii
he was not convinced that it was specifically distinct from B. borealis, and yet could not bring
himself to believe that two animals so widely separated geographically could belong to the same
species. In his original description 'he says: "In the present case I have carefully compared the
skeletons (that from Java and those from the European coast) together. I have even had the
advantage of placing many of the bones of the t'wo in the Leyden Museum side by side; and
I confess that, allowing for difference of age, it is difficult to fix upon any characters in which
they decidedly differ. The stylo-hyoids in the first, it may be said, are broader than in the
Berlin or Brussels specimens, the sternum larger and of more definite cross-like form than in
the Leyden skeleton, the transverse processes of the vertebrae are more developed and united
at their ends than in either of these;. but such characters are of no value for specific distinction.
One, however, does appear to me of some importance; and that is the form of the orbital plate
of the frontal, so decidedly narrower at the outer end in the Javan cranium than in the -three
specimens from Europe; but it is possible that even here age may cause the difference. Eschricht
has laid great stress upon the little dependence that can be placed upon the proportions of the
bones of the head in making out the specific characters of Whales. It is rather curious that
the tympanic bones, though agreeing in general form, are actually smaller in the. Java than
in the Zuyder Zee,skeleton, being less in length by O."3, and in breadth by nearly the same
amount...
"On the whole I have no hesitation in rejecting the name of gigas,for this Java specimen,
and, on account chiefly of its peculiar habitat, have some difficulty in placing it with laticeps.
The question can only be definitely solved when far more is known of the habits and wanderings 'of the Cetacea 'than at present. The tendency of modern naturalists is decidedly to the
idea that the geographical range of each species is much more strictly limited than was formerly
supposed. Even Eschricht, who at one time strongly held the opposite opinion, and maintained that some species were cosmopolitan, was, as Prof. Van Beneden informs me, decidedly
changing his views before his lamented death. We have,. however, here an important alternative: either a sDecies of W7hale found in the North Sea. between the North CaDe and the
south coast of England, is found also on the coast of Java, without being known (at present
at least) in any intermediate locality, -or, on the other hand, in the specimen which I now bring
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before the notice of this Society we have a species new to science. As I know that the latter
opinion will be adopted by many cetologists, I propose to call this specimen provisionally by the
name of schlegelii, in honour of my distinguished friend, by whose influence the specimen has
been made accessible to European naturalists, and who has himself made valuable contributions
to this department of zoology" (1. c., pp. 407-408).
In 1876, Prof. Paul Gervais published a description and plates of a skull which the Paris
Museum had received from Japan and concluded that it and the Java specimen in the Leyden
Museum named B. schlegeli by Flower belonged to the same species. Six years later Sir Wm.
Turner discussed the question of the identity of B. borealis and B. schlegeli in a paper upon a
whale captured in the Firth of Forth and says: "The compariso'n which I have so far made of
the Bo'ness whale with other specimens has been with skeletons admittedly those of B. borealis,
and obtained in the North Atlantic. But in the Leyden Museum is a skeleton brought from the
north-west coast of Java, named, after Professor Schlegel, Balcenoptera Schlegelii, which Professor
Flower, who first described it, regarded as closely allied to, if not specifically identical with,
B. borealis, though, on account of its habitat, he had a difficulty in placing it with borealis. This
skeleton was more perfectly ossified than 1in my specimen, and belonged to an animal probably
about 45 feet long. I have compared my skeleton with Professor Flower's description and
figures, and with the additional description and illustrations of its skeleton in pl. xiv and xv,
and on p. 221 of the Ostffographie des Cdtacs, and without doubt the resemblance is in many
particulars very striking...
"At the time when Professor Flower wrote his description, there was a greater tendency,
on the part of cetologists, to limit the area of distribution of the individual species of cetacea,
than now exists, and to confer specific value upon specimens which, though in many respects
similar in characters, yet came from distant seas. The wider range of distribution of some
of the species of the marine mammals is now more generally recognized,- and the remoteness of
the habitat of Schlegel's Balcenoptera ought not, if the anatomical arrangements correspond, to
bar its association with B. borealis'." 1
At the time Professors Van Beneden and Gervais published their great work, the 'Oste'ographie des Cetac6s,' they compared in detail the skeleton of Balaenoptera schlegeli with that
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of B. borealis and came to the conclusion that the former was not specifically identical with the
latter. Their opinion was based upon certain osteological differences which are summarized
in the following paragraph:
"M. Flower a soigneusement compare ce squelette de Java avec ceux d'Europe, et il reconnatt qu'il est difficile de de'terminer les caracteres par lesquels il diff'ere de la Balcenoptera borealis.
Ce que M. Flower trouve de plus caract6ristique, c'est que la portion sus-orbitaire du frontal
est plus etroite dans le cr'ane de Java que dans la borealis d'Europe.- Nous croyons pouvoir
ajouter que les os propres du nez sont plus longs et plus e'troits 'a la base dans la Balcenoptera
Schlegelii, et que l' occipital est notablement plus large 'a la base , moins e'tendu en avant et ne
presente pas cette forme lobee' dans la partie qui recouvre les os frontaux.- Nous trouvons des
differences e'galement dans le maxillaire inf6rieur, dans les vert'ebres cervicales et le sternum.
Enfin les apophyses epineuses des dorsales et des lombaires nous paraissent plus longues et
plus fortes.
I

Joumn. Anat. and Phys., Vol. XVI, 1882, pp. 483-484,
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"Il est inutile de faire remarquer, que le squelette de Java, qui indique une longueur au
moins de 45 pieds, de'passe notablement la taille de la Balcenoptera borealis ou laticeps, qui n'atteint
pas au del'a de 35 pieds, et qu'au lieu de 13 c6tes comme la Balcenoptera borealis, cette espece
en a 14 " (1. c., pp. 224-225).
In the section of this monograph devoted to 'Osteology' the points of difference indicated
by the authors of the ' Osteographie ' havre been considered and I believe it has been demonstrated
that none are of specific importance; moreover, in later years both authors of the 'Osteographie'
came to believe in the cosmopolitan distribution of the Balaenopteras and to realize that many
of the characters of B. schlegeli which appeared to be of specific value were due to individual
or other vrariations and were of but little importance.
Prof. Van Beneden expressed his later views in the following words, quoted from his 'Histoire Naturelle des Balenopteres' published in 1888: "Contrairement aux Baleines ve'ritables,
les Bale'nopt'eres sont probablement toutes cosmoploites, et on trouve les quatre formes de nos
regions septentrionales, aussi bien dans l'Atlantique meridonale, que dans l'oc6an Pacifique,
la mer des Indes et l'ocean Austral" (I. c., pp. 11-12).
In 1891, although describing a skeleton from the vicinity of Cape Horn as B. schlegeli, Dr.
H. P. Gervais repeatedly states that he considers this species identical with B. borealis. He
concludes his paper as follows: "La decouverte de ce squelette, appartenant a une esp6ce qui
n'avait pas encore et signalee dans les mers du Sud, pre'sente donc un grand intere't scientifique.
Elle permet en effet de comple'ter la liste des Mystic6tes qui vivent dans ces paraoes et d'etablir
d'une fagon certaine que tous les Baleinopt'eres qui fr6quentent les mers de l'hemisphere nord
sont repr6sent6s dans l'hemisphe're sud avec des caract'eres identiques. Ce fait avait de'j-a W
constate pour les Balcenoptera musculus et B. rostrata; il nous a e'te permis de le mettre en lumi6re
pour la Balcenoptera Sibbaldii ainsi que pour la B. Schlegelii, esp'ece qui n'est autre chose que
la B. borealis, nom auquel on devrait substituer desormais celui de B. laticeps, propose' autrefois
par le Dr. J. Gray et qui rappelle un des caracte'res. saillants de ce Cetace, celui d'avoir un cr'ane
proportionellement plus large que celui de tous les autres Baleinopte'res " (1. c., pp. M. 54-M. 55).
Dr. J. Liouville in his book on the cetaceans of the Antarctic published in 1913 was the
first author to formally include B. schlegeli in the synonymy of B. borealis. In his introduction
to the species he says: " L'Exp6dition frangaise I'a rencontre Na diverses reprises, principalement
autour des Shetlands Australes: rien dans son aspect ext6rieur, rien dans ses mceurs, rien dans
les coupes de fanons qu'en retiraient les baleiniers, n'autorisait 'a le nommer autrement que
B. borealzis Lesson" (1. c., p. 101).
It is evident from the matter quoted above that those cetologists who critically considered
the relationship of B. schlegeli and B. borealis were unanimously of the opinion that the two were
specifically identical and I have little doubt that had Prof. Flower studied the Java skeleton in
the later years of his life, he would not have considered that its geographical position prevented
its association with B. borealis.
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DOUBTFUL SPECIES RELATED TO B. borealis.

Balcefnoptera edeni Anderson.
In his great work, 'Results of the Yunnan Expeditions,' Dr. John Anderson I described a
whale from the Bay of Bengal as Balcenoptera edeni. The animal had been stranded. in a wide
inlet and the skull and certain bones of the skeleton which were recovered and transferred to
the Indian Museum, Calcutta, proved that the specilmen was in the 'adolescent' stage.
In discussing B. edeni I shall continue to use the name B. schlegeli for the Java specimen
for the sake of convenience, although I believe it has been satisfactorily demonstrated in the
preceding pages that B. borealis and B. schlegeli are synonymous.
Dr. Anderson says in describing B. edeni:
"The leading characteristics of the skull, pl. xliv, as compared with the skulls of known
Balcenoptera, are the great length of the maxillary portion and the little downward shelving of the
upper surface of the maxill2a .... There can be no doubt about this Whale being closely allied
to B. schlegeli, but I cannot reconcile the form of the skull with the figure of the skull of the
type given by Van Beneden and Gervais. I have reproduced three drawings taken from a photograph of the skull (pl. xliv, figs. 1, 2, 3), and it will be observed that although it bears a strong
resemblance to the skull of B. schlegeli, it differs from it materially in the character of its beak,
which is long and slender, and much more forwardly directed than the beak of B. schlegeli, and
also in the absence of the curvature of the external margin of the maxilla which distinguishes B.
schlegeli. The beak of-the latter is also much more downwardly shelving at its base than is the
maxillary of this form from the Bay of Bengal, and the skull has greater depth, as is shown by
the circumstance that the orbital process of the maxilla in B. schlegeli is below the level of the
base of the skull, whereas in this skull it is above it. The opening of the. posterior nares also
is much narrower than in B. schlegeli. The'length of this skull compared with the type of B.
schlegeli, is only about three inches longer, but notwithstanding the additional length it has
less breadth and less occipital length associated with a shorter maxilla, less maxillary breadth,
and a narrower beak. Its lower jaw also differs considerably in its length from that of B. schlegeli,
being nearly 4 inches shorter, although its skull is longer than the skull of that type, which,
according to Professor Flower's measurement, has the lower jaw longer than its skull, whereas
in Van Beneden's and Gervais figure the lower jaw is represented as shorter than the skull.
The lower jaw of B. schlegeli is much deeper and heavier than the jaw of this Whale, as is seen
by the accompanying table of measurements, and the curve also differs materially, the latter being
much more outwardly curved than the former"(1. c., pp. 554-555).
It will be noticed that in the first portion of the quoted matter, Dr. Anderson says that
in comparison with other known Balcenoptera the great length of the maxillary portion of B. edeni
is remarkable, and later states that " it has less breadth'and le'ss occipital length associated with a
shorter maxilla". than has B. schlegeli. The fact is that the measurements of both the Sittang
and Arakan specimens of B. edeni do show a relatively shorter beak than B. schlegeli, but my
specimen from Japan has a beak of very nearly the same proportional length as the two India
skulls. Also the difference between the ratios of the length of the beak to the total length of
I Anatomical and
Zoological Researches: comprising an account of the Zoological Results of the Two E;xpeditions to Western Yuman
in 1868 and 1875. London, 1878, pp. 55&-564, pl. xcliv.
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the skull of B. schlegeli and the Sittang skull is 5.3%0 and in three skulls of B. borealis from Europe
it is 4.5%; this is certainly not beyond the range of individual variation.
The same is true of the proportional breadth of the beak at the base. The difference between
this ratio in B. schlegeli and the Arakan skull is 8.1%o, and the individual variation in the three
skulls of B.- borealis from Europe amounts to 8.9%o; moreover, my Japan specimen is intermediate
between the Java and India skulls. The apparently narrower beak of each India specimen is
not constant throughout its entire length, as the proportional breadth at the middle is very similar in the Java, Sittang aild Arakan skulls.
The proportional breadth across the squamosals is less in the Japan skull than in the Java,
Sittang alnd Arakan specimens. Between the Java and Arakan skulls the difference is 2.4%,
while in the series from Europe there is a variation of 5.9%0.
Somewhat -similar conditions are presented in the proportional breadth of the maxillae across.
the orbital processes, for the individual variation in the European series amounts to 12.8%^,
which is far greater than the differences between the skulls from India and Java.
Although the differences in proportion between the skulls from Java and India are not
beyond the range of individual variation I must confess that I consider measurements to be of
very little value in distinguishing closely allied species.
The breadth of the outer end of the orbital process of the Sittang and Arakan specimens
agree closely and differ considerably from the narrow orbit of B. schlegeli. I am inclined to believe. that the very narrow orbit of which Flower has spoken in B. schlegeli is an individual difference which will not be found to be constant in other whales from the same waters.
Flower gives the mandibular length in a straight line of B. schlegeli as 117 inches, while the
skull length, straight, is only 116 inches; there is of course, some mistake in the record of this
measurement. The figure in the 'Oste*ographie des C6tac6s, (pll. xiv-xv) shows the mandible
in its proper proportions as somewhat shorter than the skull.
The points which Dr. Anderson makes. regarding the little dowvnward shelving of the upper
surface of the maxilla and the forwardly directed beak of B. edeni are of considerable importance
if they have not been exagger7ated in the drawings. Both characters are readily apparent wheD
comparing the figure of the skull of B. edeni with either the drawing of the skull of B. schlegeli
or the photographs of my Japan cranium. If Dr. Anderson had not.called attention to these
points with the specimen itself at hand I should be inclined to doubt the accuracy of the drawing
since both features are so unusual.
Dr. Anderson says that the skull of B. edeni is distinguished by the " absence of the curvature of the external margiln of the maxilla which distinguishes B. schlegeli." This'difference
-is so slight that it certainly is not a character of value and, moreover, the edges of the maxilla
in the Japan skull are almost straight.
The skeleton of B. edeni presents some interesting features. The vertebral formula is given
as C7, D10, L14, Ca2l, but there was almost certainly some error in the determination of the
dorsal series, for it is exceedingly unlikely that the specimen had only 10 pairs of ribs. Dr.
Anderson says of the atlas of B. edeni: "The notch for the reception of the odontoid swelling
of the axis lying below it is much contracted. The transverse process of the atlas is welldefined, rather long, but basally shallow; very different from the deep wing-like twisted transverse process of B. schlegeli, as figured and described by Flower. The articular surfaces for the
axis practically meet below, being separated from each other by 0.25 inch in. the dried bone,
and have thus no facet between them as in B. schlegeli " (1. c., p. 558).
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The figure of the atlas of B. edeni shows a bone quite unlike that of either the Java or my
Japan specimen, the most 'im'portant difference appearing, as Dr. Anderson has remarked, in the
transverse processes and facets. It is difficult to believe that this can be within the range of
individual variation.
The axis and remaining cervricals do not show any characters of especial importance.
Dr. Anderson has remarked that the 7th vertebra of B. edeni differs from that of B. schle'geli
in the presence of a well-defined nodular rudiment of the inferilor transverse process. My
work upon the California Gray Whale (Rhachianectes glaucus), however, has demonstrated
that the presence or absence of the lower processes of the 7th vertebra, at least in that species,
is purely an individual character. And since it has been shown that in B. borealis the formatid'n
of a complete ring in the cervicals between the axis and the 7th by the ossification of the transverse processes is not entirely dependent upon the age of the specimen, it would appear that the
presence of a rudimentary inferior transverse process on the 7th vertebra is of no importance.
The descriptions and figures of the remaining vertebrm of B. edeni agree very closely with
those of my Japan whale, and none of the points of difference from B. schlegeli which Dr. Anderson detects are to be seen in the Japanese specimen.
Dr. Anderson states that a fragment of the left first rib, cmrsnapotion of the shaft
and of the head and the tubercle, was preserved and that the rib was single-headed. This is
very interesting since, exIcept for a single specimen, all skeletons of B. borealis9, including the
Java whale, have had bifurcated first ribs.
The figures of the 6th rib, humerus, and hyoid bones do not differ in any important particulars from the corresponding portions of the skeleton from Japan.
While from the foregoing discussion of B. edeni it is evident that this species is either
identical with, or closely allied to, B. borealis, I feel that without further information no
positive assertions can be made regarding it. The characters of the skull and atlas which
have already been pointed out are certainly of importance and to my mind can not be disregarded or explained upon the grounds of individual variation. Since Dr. Anderson especially
noted them from the specimen itself it would appear that they have not been exaggerated in
the published figures. It is highly desirable that this skeleton be reexamined in the light of
present knowledge of the large Cetacea, but until this is done, or other specimens have been
obtained from the same waters, it appears to me that it is wisest to leave Balcefnoptera edeni
as a very doubtfully established species.
It is especially unfortunate that Mr. 0rjan Olsen, who has recently described Balcenoptera
brydei from South African waters, did not furnish osteological details with his external
descriptions. Further information regarding both these whales willl be awaited with interest
since it is not improbable that the two may prove identical, or both be synonyms of B. borealis.
At present, however, the wisest course is to leave them as they are.

Balcefnoptera brydei Olsen.
In a Norwegian newspaper 'Tidens Tegn,' dated No'vember 12, 1912, 0rjan Olsen, Esq.,
described a whale from the coast of South Africa, namin it Balcenoptera brydei, and in 1913
republished his account, with illustrations, in the 'Proceedings of th~e Zoological Society of
London,' pages 1073-1090.
Mr. Olsen states that "when the Norwegian whalers started their trade in South Africa
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they were doubtful as to whether they should consider this species to be a fin-whale or a 'sei'"whale (B. borealis). In Durban many of them preferred to call it a 'sildehval' (herring whale),
because it hunted herrings. But as the colour and size were most- i'ke that of the 'sefihval,'
they generally called it so, although they knew that it was not the proper 'seihval"' (I. c., pp.
1085-1086).
Twelve specimens were examined by Mr. Olsen during his stay at Durban on the East,
and Saldanha Bay on the West coast, but he remarks that the largest numbers were captured
latter station.
The account is confined to the external anatomy and habits and it seems advisable to consider the relationship of this species to B. borealis in the light of the material which has been
gathered in the preparation of the present monograph. The points in which Mr. Olsen believes
B. borealis and B. brydei differ, and in which I do not concur, will be first considered.
The average total length of B. brydei is given as 13 meters, or a little over, and the maximum
as almost 15 meters. My tables show that the average for -B. borealis is about 13.30 meters
and that of the Pacific specimens the maximum is 15.24 meters; for the Atlantic it is 17.37 meters
but this is very extraordinary. Thus in respect to size B. borealis and B. brydei are' alike.
The distance from the tip of the snout to the blowhole in B. brydei is given as 15.370 of the
total length; in B. borealis it averages practically the same.
The distance from the tip of the snout to the flippers in B. brydei is 30.6%o to 32.7%o: in
B. borealis my measurements were taken to the posterior edge of the pectoral instead of the
anterior, and the average distance is about 34%0; about 32%0 when taken to the anterior
edge of the fin.
The distance from the tip of the snout to the anterior edge of the dorsal fin of B. brydei
is 65% to 70% of the total length; of B. borealis from the snout to the posterior edge of the
fin it is 67.94SoZ to 73.22%0. This equals about 65%0 to 7110/ when taken, to the anterior edge, as
in the case of B. brydei.
The length of the pectoral fin from the tip to the axilla of B. brydei is given as 8%0 to 10.617o;
in B. borealis this measurement is 8.210/o to 11.26%7.
The greatest breadth of the pectoral fin of B. brydei is 2.6% to 2.710o of the total length,
while in B. borealis it is 2.5%7 to 3.01%7.
The distance from the notch of the flukes to the anus in B. brydei is 27.210/o; in B. borealis
it is 24.60% to 28.4%oAfter learning what an enormous amount of variation in proportions exists among individuals, all of which I have personally measured, I am comilng to regard measurements as
a basis for specific distinctions as of much less importance than I formerly supposed them to be.
None of the differences, in proportion of the two species as shown -above are beyond the range
of individual variation, but, on the contrary, the agreement is remarkably close. Olsen calls
attention to the facts that the dorsal fin of B. brydei is placed further back and that the anus is
situated more posteriorly than in B. borealis, but it will be seen that the proportional measurements do not bear out these statements; neither is he correct in saying of B. brydei: "The eyes
are comparatively larger than in the fin-whale, and placed just above the angle of the mouth, in
the same place as in the fin-whale, but further back than in B. borealis." In the latter spec'ies,
as I verified from a feetus, the eyes are placed directly above the corners of the mouth.
The color of B. brydei, as far as I can learn from Mr. Olsen's description, is somewhat like
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that of several specimens of B. borealis which I examined in Japan. The gray throat with the
lighter belly I have seen in two or three individuals of B. borealis at Aikawa, although it is rather
unusual, and the "bluish gray belt running across the stomach" is of course a character of the
Sei Whale. Olsen mentions several peculiarities of the color of B. brydei which. I have never
observed in B. borealis but which cannot be considered to be especially important. He says:
ITn the dark area below the flippers some isolated white spots may sometimes be seen; similar
white patches are occasionally distributed along the centre of the under side of the lower jaw,
and more rarely a small white line runs out from the white area on the belly to within one metre
or less behind the tip of the lower j aw. On the border between the dark colour of the throat
and the wh'ite belly there are often a number of bluish gray patches or stripes, and these
are more thickly sprinkled towards the front, and then gradually form a more uniform dark
color in front of the angle of the mouth" (l. c., p. 108 1). These are without doubt individual
peculiarities which probably would not be found in the majority of specimens.I
The points in which Mr. Olsen believes B. brydei and B. borealis differ, and with which I
concur, will now be considered.
The dor'sal fin is said to be of very moderate size, smaller than in the Finback (B. physalu>s)
and very different from the large dorsal of B. borealis or B. acuto-rostrata; its vertical height is
given as about 2.2% to 2.4% of the total length, which is less than the average -for B. borealis
although five of the Pacific specimens which came under my examination had dorsals from
2.18% to 2.65% of the total length of the animals. Nevertheless it appears to me significant
that Mr. Olsen has commented upon the smaller size of the dorsal fin of B. brydei,' silnce in B.
borealis it is one of the most strikilng characters of the species.
The statements that the body of B. brydei resembles B. physalus, and is of less powerful
build than that of B. borealis or B. acuto-rostrata, and that the tips of the snout and of the lower
jaw are more acute than in B. borealis, are interesting.
But what appears to me to be the two most important characters presented by Olsen as
distinguishing B. brydei from, B. borealis are the extent of the ventral furrows and the character of the baleen. Mr. Olsen states, and his photographs show, that the ventral furrows of
B. brydei extend posteriorly to the umbilicus, as in both B. physalus and B. mussculus, whereas
in B. borealis the furrows end on the abdomen at a point half way between the tip of the pectoral fin laid back and the umbilicus. This is a very important fact and one which can hardly
be explained on the grounds of individual variations.
A second important character is the baleen. Mr. Olsen says: "The baleen of B. brydei is
very distinctive of this species, and compared with the size of the whale, very small. The
longest baleen-plates measured by me, and from a female specimen of nearly 15 metres in length,
were. only 0.49 metre long (the ~bristles not included), while baleen from a Rudolphi's whale of
the same size attains a length of about 0.70 metre. The baleen differs remarkably in shape
from that of B. borealis; whereas the baleen-plates of B. borealis are very long and slender, those
of B. brydei are comparatively very broad and curve inwards along the inner margin....
"The bristles are longer than in B. boreaiis and thick and stiff, not curling, and on the whole
of very strong construction, even comparatively stronger than in the fin'-whale. Their average thickness is about 1 mm.; a little more at the distal end of the baleen, and perhaps a little
less at the base... .
"The colour of the baleen in the anterior part of the jaws, and about 0. 70 metre backwards
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from the tip of the snout, is as. a rule more or less wh'ite, sometimes perfectly white, but more
frequently with grey stripes; further back it is greyish black, and after death perfectly black.
The bristles are grey, whitish grey or yellowish in the anterior part of the mouth. The colour
of the baleen is on the whole rather similar to that of the fin-whale, and the whalers told me that
in some cases they had even seen the white colour asymmetrically placed, as in the fin-whale.
The baleen might in one jaw be white over a comparatively large area, and in the other jaw
fairly uniformly dark-coloured" (1. c., pp. 1079-1080).
As Mr. Olsen says, the baleen plates of B. borealis usually measure about 70 cm., and in seven
adult specimens which I examined in Japan, 73 cm. was the average. Baleen measuring only
49 cm., as in the case of B. brydei, is remarkably short, and his photographs show how strikingly
different in shape is the baleen of the two species. If the figured baleen-laminee of B. borealis
and B. brydei were taken from corresponding portions of the baleen row, the whalebone of the
two species could not easily be confused. His photographs also show the remarkable difference
in the character of the baleen bristles of B. brydei and B. borealis; this he has described in the
portion of his account quoted above.
As far as can be judged from the external characters gilven by Mr. Olsen it appears to me
that B. brydei, although very similar in proportilons and color and closely allied to B. borealis,
is probably distinct'from that species. It is to be regretted that no osteological details are
supplied in Mr. Olsen's account, and cetologists will look forward to a fuller description of the
anatomy of this interesting whale, for until more information, 'is given its general acceptance
will be only provisional.

CONCLUSIONS.
In this section is given a summary of the most important conclus'ions -reached in the
foregoing pages:
1. The Sei Whale, Balcenoptera borealis Lesson, has a cosmopolitan distribution, and the
names Balcenoptera arctica Schlegel and Balcenoptera schlegeli (Flower) which have been applied
to the Pacific Sei Whale are synonyms of B. b}orealis Lesson.
2. Balcnoptera borealis is now being taken, or has been recorded, from the following
localities: In the North Atlantic from the coasts of Europe, Newfoundland, Massachusetts, and
Labrador; in the South Atlantic along the shores of South Africa a'nd of South America from
latitulde 20° S. to 'the Shetland Islands. In the North Pacific from Japan, and possibly from
Vancouver Island; in the South Pacific from Java and Chili.
3. In the North Atlantic and North Pacific the Sei Whales appear to have more or less
regular migrations, arriving at and leaving certain localities at about the same time. In both
the North Atlantic and North Pacific June and July are the months of greatest abundance, but
a few individuals spend the winter along the coasts of Japan.
4. Balcnoptera borealis has a roving disposition and travels great distances, at times
appearing suddenly in localities where it has never before been known. B. borealis is apparently
indifferent to temperature and its wanderings probably are not greatly influenced by warm or'
cold water.
.5. Parasites taken from Sei Whales killed near Janan-hbave heen fouind to represn atnf
Antarctic species and indicate that B. borealis at times travels from the South Atlantic or
Antarctic waters to the North Pacific and North Atlantic.
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6. The small oval spots which are found in greater or less abundance on the bodies of Sei
Whales, and heretofore considered to be a peculiarity of colloration, are the scars left by a parasitic Copepod of the genus Penella.
7. Although in nearly all localities the food of the Sei Whales appears to consist of small
crustaceans, at times, when near the Japan coast, it ea.ts small fish. The Japanese vernacular
name for B. borealis is Iwashi Kujira (Sardine Whale).
8. The color variation of B. bor'ealis is enormous, and is apparently purely individual, not
being influenced by sex or age.
9. The average length of B. borealis is about 1249 cm. (42'); the maximum size yet recorded
for specimens from the Pacific is 1615 cm. (53%) and from the Atlantic 1737 cm. (57'). A
female 762 cm. (25') in length taken in Japan was pregnant, according to data furnished by the
whaling company; therefore sexual maturity must be reached long before the animal is fully
grown. Since the average size of the Sei Whale is about 1280 cm. (42') and in two specimens
of 44' and 45' in length the skeletons show that the animals were in the adolescent stage, this
species must reach adult size at an early period. This substantiates the theory that baleen
whales grow very rapidly after birth until practically their full size has been reached.
10. The normal vertebral formula for B. borealis appears to be C7, D14, L13, Ca22 or 23.
11. There is a certain -amount of individual variation in the phalangeal formula of the
pectoral limbs.
12. The double-headed first rib consists of a cervical rib which has ankylosed with the
true first rib. Allspecimens so far recorded, except Turner's Firth of Forth skeleton, exhibited
bifurcated first ribs, and in this species the presence of cervical ribs appears to be the rule.
13. Balcnoptera edeni Anderson and Balcnoptera brydei Olsen, are species very closely
related to Balcenoptera borealis Lesson or identical with it; their status can not be definitely
determined until further information concerning them is available.

SPECIMENS OF Balcnoptera borealis IN MUSEUMS.
Berlin Anatomical Museu'm; type skeleton from Holstein, 1819.
Leyden Museum; skeleton from Moniken-Dam, Zuyder Zee, 1811.
Leyden Museum; skeleton from Java, type of B. schlegeli (Flower), 1864.
Royal Museum of Brussels; skeleton from East Finmark, 1861.
Anatomical Museum of Edinburgh; skeleton from the Firth of Forth, Scotland, 1872.
Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, London; skeleton from the coast of England.
British Museum (Natural History); skeleton from the River Crouch, England, 1883.
Museum of Cambridge University, Cambridge, Eng.; skull and one scapula from the
mouth of the River Clyde.
Bergen Museum, Norway; 2 skeletons; one from Loffoden Islands and one from Altenfjord, west Finmark, 1861.
Museum of Christiana, Norway; a faetus, and a skull and scapula.
Tonsberg Museum, Tonsberg, Norway; skeleton from Mehavn, Finmark, 1898.
University Museum, Copenhagen,, Denmark; skeleton fr'om the Faroe Islands, Scotland,
1907.
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Paris Museum; a skull from Japan, and an incomplete skeleton from Staten Island, near
Cape Horn.,
Museum of Bayonne, France; a skeleton from Biarritz, 1874.
American Museum of Natural History, New York; a skeleton from Aikawa, north Japan,
1910.

Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences, Brooklyn, New York;

-some blades of baleen from

Newfoundland.
Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Mass.; one jaw bone, several blades of
baleen, and two ribs from Chatham Light, Mass., 1910.
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Sei Whale No. 43, partly in the water.
Oblique posterior view of Sei Whale No. 26.
Young Sei Whale being flensed.
Plate XXXIV.

Fig. 1. Throat and breast of Sei Whale No. 36.
26.
Fig. 2.
It
It
it
(i
it
i" 43.
"
l?ig. 3.
of Sei Whale No. 34.
Fig. -4. Breast
it
It
" 35.
"c "
Fig. 5.
Fig. 6. Side view of throat of Sei Whale No. 63.
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-Pla-te xxxv.

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ends of furrows of Sei Whale No. 35, showing the 'anchor-like' white marking.
Umbilicus of Sei Whale No. 33.
Breast of Sei Whale No. 36, showing the 'anchor-like ' white marking.
Posterior portion of Sei Whale showing 'patch-likes markings.
Umbilicus of Sei Whale No. 35; cut by the right edge of the photograph.
it
it
"i"'t
under the rope crossing the bo-dy.

Plate XXXVI.

Fig. 1. Ventral view of female Sei Whale, showing genitalia and mammes.
Fig. 2. Mammae slits and vulva partially dilated, showing clitoris of female Sei Whale No. 35.
Fig. 3. Male genitalia of Sei Whale No. 36, showing rudimentary mammae, concealed in the two short oblique slits
just posterior to the penis slit.
Fig. 4. Posterior side view of Sei Whale No. 36.
Fig. 5. Female genitalia of -Sei Whale.
Fig. 6. Male genitalia of Sei Whale No. 34.
Plate XXXVII.

Fig.
Fig.
' Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

'Anterior back and head of Sei Whale No. 38.
Peduncle of Sei Whale.
Gray markings on the peduncle of Sei Whale No. 41.
Back and pectoral fin of Sei Whale No. 26.
Breast of Sei Whale No. 63 -very dark.
Gray markings on peduncle of a Sei Whale. The white scars have been produced by thxe parasi'te PeneUa

antarctica.
Plate XXXVIII.

Fig. 1. View of dorsal portion of head of a Sei Whale. The elongated depression in the left side of the rostrum is
probably a harpoon-scar.
Fig. 2. Eye of Sei Whale No. 35.
Fig. 3. View of inner edges (bristles) of baleen rows of Sei VVhale No. 26.
Fig. 4. Blowholes of Sei Whale No. 34.
s
<
ss
s
Fig. 5.
row after removal from Sei Whale No. 2.
baleen
view
a
of
Iner
6.
single
F!ig.
Plate XtXXIXrv

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

I1. View of the anterior edge of the fluk6e of a Sei Whale.
fin of Sei Whale No. 34.
Right pectoral
it It
a
" it
u 43.
u
Inferior surface of flukes of a Sei VVhale.
It
it
a
No. 26.
as it Itcc
Outer surface of pectoral fin of VVhale No. 19.
Inner
sa
aits

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Plate XfL.

Fig. 1. Lateral view of a Sei Whale showing the most usual type of coloration.
Fig. 2. Ventral view of a S'ei Whale showing the most usual type of coloration.
(Drawings by J. Henry Blake, under the direction of Roy Chapman Andrews.)
Plate XLI.

.Fig. 1. Dorsal view of the skull of the specimen from Japan, No. 34871., in the Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.
Fig. 2. Ventral view of the same skull.
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Fig. 1. Lateral view of skull of the specimen from Japan, No. 34871, i-n the Am. Mus. Nat. Hist.
Fig. 2. Outer view of the right ramus of the manaible of the same skull.
Fig. 3. Inner view of the right ramus of the mandible.

TEzXT FIGURES.
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Penella antarctica Quidor in 8itu on the peduncle of Sei Whale No. 34
Pieces of blubber from a Finback Whale showing P. antarctica in situ
Cross section of blubber from a Sei Whale showing P. antarctica embedded
Dorsal fin of Sei Whale No. 35
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Fig. 8.
Fig. 9.
Fig. 10. Outer surface of left tympanic bone of B. borealis
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Fig. 11. Inner " ""
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}?ig.
Fig. 13. Basihyal and one stylohyal of B. borealw3
Fig. 14. Atlas and axis of B. borealis (left to right)
Fig. 15. Third and fourth cervical vertebrae of B. borealw (left to right)
l?ig. 16.' Fifth, sixth and seventh cervical vertebrm of B. b.orealiw (left to right)
Fig. 17. Lateral view of cervical vertebree of B. borealui.
a a a clorsal
u
s
a
Fig. 18.
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" " " caudal
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Fig. 29. Proximal portions of first eight ribs "" "
Fig. 30. Lateral and oblique dorsal view of first rib of B.- borealis.9
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Fig. 31. Stemum of B. borealuis
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Fig. 37. Flipper of B. borealis (Whale No. 2, photo. at Oshima)
Fig. 38. Left pelvic element of B. borealis
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